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Two in on credit union merger hunt 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN onc will proceed is being kept very qui- 
AT LEAST two credit unions have en- et. 
tered formal talks to merge with the Ter- Envision and Northern Savings are 
race and District Credit Union. bound by a confidentiality agreement 
The local credit union announced Oct. preventing them from discussing the de- 
13 it is seeking a merger partner to better tails of the process. 
take advantage of an expected rebound in Barry Delaney, Envision’s senior 
the economy and because it is becoming vice president of governance and strat- 
,increasingly more difficult for small, in- ,egy, confirme ast week it has been 
dependent credit unions to provide com- approached by Terrace and District 
petitive services. Credit Union to see if it is interested in 
with $3 billion in assets, and the Northem “We were delighted with the phone 
Savings Credit Union, with $278 million call,” Delaney says, adding merging with 
in assets, are two suitors that have entered Terrace and trict would be a logical 
into talks with+Terrace and District.0 any, which merged with 
The Terrace and District Credit Union the Snow Valley Credit Union in Kitimat 
asset value is $42 million. seven years ago. 
How any merger between the Terrace “Envision credit union wants to be a 
and District Credit Union and any‘other provincial credit union because we think 
1 
~ 
Langley-based Envision Financial, being a merger partner. 
our niembers want to have banking ac- 
cess across the province,” Delaney says. 
“Since we merged with the Snow Val- 
ley Credit Union in Kitimat ... we’ve been 
able to triple the size of that branch, we’ve 
been able to do more in the community as 
far as investment.” 
He says he believes Terrace is ideally 
located to benefit from what he perceives 
as an upswing in the regional economy 
’here particularly in relation to the Prince 
Rupert container port development and 
the recent announcement that Enbridge 
has chosen Kitimat as the endpoint for its 
dual pipeline project. 
“The announcements with the pipe- 
line ending up in Kitimat - huge news,” 
DeIaney said. “We take a look geographi- 
cally where Terrace is located and future 
plans for expansion in Prince Rupert - we 
just think Terrace has a great future.” 
Mike Tarr, Northern Savings Credit 
Union CEO, also confirmed it’s also been 
approached by Terrace and District as a 
potential merger partner. 
“Yes, we’ve certainly spoken to them 
and they are still in the middle of their 
deliberations as to who their preferred 
, partner might be going down the road,”, 
said Tan. 
“They are going about this in a very 
organized and systematic way, which is 
the way they ought to do it.’’ 
He agrees the region is poised for an 
economic rebound, though how long 
that will take remains unknown. And he 
hopes Northern Savings’ track record in 
the Terrace area will speak for itself. 
“The main reason that we have an in- 
terest would be because we already oper- 
ate in the Terrace marketplace, we share 
the same banking data system and we 
have a history ‘of working closely with , 
,Terrace and District,” he said. 
“So we have a number of similarities 
for us that makes it sensible to consider 
the notion of merging together.” 
Northern Savings this year expanded 
its operations to the Lower Mainland, 
where it opened a wholesale mortgage 
lending branch in Victoria and more re2 
cently, Kelowna. 
“These other projects have been good 
for us and we are happy with them but 
our core business is dealing with our 
members’ fin,ancial needs,” Tarr says. 
And speculation that Vancity had en- 
tered the due diligence phase with Ter- 
race and District appears to be untrue. 
, 
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AN RCMP OFFICER wears a gas mask as a precaution while directing traffic 
at the intersection of Keith Ave. and the entrance to Wal-Mart after a chemical 
spill at the CN rail yard Dec. 8. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO - . 
Broken spring causes 
chemical spill at rail yard’ 
A FAST-THINKING CN employee reopened to traffic after several hours. 
prevented a chemical spill from becoming 
a potential risk for people on Keith Ave. 
Dec. 8. 
Around 1 p.m. while rail cars were be- 
ing moved in the CN rail yard, a worker 
noticed some liquid leaking from the top 
of a rail car, located a few hundred feet 
down the tracks from the Petro-Canada 
refinery, and called for help immediately, 
said Terrace fire chief Peter Weeber. 
The Terrace Fire Department assessed 
the situation and blocked off a 150-foot 
area around the rail car in all directions to 
avoid any exposure to the chemical, de- 
termined to be xylene, which is used in 
petroleum refinement and as a solvent. 
Police blocked off traffic on Keith Ave. 
from the Sande Overpass to the intersec- 
tion of Hwys 16 and 37. The roads were 
A CN hazardous materials response 
team, employees from Canutec, a federal 
agency that deals with dangerous chemi- 
cals, and chemical experts from Prince 
George were called in to investigate, ac- 
cording to CN public affairs spokesman 
GrahamDallas. 
Dallas said the investigation revealed 
that a small amount of xylene leaked due 
to a broken spring inside an emergency 
vent valve at the top of the rail car, but 
the chemical had evaporated and posed 
no danger to the public. 
He said emergency valves eliminate 
any pressure buildup and this was the first 
he’d heard of a valve spring breaking. 
Weeber said the CN crew transferred 
the xylene to another rail car and repaired 
the valve. 
, 
Trustees want new look ” 
at idea of) using school 
for t he,ir board offices 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
THE SCHOOL district’s new three-year plan, which in- 
I ^  cludes examining closing the board .of$FL$ling 
. erty ‘and moving administrators to the neverzused ‘Mounta- 
inview Elementary School on the Bench, will be brought up 
again next month after new trustees complained last week 
they hadn’t had enough time to consider the details. 
Lorrie Gowen, returned as board chair by acclamation 
when trustees met Dec. 7, says she’s not surprised the new 
trustees reacted the way they did. 
“1 think the new trustees want background info, the pros 
and cons and the rationale behind why they should and 
shoudn’t support the recommendations,” Gowen said. 
The plan, which spans the 2005-06, 2006-07 and 2007- 
08 school years, recommends the examination of the board 
~ office’s move to brand new Mountainview this school year. 
At the meeting, Gowen said the district has been held back 
from getting capital monies from the Ministry of Education 
due in large part to the status of Mountainview Elementary. 
And because the school district owns the land on the 
comer of Hwy16 West and Kenney, where its headquarters 
now are, it would be eligible for 100 per cent of the sale 
revenue. 
“If we share the land with the ministry we would only be 
eligible for 25 per cent,” said Marcel Georges, the secretary 
treasurer. 
The School Act requires money gained by the property’s 
sale go toward capital projects, not operations. 
The plan, prepared by district administrators, estimates 
the move would cost $175,300. 
New Terrace trustee Art Erasmus, who said he was part” 
of a similar move as an administrator with the Prince George 
school district, questioned that estimate. 
“The price of $175,000 ... they’re dreaming in technico- 
, lour,” Erasmus said. “It’ll cost a pile more money.” 
-’ Re-elected trustee Hal Stedham said the move wo 
backfire if enrolment numbers on the Bench were to increase, 
forcing the board to relocate its offices once again. 
Gowen also cautioned the ministry wouldn’t be happy 
with a school board occupying a $3.5-million building built 
to use as a school. Completed three years ago, Mountain- 
view has stayed empty because of declining student numbers 
on the Bench and elsewhere. 
The bulk of the proposed recommendations and those that 
would most affect teachers, students and their parents in the 
three-year plan are proposed for the 2006-07 school year. 
They include consolidating E.T. Kenney Primary and 
Clarence Michiel Elementary, converting Cassie Hall Ele- 
mentary into a K-7 English school and Kiti KShan Primary 
into a K-7 French immersion school. 
It is also recommended for 2006-07 to monitor the po- 
tential to consolidate the three high schools into two Grade 
8 to 12 schools for 2007-08. Trustees agreed to examine the 
recommendations Jan. 4. 
And Gowen says it will be a critical meeting if the plan is 
to move to the consultation stage at which point each recom- 
mendation would be reviewed individually. 
“We need to make a decision in January,” the chair said. 
“If not, I’ll ask for a tabling next year.” 
Gowen explained the board would ideally like 60 days 
for the consultation in order to begin the process of “bump- 
ing” teachers in March and that the process ,might have to 
overlap with the school calendar consultations in February 
and March 2006. 
Baby Jenna’s thriving 
thanks to a new heart 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
WHEN NANCY Parkes an- 
swered the phone at 6 p.m. 
Dec. 1 it was as if Christmas 
had come early - a voice on 
the other end told her a heart 
was waiting for her tiny 
daughter Jenna. 
Less than 13 hpurs later, a 
brand new heart was pump- 
ing in the four-month-old 
Terrace baby’s tiny chest. 
“I do think our prayers 
were answered when she got 
her new heart,” said Nancy 
Parkes last week, adding 
\when the phone call she’d 
been waiting for ’ finally 
came, she felt sick. 
“I was just nervous and 
excited and it was a lot to 
take in,” she said. 
“We got the.phone call 
Dec. 1 at six o’clock in the 
evening and she went into 
surgery on Dec. 2 at two 
a.m.,” Parkes recalls. “Sur- 
gery lasted not very long ... 
the heart was in her body 
and pumping by 4:30 a.m.” 
The wait during little Jen- 
JENNA PARKES is looking at the world in a different light thanks to a new heart 
received Dec. 2 after an operation in Edmonton. 
na’s surgery was difficult, lar, her cheeks were nice and to her retaining quite a bit of 
but Parkes says the benefits rosy, her toes were toasty water prior to the operation, 
of her youngest daughter’s and warm and her skin explains her mom. 
surgery were immediately looked healthy and pink. Lit- And so far, Jenna seems 
visible. tle Jenna’s belly shrunk con- to be adjusting to her new 
na’s heart rate became regu- from her heart problems led Cont’d Page M 
: 
After the operation Jen- siderably - complications heart very well. 
I 
: >I 
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From front 
Baby Jenna gets 
“She’s right on track with 
her recovery which is really 
great, she’s doing better than 
doctors expected,” Parkes 
said from her temporary 
home at the Ronald McDon- 
ald House in Edmonton. 
“Most kids in her state 
would still be intubated and 
she’s had the tube out for 
(several) days now.” 
-Having those tubes re- 
moved has meant Nancy can 
now do the one thing most 
new moms get to do as much 
as they want - hold her new 
baby. 
“1 finally got to hold her 
after five weeks of ,waiting,” 
said Parkes, adding before 
the operation= Jenna was 
From front 
(‘ - I 
heavily sedated and had a lot 
of tubes attached to her. 
“I just snuggled with her 
and just hung out with Jen- 
na.” 
In the weeks leading up to 
the lifesaving operation doc- 
tors told Parkes she couldn’t 
hold her baby because too 
much stress‘ on .the little 
girl’s fragile heart could be 
dangerous. = 
_ _  Jenna Parkes was born 
July 27 with what’s called 
aortic stenosis - the narrow- 
ing of the aorta, preventing 
the proper circulation of the 
blood. Therapies to inflate 
the aorta using a balloon 
were unsuccessful, Parkes 
said. ’ 
A heart transplant be- 
came her only option. 
Nancy’s grateful to the 
family who donated their 
b’aby’s heart so Jenna could 
live. 
“It’s sad knowing that an- 
other baby does have to die, 
but it’s good for Jenna be- 
cause she’s got this second 
chance at life,” Parkes said. 
In the coming weeks, as 
Jenna continues to recuper- 
ate, Parkes expects that she 
will begin to have a more 
hands-on role with Jenna’s 
care. 
She’ll be learning how 
to take care of her since the 
operation, how to administer 
the many medications she 
, IWO in on credit union merg 
“We are not on the short- 
list,” said Vancity spokes- 
% person Sara Holland, adding 
she could not comment on 
whether Vancity had hoped 
to become a partner or not. 
mm.. 
As merger negotiations 
continue, the Terrace and 
District Credit Union has 
hired Kim Andres, a merger 
specialist who works for 
the Credit Union Central of 
B.C., as the project manager 
Terrace and District Cred- 
’ for the negotiations. 
manager Ken Earl removed 
himself from the process to 
avoid any perception of a 
conflict of interest because 
he is still technically an em- 
ployee of the Northern Sav- 
ings’credit Union. 
’ Earl moved from the 
Northern Savings Credit 
Union earlier this year to 
take over as interim general 
manager after Val Gauvin 
was dismissed amid allega- 
tions she recommended the 
approval of loans for ‘a com- 
mercial client that went be- 
lending limits. 
“The other interested 
parties I think had a con- 
cern, and I think a legitimate 
one, with Ken being there 
as the interim manager, but 
he is still an employee with 
Northern Savings,” says 
MikeTarr. ’ 
“There was a perception 
that that gave Northern Sav- 
ings some sort of an advan- 
tage over the other parties. 
We understood that and we 
understood that Ken should 
not have any involvement in 
Garage saved after snow plow catches fire 
A FAST response from a Queensway ‘resi- 
dent stopped a,vehicleifire from destroying 
a garage on Dec. 6. The person pulled the 
truck out into the driveway after its front- 
mounted snow plow unit caught fire. 
guished the blaze shortly afterward. 
Thornhill fire chief Wes Patterson said he 
believes an electrical short in the plow start- 
ed the blaze. He wasn’t sure of the extent 
of the vehicle’s damage but said the garage 
Thornhill fire crews arrived and extin- suffered minor damage. 
has to take and leam what by the support her family 
to look for should, Jenna’s has received from Terrace. 
body start to reject the new “I know McDonald’s has 
organ. the jars in town ... my friend 
Nancy is looking forward Karen. her church donated 
to Christmas Eve when her quite a bit of money for us 
husband Ian will join her- and they’ve been praying 
self, Jenna and their older quite a lot for Jenna too 
daughter Emily, 2, for the - non stop, and our friends 
Christmas holidays. did a garage sale for us in ’ 
Ian Parkes is an appren- August,” she said. 
tice electrician complet- “It makes me feel good 
ing his schooling in Prince that we were born and raised 
George, Nancy says. He in Terrace and t h e  small 
hasn’t seen Jenna since be- town we live in has really 
fore the operation. 
“He’s excited to see her,” 
very Nancy says, adding it will be As as ,enna,s , 
healthy enough she will be an extra special Christmas 
released from hospital on together. 
an outpatient basis, Nancy Nancy is overwhelmed 
says, adding she expects she 
and Jenna will have to stay 
in Edmonton for up to three 
more months. 
Terrace and District “It was just a little nerve- 
Wracking, but we a e  really 
FHEE FOOT CARE CLINIC 
BEST WESTERN. 
A-1 Orthotics 
3208 Sunset PI. 
Westbank, BC 
For appointment please call 
Derek Armstrong 
Orthotic Technician 
1-888-31 3-1 339 er h u nt 
Credit Union board chair 
December. home soon,” she said. 
He has said the decision 
to end the Terrace and Distr- 
rict Credit Union’s indepen- 
dent status was an emotional 
one. 
The Terrace and District 
Credit Union this year cel- 
ebrated its 60th anniversary. 
It has become a major 
contributor to community 
6 -2.3 -4.4 
, it Union’s interim general yond the credit union’s loan the merger process.” events and causes. 
- -.=- 
Saturday & Sunday Bec. 9, IO-& f I IOum-4pm 
Saturday& sunday Dec. 14, I 7 &  I8 IOam-4pm 
Invitation for Written 
Submissions from the Public 
B.C. Children And Youth Review 
Mr. Ted Hughes, Q.C., appointed by the B.C. Government, is conducting an 
independent examination of B.C.‘s child protection system, and will be making 
recommendations for improvement. 
Public input is being sought on the areas under his review. 
Specifically, Mr. Hughes will examine: 
the review process for child deaths, including how results of reviews are internally 
advocacy support for children and youth, and 
monitoring of government’s performance in protecting and providing services to 
B.C. children and youth. 
In addition, Mr. Hughes will examine and make recommendations to improve the 
public reporting of: 
child death reviews, to ensure a balance between public accountability and 
protection of privacy of families and others, and 
government‘s performance in protecting and providing services to BC children 
The review will consider the roles and responsibilities of the Ministry of Children and 
Family Development, Child and Youth Officer, Chief Coroner, Ombudsman, Public 
Guardian and Trustee, and other agencies involved. 
Mr. Hughes will not be reviewing individual child fatality cases. 
, 
I 
Submissions are requested by January 10,2006. 
Written submissions may be made to the BC Children and Youth Review by 
Mail: PO Box 9732, Stn Prov Govt, Victoria, BC, V8W 952 
Fax: 250 953-3301 Email: Child.Review@gov.bc.ca 
BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 
wwwv.pv.ka 
Only11 days 
until yoci bitst her buttons 
with the gift she didn’t 
even dare to hope for. 
Get behind the wheel of a Volkswagen Golf or Jetta 
and we’ll put you behind the wheel of an Pod Nano: 
I 
Right now, the first 100 customers who buy or lease a new Golf‘ or Jetta** 
will also get a free iPod Nan0 and 100 iTunes? 
I 
Visit your local B.C. Volkswagen Dealer today Drivers wanted: 
‘Offerapplies to a11 in-stock 2005 and 2006 Volknvogon Golf gas engine models only through participating B.C. Volkswagen dealers (excluding Golf GUGLS 1.9-lltre 
TDI diesel engine models). “Offer applies to all in-stock 2006 Jetto 2.5-lii gas engine models only through participating B.C. Volkwogen dealers (excluding 2006 
Jetto, 1.9-litre TDI diesel engine models). See dealerforfid details. Supplies are limited. 2005Valknvogen. Offer begins Gecember 9,2005 and ends January 31,2005 
or before this expiry dote as supplies are limited to the first 100 soles transactions. iPod Nono and iTunes ore registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
At all participating Volkswagen Dealers including your local Dealer: 
Columbia Autohaus Ltd. 
4109 Substation Avenue, Terrace 
(250) 635-5717 
! 
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PROVINCIAL TRANSPORTATION ministry employees were presented with awards by the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
last week for incorporation fish habitat improvements into road and bridge construction projects. The projects took place from the Queen 
Charlottes to thelSmithers area and included Hwy37 North and the Nass Valley. 
Habitat work recognized 
FOURTEEN Ministry of 
Transportation employees 
,were recognized here last 
week for their work in im- 
proving fish habitat while 
constructing and maintain- 
ing highways in the Prince 
Rupert, Terrace, Kitimat, 
Smithers and Queen Char- 
lotte Islands areas. 
The awards were present- 
ed by the federal Department 
of Fisheries and Oceans 
(DFO) at a noon-hour event 
Dec. 6 and 13 of the 14 were 
on hand to receive engraved 
glass awards. 
Those recognized are 
Stephanie Gillis, AI McK- 
ean, Randy Penner, Geoff 
Phillips, George Lcmas, 
Tony Bennett, Nini Long, 
Rick Wiese, Daryl Nolan, 
Rob Blackburn, Steve Uye- 
sugi, Brad Scott, Rick Mat- 
thews and Bob Neville. 
The employees worked 
in partnership with DFO and 
stewardship groups to ap- 
ply innovative techniques to 
improve or replace existing 
road culverts to allow fish to 
pass through them and reach ue,:’ said Kent. 
upstream habitat. The work was financed 
In many cases, the exist- by a $2 million enviroimen- 
ing culverts had been long- tal fund to be used in con- 
standing barriers to fish. junction with construction 
One of the projects re- projects. 
placed a culvert ’with one ‘‘I can tell you $800,000 
that has a natural gravel bot- of that was spent in the 
tom at Cable Car Creek near northern region,” said Kent. 
Kitimat. He said the plan is to have 
Other projects were con- the environmental work be 
financed as a normal course 
of ministry construction 
projects: 
DFO regional enforce- 
ment and enhancement chief 
Bruce Shepherd said the 
awards, created in 2004, are 
not given lightly. 
“It’s really good to see 
highway engineers incorpo- 
rate habitat design,” he  said. 
“1 can tell you in the past 
30 years there’s been some 
pretty dramatic changes in 
attitude,” Shepherd added. 
He and other federal fish- 
eries officials at the presen- 
tation’ said it did not take 
long for fish to respond to 
the work that had been done 
and to gain access to habitat 
previously denied them. 
Lights judged tomorrow nected tothe Nisga’a High- way construction in the Nass Valley. 
Mike Kent, the trans- 
portation ministry’s chief 
environmental officer, said 
the efforts of the employ- 
ees grew from a recognition 
that highways projects could 
work in tandem with fish 
habitat improvements. 
The co-operation between 
the provincial and federal 
departments replaced a his- 
tory which had been marked 
by charges laid against the 
transportation ministry for 
damaging habitat, he added. 
“Our deputy [minister] 
at the timy, Dan Doyle, said 
this could no longer contin- 
JUDGES FOR the 17th annual Christmas 
lights decorating contest will be out tomor- 
row night to choose the winners. 
There are two categories, best residence 
and best business. 
And there are first and second place 
plaques to be[awarded in each category. 
Recent entries include the Don Maitland 
residence at 5041 McCrae Cresent and Side- 
walkers at 4548 Lazelle. 
The Johnson residence at 4611 Soucie 
has also been entered as the residence at 
49 17 Scott and the Lloyd Nelson home, No. 
40, Spokechute Road at Kitsumkalum. 
Homes on Bolton between Eby and Sk- 
oglund on the Bench have also been noted 
by passersby. 
The sponsors this year are the Terrace 
Beautification Society, the Northwest Real 
Estate Board, Keenleyside Insurance, Re- 
Max of Terrace, Steve Cullis Appraisals, 
Terrace Totem Ford, Appraisals Northwest, 
Terrace Interiors and The Terrace Srandard. 
The results will be published in the 
Cllristnias issue of The Terrace Standard on 
Dec. 2 1. 
You can enter yourself or enter anyone 
else’s display you see. There’s an entry form 
on Page B3 of today’s paper. 
You can ~als~$&-~rgie_s to 638-8432&$ 
send an email :tabneihrsrqom@tepacest&Ga 
dard.com and pleabexnqte Mat *e - d.ead1ine . .  
to enter is tomorrow at 9:30 a.m. 
Winners will receive plaques from the 
Bear Den trophy outlet. 
Donation Guidc 
YOU CAN SHARE the spirit of the holiday season by 
supporting local charities and campaigns. 
Gifts for local children 
TERRACE ANTI-POVERTY is asking for your dona- 
tion of a new gift for a local child or teen as part of its 
annual Children’s Christmas Campaign, a program that 
ensures Santa visits every home. 
Select a gift tag for a child (newborn to age 18) from 
Christmas trees at the Terrace Aquatic Centre, Wal- 
Mart, Pick up the Pace Health & Fitness or Zellers. To- 
day is the deadline to do so. Hampers will be wrapped 
and delivered by Dec. 21. To sponsor a family, donate 
a gift or make a financial contribution, call Rosanne 
Pearce at 635-463 1. ZI  
The society, located at 4628 Park Ave., is also ac- 
cepting donations of toys, gifts, etc. to be given to local 
children at Christmas. Monetary donations arc also ac- 
cepted and are tax deductible. 
-- __ 
( 
I ,  
Salvation Army appeal 
THE KETT’LE campaign and the local letter appeal 
gather donations help pay for Christmas hampers, the 
soup kitchen, a year round food bank and other local 
needs throughout the year. 
When you see the red kettle at the Skeena Mall, 
WaI-Mart, Safeway, Canadian Tire and the liquor 
store, please give generously. To volunteer, call Ian 
McDonough, the thrift store and community services 
manager, at 635-5446. Hampers go out Dec. 22-23. 
’ The Sharing Tree 
THE MIX, CJFW and CFTK-TV and partnir Ter- 
race Totem Ford are asking you to support the 34rd 
annual Sharing Tree. Donate non-perishable foods or 
unwrapped, brand-new gifts suitable for a child, teen 
or adult. The presents are distributed by the Salvation 
Army along with Christmas Hampers. Drop gifts off at 
the Standard Broadcasting office at 4625 Lazelle Ave., 
at Caledonia Secondary, where students are accepting 
donations, or help Totem Ford fill its Sharing Truck. 
Deadline is Dec. 16. 
Also, on Thursday, Dec. 15, Boston Pizza will offer 
a discount to customers with a donation and its servers 
will donate their tips for the whole day and night. 
Tree of Lights 
SHOW YOUR support for local children with’ special 
needs by donating to the Terrace Child Development 
Centre’s 19th annual Tree of Lights campaign through 
to Dec. 15 in the §keena Mall. Sponsor a red, silver or 
gold light (from $25 to $100) on the Tree of Lights. 
Give a gift to Ksan 
THE KSAN House Society is inviting people to stop 
by their new offices at 4838 Lazelle Ave. and to bring a 
gift. Gif&s$oulQ bg foq CFents .of$e, Ksan House&So$- 
ety and dl$ TerraceEmergency Shelter. Gifts for men, 
wome&&idchildrt%n &e welcome. Donations of office, 
bedroom and household furniture and supplies is also 
wekome.For details call 635-2373. 
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/l A billion, eh - 
MUST BE nice to have money. Lots of it. 
Billions, in fact. 
Such is the enviable position in which the 
provincial Liberal ’ government finds itself. 
Thanks to a vastly improved economy, the 
province is in a surplus position with.the as- 
sistance of bonus revenues coming fromi the 
northeast’s oil and gas industry. 
It’s enough that the province has set out 
its wage and benefits negotiating framework 
for the next four years for the 300,000 public 
servants that come under its jurisdiction. The 
amount is $5.7 billion, a much different sce- 
nario than the zero, zero and zero the<prov- 
ince used for three-year agreements which 
are ending next year. 
In doing so, the province has crafted a strat- 
egy allowing itself a lot of flexibility in how 
the money can be used. Contracts must re- 
main within that overall figure but how the 
money is to be used within the framework is 
up for discussion. As it is, the $5.7 billion 
over four years is shficient for wage increas- 
es of about 11 per cent. 
But there’s more, $1 billion more in fact. 
Thanks to those oil and gas revenues, the 
province has set out what amounts to a bo- 
nus provision for unions which settle before 
‘their contracts expire next year. There’s an 
extra incentive, as much as $300’million, for 
unions who settle on four-year deals instead 
of standard three-year ones. It’s to be based 
on budget surpluses exceeding estimations. 
The bonus and incentive provisions amount 
to‘; profit,xharing, .a fairly‘ normal’ fixture of 
tM;.ptivate_ Sector; ’ In thlis case W e  ‘province 
is couching the extra money as a way to hire 
and keep skilled employees and to provide 
labour stability going into the 2010 Winter 
Olympics. 
That’s all well and good if you are the pro- 
vincial government. But it’s forgetting that 
the money comes from people, companies 
and the sale of resources in the first place. 
And it’s using that money for a purpose that 
has not been debated and without determin- 
ing if there is general acceptance. 
Nowhere is there any consideration, for ex- 
ample, of returning the oil and gas revenue 
windfall to the entire population which is 
now paying higher energy bills. 
The real purpose of the bonus and incentive 
plans may not be tied to the 2010 Olympics. 
Check a calendar. There’s another crucial 
date a year before, the next provincial elec- 
tion. 
Buying labour peace extends contracts past 
2009. Consider the bonus and incentive plan 
the first shot of that election campaign. 
t 
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Cowts >stand up 
OCCASIONALLY, IN the 
employment world, an em- 
ployer’s conduct is so repre- 
hensible as to give rise to an 
award of punitive damages. 
One area in which this may 
occur is the employer’s ad- 
ministration of employee 
benefits plans. 
Many employers in Can- 
ada still offer comprehen- 
sive benefits coverage to 
their employees (although, 
due to escalating costs, this 
may soon be a thing of the 
past). Some of the more 
sizeable employers are self- 
insured as that arrangement 
is more economical than 
purchasing insurance. 
In these instances, the 
employer often utilizes 
the services of an insur- 
ance company to adjudicate 
benefits claims. To some 
degree, this arrangement 
is made to insulate the em- 
ployer against lawsuits by 
employees whose benefits 
claims have been rejected. 
In effect, this arrange- 
ment allows the employer 
to say that it did not have a 
role in, or interfere with, the 
determination of benefits 
claims. 
A recent British Colum- 
bia case has, however, high- 
lighted that this arrangement 
will not shield the employer 
from liability. The B.C. 
Court of Appeal has found 
an employer liable for puni- 
tive damages as a result of 
the insurer’s actions in de- 
nying an employee’s claim 
for disability benefits. 
The case involved an 
employee who submitted 
a claim for long-term dis- 
ability benefits after being 
ROBERT SMITHSON 
diagnosed with multiple 
sclerosis. The employer 
was the insurer and an in- 
surance company admin- 
istered the benefits claims. 
The employer took no part 
in the administration of the 
benefits. 
The insurance company 
rejected the employee’s 
claim for benefits on the ba- 
sis that she was not totally 
disabled while employed 
by the employer. The in- 
surance company had con- 
sidered conflicting medical 
reports and had chosen to 
rely on one indicating the 
employee was not totally 
disabled. 
The employee twice ap- 
pealed the rejection of her 
claim, providing expert 
medical opinions support- 
ing a conclusion that she 
did not have the ability to 
work. Nonetheless, the in- 
surance company continued 
to reject her claim for ben- 
efits coverage. 
The employee sued both 
the employer and the insur- 
ance company. The B.C. 
for em p loyees 
Supreme Court awarded a 
total of $185,000 in aggra- 
vated and punitive damages 
against the insurer and the 
employer, concluding that 
they had acted in bad faith. 
The Court stated that the 
defendants clearly failed to 
assess the employee’s claim 
in a balanced and reason- 
able manner and failed to 
act fairly in dealing with 
it. This decision was ap- 
pealed. 
The B.C. Court of Ap- 
peal upheld the Supreme 
Court’s decision but did al- 
ter the awhd to the extent 
that the damages would be 
payable by the employer 
alone. It concluded there 
was no meaningful separa- 
tion between the principal 
and agent and, effectively, 
accepted that the actions 
of the insurance company 
were the actions of the em- 
ployer. 
Importantly, the Court 
treated the insurance com- 
pany’s administration of 
the benefits as though an in- 
house administrator man- 
aged the claims. As such, 
the Court found it made 
no sense for the employer 
to say that it was immune 
from punitive damages. , 
The Court of Appeal 
also had no doubt that the 
denial of the claim for ben- 
efits made punitive damag- 
es appropriate. This was an 
exceptional case in which 
the Court was moved by 
the employer’ s indifference 
to the predicament of the 
employee (who was strug- 
gling with a terrible disease 
,not knowing whether she 
would have enough income 
to live on). 
The Court concluded the 
employer’s actions were 
sufficiently I‘ reprehensible 
to warrant an award of pu- 
nitive damages. The Court 
emphasized the vulnerabil- 
ity of the employee and the 
harm she would have suf- 
fered because of the defen- 
dants’ serious lack of good 
faith in the adjudication of 
her claim. 
What lessons should this 
case provide for employ- 
ers? The first is that having 
an insurance company ad- 
judicate employee benefits 
claims is no protection from 
liability. The courts have 
shown a clear willingness 
to saddle the employer with 
the results of the insurance 
The second’is that, re-- 
gardless of who is admin- 
istering the benefits plans, 
care and sensitivity should 
be exercised. The Courts 
are motivated to protect 
vulnerable individuals from 
the bad faith actions of their 
employers. That means sig- 
nificant damage awards can 
be expected when the em- 
ployer strays from its duty 
of good faith. 
Robert Smithson is a 
partner at Pushor Mitchell 
LLP in Kelowna, practic- 
ing exclusively in the area 
of labour and employment 
law. 
If you have a labour or 
employment question for 
him to answer in a future 
“Legal Ease”, email him at 
ksmithson @ pushormitchell. 
corn. This subject matter is 
provided for general infor- 
mational purposes only. 
company’s actions. , ’I- 
Someone cared to make a call 
FAR TOO niany 1,000 Ter- 
race area women are abused , 
every year. 
The closest I’ve ever come 
to experiencing domestic vio- 
lence - other than reporting it 
- occurred one evening about 
10: 15 p.m. ,on a Thursday eve- 
ning. 
That’s wrestling night on 
‘TV, from 4 p.m. to midnight. 
And it’s usually a noisy af- 
fair, not just from the TV in 
the living room but from my 
husband’s loud comments. 
Luckily we have two TVs 
and, as usual: I was watching 
CBC news in the kitchen. 
Our outdoor dogs began 
barking in a way that signaled 
someone was loitering in our 
driveway . 
Sure enough. When I looked, 
out the kitchen window, a van 
was parked near our gate, but 
facing in the wrong direction. 
Between the van and our hy- 
dro pole stood a tall man. His 
air of waiting made my neck 
prickle. 
From the other side of our 
driveway an RCMP officer 
strode into view. Two men 
standing immobile side by side 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
so close to our gate notched up 
the dogs’ barking another lev- 
el. I felt spied upon. 
I opened the front door and 
stepped out on the porch. The 
Mountie hailed me. “Can you 
come out, please?” He shone 
his flashlight at my feet. 
I was wearing soft slip- 
pers. Yet it didn’t seem a good 
time to ask him to wait while I 
changed to sneakers. 
I pussyfooted over gravel to 
the gate as he haloed me with 
his flashlight beam. Later I re- 
alized he was probably check- 
ing me for a weapon. A gun. A 
knife. Police never know what with a perfunctory wave in my 
they’ll encounter answering a direction, sprinted toward our 
call. neighbour’s driveway. 
When 1 stood two feet in In moments, three squad 
front of him, he said, “We’ve cas  conjrerged. cops were ev- 
had a report Of a domestic dis- erywhere. Soon one Mountie 
turbance in this area. Have you brought out the man of the 
house and ducked him into a heard anything?’ 
was listening to The National. nese neighbours, renters 
Over wrestling!? “No. I cruiser, 
My husband is watching wres- new to our street, had never rll- - 3 3  
4 
iiing. 
“We were told there’s a dis- 
turbance in this area,” he re- 
peated, and waited, scrutiniz- 
ing my face like a cosmetician 
checking pores. 
Our street has had its dare 
of domestics over the years, 
but none recently. 
“I need to see your hus- 
band” he said, looking past me 
at our living room lights. 
By then my husband was 
standing in the open doorway. 
“Come out here, please,’ I mo- 
tioned to him. 
The Mountie’s shoulder 
microphone crackled, unintel- 
ligible to me. He leaned closer 
to it, concentrating. 
Abruptly he straightened. 
“Excuse me,” he said, and 
shown a hint of domestic dis- 
cord. Yet now the wife and 
child were being escorted to a 
relative’s vehicle not to return 
for several days. 
None of the events sur- 
prised me. I had witnessed 
similar scenes at least half a 
dozen times. 
What shook me was the re- 
alization that I had been sus- 
pected of domestic violence 
toward my husband. 
How easy it is for a neigh- 
bour to find themselves under 
suspicion after a simple call 
to police. And how guilty you 
can feel without having com- 
mitted any crime. 
My main surprise - and joy 
- was knowing someone else 
cared enough to make the call. 
. - .  , . . .  . . .  , _ .  . .  , 
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ITY COUNCIL ing costs. 
was expected to “I really believe that ti 
approve a rec- is not on our side with t 
ommendation project, the cost escalat 
brought before is really significant and 
sooner the project is co 
pleted the better,” says roc 
ice project next month de- ic councillor Brian Down 
“11’s an investment in 
sportspledsecond sheet of 
spite another rise in the es- 
timated cost of the proposed future and we need to mc 
1t would be the first ma- Even councillor Lyr 
jor decision to be made by Christiansen, who has IC 
Terrace’s new city council. bcen a voice for extreme 1 
The most recent estiniatc cal restraint on council, si 
released by the city indi- too much tinie and mor 
cates the project will now hiis been spent on the proj 
cost at least $10.255 niillion to abandon i t  now. 
because of rising building “We’ve conic this far 
costs. can’t really turn aroun 
million for construction, “1 would hare to see ( 
$500,000 for design work nations and money we’ve 
and a $625,000 contingency ready spent to go to waste 
fund. Council’s other newco 
This newest estimate in- er, Brad Pollard, agrees. 
cludes $830,000 built in to “1 think in the boat th 
cover what could amount to are in, yes - they might 
a 10 per cent jump based on well put it out to tender,” 
the initial estimates of $8.3 says. 
million received earlier this Once bids come ba 
year. council will then have 
The motion was brought determine how it is going 
forward by city leisure ser- make up the difference t 
vices director Ross Miln- tween how much the projc 
thorp, acting on a resolution is expected to cost and hc 
adopted by council Aug. 22. much it already has c o r n  
It’s based on the premise ted to the project. 
that looking for prices in the Milnthorp outlined 1 
winter will result in lower potential schedule to pi 
and more competitive bids ceed with the project pen 
because winter is tradition- ing council approval of t 
ally a slower work season recommendation. 
for construction contractors. Tender advertising w 
But in his recommenda- go out immediately wi 
tion Milnthorp cautions any information to be availat 
savings that may have been early next month. Feb. 2 
incurred by waiting to re- TERRACE RIVER KINGS players get high fives from enthusiastic supporters. If the the scheduled tender closii 
tender “have been emded sportsplex goes ahead another sheet of ice could be ready by 2007. date with the awarding 
by global economic factors MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO the contract going out at tl 
such as crude oil prices, Hur- end of February. Constru 
rlcane Katrina, steel Prices, tion could then start in t 
exploding Asian economy.” lation in c !ts,l,>:i, is under some ,,,,,, pressye .,~, to tive< as-possible before other middle of March 2006 wi 
The city ’S architect, Nkii r- , get, the teiidcr ‘out there as ‘unforeseen ’global factors a compl(hion of M b  
JOY, has advised Milnthorp‘ ‘ rent tre&%khe indusf5.” 
-- \ it C Dec. 12 to re-tender th
-. plan. on it.” ’ 
That includes $9.13 Christiansen said. 
to expect a 10 per cent esca- 
of ‘the p;bj 
That means city council get a bid that is as cost effec- 
soon as possible in order to ’ cause another spike in build- L , . , , L l d 4 . . >  .’I I 11.1 $ 8  2007. 
City outlines 
LI I tinancing 
options for 
sportsplex 
FOR THE FIRST time in 
recent memory the City of 
Terrace has released detailed 
financial information 
council can use in making its 
decision on how to proceed 
with its planned sportspled 
second sheet of ice project. 
While much of the in- 
formation has been seen by 
council members in the past, 
its been discussed only in 
camera and not released to 
the public. 
Documents submitted to 
council for consideration 
from director of leisure scr- 
vices, Ross Milnthorp, Dec. 
12 include exactly how 
much money the city has 
committcd to the project and 
how much money is avail- 
able right now for short-term 
borrowing. That information 
can be used to determine 
how much money may have 
to be borrowed to complete 
the project and whether the 
amount of money to be bor- 
rowed would require a refer- 
endum or not. 
“The purpose is so they 
can make an informed deci- 
sion,” says Milnthorp. 
He submitted the infor- 
mation along with a reconi- 
mendation that city council 
re-tender the existing sport- 
splex project in January. 
The documents show 
$4.9 million is available 
from what’s called an Ap- 
proval Free Zone with debt 
repayment over 20 years. 
That amount is deter- 
mined by a formula which 
takes into consideration the 
city’s population and exist- 
ing debt load, says city ad- 
ministrator Ron Poole. 
In addition to that. the 
city has a $605,450 capacity 
for short-term borrowing, 
payable over five years, the 
documents show. 
That means the city is 
able to borrow up to $5.505 
million without going to a 
referendum. 
But that may not be 
$1 96,871 
money needed to 
avoid referendum 
Current estimated cost of 
second sheet of ice 
$10,255,000 
enough to avoid a refcren- 
dum based on current esti- 
mates for the project which 
put the total at $10.255 mil- 
lion, says city councillor 
Brad Pollilrd. 
“Bascd on what 1 can see 
from thc numbers provided, 
wc don’t have the money as 
i t  is to go with the project 
with the lower price without 
going to referendum,” Pol- 
lard says. 
The city has $4,552,679 
in money committed to the 
project already. Add that to 
the $5,505,450 in short-term 
borrowing, and the most the 
city has at its disposal right 
now equals $10,058,129. 
That leavcs $196,87 1 
outstanding if the city should 
want to avoid a referendum. 
“If council chooses to go 
to referendum on the project, 
a minimum of nine- 10 weeks 
and a budget of $6,000 will 
be needed to conduct the ref- 
erendum,” wrote Milnthorp. 
The earliest the referen- 
dum process could begin 
would be after tenders close 
in February, he writes. 
That’s largely because 
bids may come in Iessc 
more than the projecte 
amount, which determin 
whether council can procee 
with borrowing without 
referendum or not. 
Councillor Lynne Chri! 
tiansen says regardless c 
how much the bids corn 
for, she favours the idea c 
putting the issue to the put 
lic. 
“I think if we are going t 
go very far down this road, 
should go to referendum , 
she says. 
AT LEAST one city councillor says he would like 
voters to decide whether the city should consider 
building a multiplex instead of a second sheet of 
ice. 
Brad Pollard says the numbers before council 
indicate that unless a windfall of money comes 
forward immediately, the city probably won’t 
have the short term borrowing capacity to top up 
what’s needed to proceed with the existing ice- 
rink only project. 
That means if the city decides to proceed with 
long-term borrowing for the project it will have to 
go to a referendum. 
And if a referendum happens anyway, voters 
should also have a chance to decide if it wants 
council to borrow money for a larger multiplex/ 
conference centre, Pollard says. 
“It looks like no matter how we do this is we 
are going to end up with a referendum ... unless we 
can get a Fairy Godmother. I would at least in- 
clude that full package on the referendum.” 
Councillor Rich McDaniel has also long sup- 
ported the notion of building a multiplex rather 
than just a second sheet of ice. 
The issue of building a multiplex with a con- 
ference centre and a second sheet of ice reared 
its head again leading up to the Nov. 19 munici- 
pal elections. Councillor Marylin Davies said 
she \polled dozens of area businesspeople and 
was overwhelmingly told they would support the 
building of a larger multiplex. 
Documents submitted to city council indicate 
the cost of building a multiplex using the 199! 
design - that was voted down in a referendum tha 
same year - could exceed $18.6 million based 01 
today’s estimates. 
That doesn’t include provisions for expectec 
inflation relating to skyrocketing constructioi 
costs. That estimate was done by PBK Architects 
the firm currently working on the drawings for thc 
second sheet of icehportsplex proposal. 
, City director of leisure services Ross Miln 
thorp has laid out a “what-if’ scenario for counci 
to consider. 
He says if council adopted that option an( 
design work began immediately, the earliest an 
ticipated date to start construction would be somc 
time in August 2006. 
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It’ll cost their soul 
Dear Sir: 
As you are aware, I have attempted to light up my por- 
tion of Straume Ave. 
For reasons unknown to me, a person or persons, have 
seen fit to steal these Christmas lights. On the first oc- 
casion it was nine bulbs; yesterday it was four. Today, 
Friday the 9th. it was sixty-four. 
The cost to me, 8 pensioner, hurts but is withstood. 
The cost to the perps is their immortal soul. 
Merry Christmas! 
’ 
1 Ron Gowe, Terrace, B.C. 
:/ 
Flawed expoiZ logic ‘ 1  - 
Dear Sir: 
I ain amused, but not surprised, by Roger Harris’ per- 
spective in the published guest column of the Nov. 23 is- 
sue of The Terrace Standard, “Log exports spur innova- 
tion.” 1, 
According to his thinking, raw log exports arc a good 
thing for our region. 
His perspective does not surprise me. It’s the same 
flawed line of thinking as he has expressed regarding Al- 
can power sales issue. 
Whether it’s wood, water or electrons, we need our 
elected represcntatives to stand up and ,advocate for the 
collective interests of our communities, and not just let 
our futures be at the mercy of big business economics and 
the bottom line. 
If you talked to any logging truck operator, they would 
much rather be hauling their load to a mill that would pro- 
cess that material and resulted in employment for their 
community, rather than a far off land. 
One would think after being defeated in a election, 
some reflective thinking would take place as to what the 
majority constituents in this area believe. 
What this column confirms to me is that Roger Har- 
ris continues to miss the point that our regions natural re- 
source must be used for the full benefit of the citizens of 
the area. 
I contend this is also why Roger finds himself now 
writing guest newspaper columns rather than sitting as a 
MLA for Skeena. 
Cord Lechner, Kitimat, B.C. 
” 
i 
Kitimat needs beds, too 
Dear Sir: 7 
So it seems the Northern Health Authority (NHA) has 
finally faced reality and have come to the conclusion there 
is a definite strong growing need for more services for 
seniors here in the northwest. 
Recently it was ,announced that Terraceview h d g e  
will see an increase in the number of beds (not yet known) 
at that facility, which offers long-term and 
accommodations. 
And to think that this was the same facility which the 
Northern health Authority has said was going to see 25 of 
the 75 long term care beds closed. 
It’s not a time to applaud the NHA, it’s about damn 
time. Seniors and their families have been faced with un- 
d.u$!sqms,due;to thefNH,A’s : jgnqnq.of : ths  sh,ortcom;j 
Columbia; all the while-theii only aoiutibn H’td htit‘furthdr ‘ 
For years seniors and their families have lobbied for 
further beds and services to meet the growing needs of the 
elderly in our communities. 
In the past the NHA has complained about the stress 
put on acute care units from elderly people seeking a 
place to say while awaiting placement in one of the areas 
long-care facilities. 
This stress put on acute care services is the sole fault of 
the NHA and its predecessors for failing to recognize the 
need for further growth of facilities for seniors. 
The new Kitimat Healthcare Centre, which opened 
mly three years ago, kept the same number of long term 
:are beds, rather than seeing a single new bed open for the 
:itizens of Kitimat. 
All the while there were long time residents of this 
:omunity in the acute care waid waiting for placement 
n the extended care unit. 
I’m glad that finally the NHA has recognized the need 
‘or more beds for long-term care patients in the northwest, 
)ut it is not enough. 
Putting in new beds in one community does not im- 
xove health care in the northwest, it improves it for the 
ieople of Terrace. 
Kitimat deserves no less than our neighbouring com- 
nunity, and neither do our residents. 
When people grow old in a community in which they 
lave established a family, worked, and lived they deserve 
o spend their golden years with their family and friends 
)y their side. 
As a citizen of Kitimat I believe strongly that we must 
urther make knows the needs of our area seniors so that 
he services that they so require and deserve are there to 
iccommodate the needs of our Kitimat residents. 
Terrace is seeing a bed increase in their long-term care 
acility, how about Kitimat? 
Derick Stinson, Kitimat, B.C. 
‘ 
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already inadequate services. o n  
Where are priorities? 
)ear Sir: 
I believe I know how the local realtors feel about an 
lutside company being brought in to handle the co-op sale 
lrhen they are very capable to do“the transaction them- 
elves. 
I, too, was very disappointed earlier this year when a 
later well and monitor well program was starteq in Ter- 
rice and my company, Double D Drilling Ltd. who have 
ad a Terrace business 9cence for several years, hire lo- 
al employees, buy our supplies from local businesses as 
ie realtors do and were not asked for any prices on the 
rork. 
I have tried twice to contact Mr. Talstra about why we 
’ere excluded or not included on bidding on this work, 
nce by e-mail to city hall (Nov. 1,2005) and once by 
:aving a message on his answering machine at his office, 
bout one week prior to the e-mail. 
I have yet to hear from him. Perhaps his priorities are 
ot with the local businesses. 
Doug Stanvick, Terrace, B.C. 
About the Maill Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes lerrers. Our 
ddress is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
ou can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail us at 
ewsroom @terracestandard. corn. No attachments, please. 
hme, address andphone number requiredfor ven$cution. 
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with a NEW prescription or a TRANSFERRED* 1 prescription from a non-Safeway Pharmacy. 
Limit of O N E  coupon per customer. Coupon must be 
presented at time of purchase. AIR MILES" coupons cannot 
be combined with any other discount offer or AIR MILES" R coupon offer, including Customer Appreciation Day and 
Seniors Day. Coupon valid a t  your '  Terrace Safeway 
Pharmacy only until December 31. 2005. Other exclusions ' 
apply. Please see in-store for complete list of exclusions. 
I 
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More w 
Dear Sir: 
I read with interest the 
guest column "We Need 
Public Whistleblowers" in 
your Nov. 30 edition. 
Unusual as it is to find 
agreement with the Cana- 
dian Taxpayers Federation, I 
must admit that they are cor- 
rect on this issue. However, 
they do not go far enough. 
The author, Sara Mc- 
Intyre, argues that in gov- 
ernment there is "always 
the potential for corruption, 
greed and maladministra- 
tion." - 
As well, "that is why it is 
critically important to offer 
protection to civil servants, , 
who are the public's last line 
of defense" when other sys- 
tems of curtailing abuse of 
the public trust fail. 
One must wonder, how: 
ever, why she argues this 
only about the public sector. 
Most citizens are no 'less 
dependent upon great corpo- 
rations than on government 
- 
histleblowers needed 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
to manage aspects of their 
welfare, and if we spend con- 
siderable sums in taxation 
in order to fund public ser- 
vices, we spend even more 
in consumer dollars for such 
necessities as food, shelter, 
clothing, transportation, and 
on less critical items such 0s 
entertainment. 
Great corporations and 
their leaders have shown 
themselves to be Just as 
prone to corruption, greed 
and maladministration as 
any public official. 
Crooked busincss offi- 
gencral public through usu- 
rious levels of profit. various 
kinds of price-fixing, and 
other schemes. 
cials hove Often gouged the 
AI Lehmann 
(I'hcy h a \ e  also cheatcd 
shi1rcholdcrs i n  order lo fund 
lavish lifestyles for CEOs. 
Salaries iltid htittses) for 
CEO's often have little cor- 
- 
relation to the actual perfor- 
mance of the company.) 
Governments and cor- 
porations are both expert in 
using other people's money. 
When their employees find 
it necessary to "blow the 
whistle" on-their employers 
i n  order to protect the legiti- 
mate interests of the public 
from corruption and abuse, 
those cniployees should en- 
joy protcction from employ- 
er reprisiils. 
Do we nccd effective 
whistleblower legislation? 
Yes. n u t  let's protect both 
private and public cniploy- 
AI Lehmann, 
Terrace, B.C. 
CCS. 
You can filter out the fluoride 
Dear Sir: 
In response to Greta Brorup's letter "The Poisoning Con- 
tinues" in The Terrace Srundurd of Dec. 7, 2005 1 find it 
comical that she should mention mercury fillings while she 
is complaining about the' fluoride being added to Terrace's 
water. 
The fluoride being added to the water helps the body by 
slowing demineralization and enhancing remineralization of 
the tooth enamel, which in turn slows down caries (cavi- 
ties) process. If you are slowing down or deterring cavities 
maybe you won't need to get a filling be it a mercury filling 
(anialgani) which has a minute mount of mercury amongst 
other metals such as silver, tin, and copper or h composite 
filling (white) which has a resin matrix, an inorganic filler 
and a coupling agent. 
If you feel you are being poisoned you can either filter out 
the fluoride, buy unfluoridated water or not drink the water 
at all. The Canadian Dental Association has a web site where 
you can get an informed opinion about fluoride at www.cda- 
adc.ca. 
Robin Muller, Certified Dental Assistant, 
Terrace, B.C. 
g this Holiday Season and 
* 
Pick U p  the 
Health & 
4624 GRElG AVENUE, TERRACE 
CALL 1250) 635-4646 
ALL HELMETS 
@ 20% OFF!, 
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635-5225 Laze//e Mini Ma// 
We've grown, and it's with 
thanks to you, our clients! 
'0 ) I  'Stop by and visit us! 
Kalum Street 
635-HEAR (635-4327) Scotia 1-800-811-1533 Fl 
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Tahltan, mining company 
work on economic deal 
THE TAHLTAN Central Council and bcMetals Corporation than a year. 
are working on a participation agreement to give the former “I would like the voices to be heard to be from the imme- 
job and economic opportunities based on the latter’s pro- diate’area, not from anybody who lives a couple of thousand 
posed $228 million Red Chris copper and gold mine proj- kilometres away,” said Smith. 
ect. , / I  Rattray said Smith should not get involved in internal> 
It’s based on an earlier memorandum of understanding Tahltan politics. “If you are a Tahltan you are the beneficid 
between the two parties but will be much broader in scope of rights and title regardless of where you live. You don’t 
when completed. And just as the participation agreement have rights and title based on residency,” said Rattray. 
agreed to by the central council and another mining com- The NovaGold agreement calls for preferential hiring of 
pany, NovaGold Resources for its proposed’ Galore Creek Tahltan, job training, opportunities for Tahltan businesses, 
copper and gold mine, it’ll be put to a ratification vote by support payments to the Tahltan Central Council and the 
members of the Tahltan Nation. creation of a Tahltan Heritage Fund. Payments to the Tahl- 
“[NovaGold] sets the standard,” says Tahltan Central tan would vary depending upon NovaGold’s income. 
‘Council president Curtis Rattray both of the idea of ratifica- Rattray expects the NovaGold vote results to be released 
tion and of the contents of the NovaGold agreement. by the end of this week. 
Any agreement between the central council and bcMetals The voting day in the Tahltan villages was Nov. 30 but 
will first be vetted by the council executive before being put mail in ballots from Tahltan who live elsewhere are still 
out to a vote, said Rattray. coming in to a White Rock company hired to tally the re- 
“We’re changing to a more participatory democratic pro- sults, he said. 
cess,” said Rattray last week of ratification voting. “When But voting didn’t go as expected in Iskut where people 
we do a draft agreement with a mining company, we want to protesting the legitmacy of the Tahltan Central Council 
create a process that allows participation directly into the de- forced a stop to balloting Nov. 30, resulting in voting carry- <3 
J 
, 
’ 
, 
Warmest wishes 
for the ho’liday. ‘ 
cision m-aking. We’re moving away from what I would call a 
managed democracy to a participatory democracy.” 
And if a ratification vote is successful, the Tahltan will 
become even more involved in any project when it comes to ,, 
’ land use planning and impacts, Rattray added. ’ 
The NovaGold agreement was voted on by people of 
,Tahltan ancestry who were more than 16 years of age and 
who provided the names of their parents and grandparents. 
Tahltan did not have to live in their traditional territory to 
a vote or hold Indian status. pages. 
The same voting eligibility will apply to the ratification 
of any agreement between bcMetals and the Tahltan Central 
Council. ’ 
But bcMetals Corporation president Ian Smith said that if 
he were a Tahltan in the area, he’d want only other Tahltan 
c living in the immediate‘brea to vote. That’s particularly the 
case for Tahltan now working at another gold mine in the 
area, Eskay Creek, which is scheduled to close in little more 
ing on the next day at an off-village location. 
“The Tahltan Central Council doesn’t speak for us,” said 
one of the protestors, Rhonda Quock. 
She said that while the group doesn’t necessarily oppose 
NovaGold, it feels the central council isn’t speaking for all 
oftheTahltan. 
Quock also said Tahltan were only able to view a summa- 
ry of the proposed NovaGold agreement amounting to about 
20 pages and not the entire document of approximately 128 
I “How can you vote on something when you don’t have 
the full agreement? People had already voted who-hadn’t 
seen the full agreement,” she said. 
Rattray said the 20-page summary was sufficient to give 
voters the information they needed. 
“Those other pages have all the legal language. People 
don’t want to read the whole legal document. They were 
comfortable leaving the fine details to the experts,” he said. 
1 
I 
Our best wishes to everyone all over this great community 
at this special time of year. Your Iocai‘Tim Hortons in 
Terrace would like to thank for<,your support this year and 
wish you and your family the happiest of holidxis. 
Please be advised that your new cable service 
provider, CityWest Cable & Telephone, 
has added TLN, the Telelatino Network to 
Basic Cable Service on Channel 63. 
A U  OUR FOOD IS HOMEMADE = A U  THE TIME 
FRIDAYS - MARGARITAS For cable inquiries, please continue to call -- 1 =800=442-8664 
Thank :you. 0 c c: 
4 Lucky people will win everything on 
2 
I I 
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Hamper time 
THE SALVATION ARMY’S Christmas Hamper campaign is now in high gear. 
That’s the Army’s Ian McDonough with a few items that have been donated. 
Today is the last day to apply for a hamper at the Army’s Kalum St. location. 
Distribution takes place next week. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
Jobless rate creeps up 
U N E M P L 0 Y M E N  T B C ’ s  overall rate rate went from 6.5 per cent 
CREPT up in’ the region dropped to 4.7 per cent in in October to 6.1 per cent in 
in November compared to November from 5.3 per cent November. 
October, continuing a trend in October, continuing a The Lower Mainland’s 
started in the fall. pace that has placed it at the rate dropped from 5.2 per 
But November’s level of forefront of the country’s cent in October to 4.4 per 
6.8 per cent compared to 6 economy. Nationally, the cent in November. 
per cent in October is nor- 
mal for the seasonal nature 
of the region’s economy, 
says a federal employment 
Patrick McIntyre of Ser- 
vice Canada said the rate re- 
mains much better than the 
Nov. 2004 figure of 9.4 per 
cent. 
“There has been some 
downward pressure on our 
retail industry,” he added. 
“But the thing to note is 
that year over year, we’re 
doing much better.” 
The labour force in No- 
vember for the area from the 
Queen Charlotte Islands to 
just west of Vanderhoof was 
listed at 49,900 people, just 
100 more than it was for last 
November. 
But 46,500 people were 
listed as either working full 
or part time last month, an 
increase of 1,500 over No- 
vember 2004. 
! Of those working last ‘ 
. month, 35,900 were listed as 
full time and 10,600 as part 
time. That’s compared to 
34,000 full time and 11,100 
part-time workers in No- 
vember 2004. 
Last month, 3,400 people 
were categorized as unem- 
ployed compare to 4,700 in 
November 2004. 
i) analyst. 
ANGELS 
SOMETHING ANOWMQUS 
DIFFERENT @Tmdernork of h e r i t o n  Dairy QueenCotp. Oirtributed by 100 Canodo Inc. Printed in Canada. 
$3.00 off Any Free Box 
BPRRACE LOCATIO 
4643 PARK AVENUE SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
. . .  . ~~ . .  . .  . . . _ _ _  . . . . . ._. . .  . .,.. . . ..... . 
E Car & Light Truck Repair Broke Specialists 4 
2005 Dr. R.E.M. Lee Foundation I 
Dec 8 Adam Yawrenko $50 
Dec 9 W. Robert Onstein $50 
Dec 10 Mr. &/or Mrs. R. Mackman $50 
Dec 11 Roger Jean ” $50 
Dec 12 Clifford Best $50 
Dec 13 Ruth Schadlich $50 
Dec 14 Gary Peden $50 
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City has role in top cop hiring 
THE CITY will have a say 
in who will replace depart- 
ing RCMP Inspector Marlin 
Degrand thanks to the con- 
tract it has with the national 
police force. 
Degrand is soon to depart 
to a staff job in Edmonton 
and the city has drafted a list 
of qualifications. 
’ RCMP Superintendent 
Barry Clark of the Prince 
, George RCMP, will come 
up with a list of potential 
candidates and the city will’ . -  interview them. 
Degrand said he was se- 
lected and interviewed here 
by the city Chief Adminis- 
tration Officer Ron Poole, 
,Mayor Jack Talstra and city 
council. ’ 
He expects the city will 
follow the same process to 
choose his successor. 
Other cities may condukt 
multiple interviews with a 
panel of people. 
The new officer’s salary 
will be the same as other 
inspectors, Degrand said, 
,and although he declined to 
~ name an amount, he did say 
rs are compensated 
RCMP web site in- 
dicates a starting salary of 
$40,523 for constables that 
increases every year for 
three years, then tops out 
at $65,660 for regular mem- 
bers. 
,1 Degrand said he’s at the 
top’end of the salary levels 
ana will continue at that sal- 
t ary in his new position in 
Edmonton. 
Poole said he gave a list 
of six criteria to Degrand. 
The criteria include some- 
one who will work with the 
city and act as a departmental 
head, which means someone 
who will listen to the city’s 
concerns about ’the major 
problems in town. 
Second ‘on  the list is 
someone who will be sen- 
sitive to the city’s financial 
situation, budgetary pro- 
cesses and pressures it faces 
as it moves out of a long 
period of regional economic 
downtum. ) 
Poole said this means 
someone who will under- 
stand that even though the 
city is doing better financial- 
ly, that doesn’t mean the de- 
tachment will’automatically 
start receiving more money 
Number three is someone 
who will work openly and 
honestly with city council in 
a consultative manner, en- 
suring the city’s opinion is 
reflected in the detachment’s 
operational and administra- 
tive priorities. 
Fourthly, the city would sesses strong strategic plan- 
like to see a forward think- ning skills and will place the 
ing person willing to pursue detachment in a position to 
initiatives, such as regional move forward as the econ- 
policing, as they become omy shifts upward while 
available. ’ considering the challenges 
Poole said this refers to such as tne Prince Rupert 
the new inspector ensuring container port, mining and 
that Terrace is considered resource exploration etc. 
to be a regional centre so it Lastly, the city wants 
can be included in new ini- someone like Degrand. 
tiatives the province wants “He was a nice approach- 
local RCMP to undertake. able guy,” Poole explained, 
Fifthly, the city would adding the city will miss De- 
like an inspector who pos- grand. 
y o u r  orilb full sewice 
D m m a  GtlaclocIQ ala9 
in downtown Terrace 
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WITH A PUSH OFTHE BUTTON 
Just press OnStarTM and receive a credit towards the purchase or lease 
of most new Pontiac models. You could even win the whole vehicle.’ 0 
More standard horsepowe 
than Civic and Corolla. 
Coupe or Sedan 
145-HP 2.2L ECDTEC ENGINE 
5-Speed Getrag M a n u a l  Transmission 
= 5-yr/100,000km Power t ra in  W a r r a n t y  w i th  $0 Deductible’ 
Less the amount of 
your Ring &‘$An reward 
1.6L DDHC Engine 
5-Speed M a n u a l  Transmission 
W Highest Government Frontal Crash 
The Pontiac Wave received a 5-star rating for the driver and front pa 
Safe1 
ssenger 
ON NOW AB YOUR LOCAL PONTIAC DEALER. 
CIVING YOU MORE VALME YRlS 
I 
r: 
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Liberal hopeful wants end 
to aboriginal poverty here 
THE ENTIRE northwest has to be involved in efforts to im- A Prince Rupert mort- 
prove the lot of aboriginal people, says the Liberal candidate gage broker, Stamp-Vincent 
for Skeena.-Bulkley. defeated Prince Rupert con- 
And the need is greater now that the federal Liberals have sultant Dave McGuigan two 
pledged to spend $5.1 billion over the next five years to alle- weeks ago to claim the Lib- 
viate native poverty, Gordon Stamp-Vincent said last week. eral nomination. 
“In this riding we have to make sure we’re on the same He describes himself as 
page. We have aboriginal unemployment in the double dig- fiscally conservative, add- 
its and that’s shameful,” he said. “What kind of country do ing that social programs can 
we live in?’ only be improved if a gov- 
With aboriginal people making up at least 25 per cent of ernnient is prudent enough 
the northwest population, the region stands to benefit by the to manage its affairs and 
planned federal Liberal expenditure, Stamp-Vincent added. the economy to provide the 
“We hear that getting trades, skilled trades, here is dif- money to pay the costs of 
ficult. But we have people here who’could be trained. Are those programs. 
there challenges? You bet. But unless we sit hnd talk. it’ll Stamp-Vincent said he 
never happen,” he said. “We need to have those conversa- was in favour of the Reform 
tions.” party’s economic stance in Sordon Stamp-Vincent Stamp-Vincent said the.northwcst is on the verge of eco- 
nomic upswing thanks to the Prince ‘Rupert container port 
and other projects such as the oil export pipeline contem- 
plated by Enbridge. 
“We all have to share in this prosperity or shame on tis,” 
he Said. “We’ve got tO gel a conversation going to break 
down the barriers. No one in Ottawa can download the solu- 
tion.“ 
;he -1990s but came to ad- 
mire Paul Martin who, as 
finance minister, eliminated first the federal budget deficit 
and then delivered eight surplus budgets. 
“The Liberals are the middle of the road. We have the 
bLlsilless acunien and the social compassion,” Stamp-Vin- 
cellt said. 
<! - 
MP’s offices are open, sort of 
PARLIAMENT MAY be ence is that things slow right 
dissolved and MPs out cam- down,” he said. 
paigning but their constitu- Constituent queries will 
ency offices are still open be handled by one Cullen 
albeit at a reduced level. staffer in Smithers. The re- 
’ That’s because people mainder are working on his 
will still need the services campaign. MPs cannot use 
of an MP’s office to handle their constituency offices for 
questions and problems, say -campaign purposes during 
Skeena-Bulkley NDP candi- >Tn Terrace, because we 
date Nathan Cullen. ,,r~snare space with [Skeena 
“That’sn particularly the NDP MLA] Robin Austin, a 
case with matters such as person can come in and talk 
passports or immigration is- to his staffer and they’ll be 
sues,” he said: given the 1-888 number to 
Toews doesn’t expect an get in touch with our Smith- 
MP’s office to handle the ers office,” said Toews. 
same volume of queries in While Cullen’s parlia- 
this election because of the mentary duties are on hold 
Christmas holiday season. during the campaign, he’ll 
“Generally the experi- still step in when required 
Jerry Toews, who works f &Q r election. 
to separaie constituency ac- 
tivity from campaigning. He 
won’t have the same access 
because of the election but 
he will advocate when need- 
ed,” said Toews. 
Toews, who normally 
works for Cullen in his Ot- 
tawa office, is his campaign until election day, Jan. 25.  
manager. He and other Cul- 
len staffers are continuing to 
get paid based on overtime 
that has been banked. 
Cullen is still drawing his 
$144.000 Member of Parlia- 
ment salary during the elec- 
tion and that continues up . . . . . .  ^- 
Curtis in top spot 
FORMER Skeena Cellulose woods manager Derrick Cur- 
tis is the new president of the federal Conservative Skeena- 
Bulkley Valley constituency association. 
The group held its annual general meeting Nov. 27. 
Curtis takes the place of Jim Bell, who is now the assso- 
ciation’s treasurer. 
And the group expects Colleen Davis to take on th”e role of 
secretary, says Bell. “She’s the most experienced,” he said. 
That’s because Davis was a constituency assistant to for- 
mer Alliance MP Andy Burton, who was defeated by Nathan 
Oil! 11 days 
~ 
until yoit reali7e thut, tihe71 
she said she t t m t e d  something 
little, she tneatit it! 
for constituency issues: Cullen in the 2004 election. J <  
“There are definite rules 
in place during an election 
She was also Conservative candidate Mike Scott’s assis- 
tant when he was the MP here from 1993 t0‘2000. 
BVD’S. T”SHI]RT.S, 
7 DaysA Week 
HOODIES, HATS’ 
635-5225 Lazelle Mini Mall 
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Limited Edition Prints, Carvings, 
Framed Prints, Jewelry, T-shirts, Mugs etc. 
Open 1O:OO - 6:OO Mon- Sat. 
(Log House beside Columbia Autohaus) 
“ 
BC hydro m 
Keeping your 
holidays merry 
and bright 
0 
t 
Even though our offices and call centres are closed on December 25, 26, 27, and 
on January 1 and 2, 2006, our emergency crews will be on hand 24 hiours a day 
to keep your holiday bright. In the event of an emergency, call 1 888 POWERON 
(1 888 769-3766). 
For general inquiries you can call 1 800 BCHYDRO (1 800 224-9376) Monday 
‘ to Friday, 7 a.m. to 8 p.m., and Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. except for the dates 
mentioned above. 
We wish you a safe and happy holiday. 
B.C. enjoys the third-lowest rates in North America. 
0 At BC Hydro, our purpose is to keep B.C.3 electricity 
reliable and low cost for generations. 
www. bch yd ro. corn for ge ierations 
- 
e t r c u l  h k  1 
Jump is on January Ist, 2006 
at Kinsmen Kiddies Camp 
at 1:OOpm 
1stAvenue Laklelse Lake 
sledge Forms available at 
histv River Books 1 ___ - 
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FIRST-TIME federal elec- 
tion candidate Phil Brienesse 
has received the Green Party 
nod and has joined the race 
for the Skeena-Bulkley rid- 
ing. 
From Smithers where 
he is the food and bever- 
age manager at the Hudson 
Bay Lodge, Brienesse isn’t 
exactly a newcomer to poli- 
I 
Bay Mountain in Smithers. 
,,“The Green Party talks 
about sustainability.” 
Although the Green Party 
are yet to release their plat- 
form for the coming elec- 
tion, Brienesse hinted to- 
wards a preventative health 
care policy. 
‘Themain thing theGreen 
party focuses on is health in- 
Greens have a candidate 
stead of health care.” 
This could be achieved 
through improving air qual- 
ity, leading to prevention as 
opposed to hospital costs, he 
said. 
On splitting the left-lean- 
ing vote with NDP, Brie- 
nesse said the Greens could 
take as many votes from the 
Conservatives. 
“I think there are some 
votes to be taken from envi- 
ronmental Conservatives,” 
he said, adding that the 
Greens have “a good, sus- 
tainable fiscal policy.” 
Brienesse was the only 
person to put his name for- 
ward for the Green nomina- 
tion in the Skeena-Bulkley 
riding. ’ Phil Brienesse 
CHRISTMAS HOURS * 
7 DAYS A W€EK 
Mon. - Wed. loam - 6 p m  Thurs. & Fri. loam - 8 p m  
Saturday loam - 6 p m  Sunday Noon - 4pm 
635-5225 Lazelle Mini Mall  
’ 
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~ Gov’t gives money to schools 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA Class cornposition refers to the number of identified stu- 
dents - ones with‘learning or behavioural problems - that 
require additional help in any given class. 
“We need more review on classroom data,” Munson said. 
“We’re in the process but it was very short notice.” 
The district has a little more time to detail to the ministry 
how it will spend the $574,764 it was told late last week it 
would receive. 
The district itself is getting half that - $287,382 - and 
has until Jan. 10, 2006 to submit its spending plan with {he 
ministry. 
The other half will go to individual schools at $50 per 
Education minister Shirley Bond said the nioney, $56 mil- 
lion province-wide, is the ministry’s commitment to keep the 
savings from the teachers’ dispute in the education system. 
“The first priority for the district funding is for textbooks 
and learning resources,” Bond said. “Schools will decide 
their priorities in consulta!ion with school planning councils. 
parents and staff.” 
Coast Mountain board chair Lorrie Gowen said the minis- 
try expects districts that have been vocal about needing new 
textbooks would be addressing that need. 
“I imagine some of the money will go into textbooks,” 
Gowen said, adding parents have joined the district in calling 
All monies committed last week are to be spent by the 
end of the 2005-06 school year. 
The province has more money to assign stemming from 
mediator Ready’s report to equalize teacher wage scales 
across the province and to establish a common pay scale for 
MONEY SAVED by the Ministry of Education during the 
October teachers’ strike is coming back to the school district 
and to individual schools. 
In two separate announcements last week, the ministry 
committed $76 million of the $126 million it saved prov- 
ince-wide. 
Each district will get its share based on enrolment num- 
1 bers as of Sept. 30,2005. 
The first committed monies are $20 million to address 
class size and composition as recommended by mediator 
Vince Ready and agreed to by the province and the B.C. 
Districts will receive $35.83 per school-age student and 
with 5,748 students in the Coast Mountains School District, 
its portion will be $205,965. 
Teachers unions and school district administrators must 
agree on how the’money will be spent and their plans have to 
be forwarded to the education ministry by Dec. 16. 
Veralynn Munson, president of the Terrace and District 
Teachers’ Union met with school district assistant superin- 
tendent Rob Greenwood last week and the pair will meet 
again tomorrow before drafting a spending plan. 
Munson said they looked at data from elementary schools 
last week and would do the sanie for secondary schools this 
week. 
Until then, she says no decisions have been made but con- 
ceded emphasis would be placed on class composition rather 
than class sizes. 
Greenwood agreed, saying the plan would focus on coni- 
position rather than class size because all agree it’s a greater 
concern. substitute teachers. , 
~, Teachers’ Federation. student. 
(1 for new books. I ‘  
11 , 
Terrace & District 
Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 250-635-7282 
Better Savings Certificate 
5-Year Term Deposits 
Available beginning December 1,2005 
Full or Partially redeemable after 90 days. 
I 
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MLISSING 
“OUR MISSION 
IS TO UNITE 
RI  GMTFU 1 
OWNERS 
WITH THEIR 
PROPERTY.” 
C O L U M B I A  
Each year an estimated $15 million 
i n  money and other f inancial 
property goes unclaimed by BC 
residents. Some of it may belong 
to  you. Whether it ’s missing wages, 
an overlooked credit union account 
or proceeds from another source, 
the British Columbia Unclaimed 
Property Society is here to  help. 
We are a not-for-profit organization 
created to  administer the unclaimed 
property=progmn for the Province 
of British Columbia. Our mission i s  
to  unite rightful owners with their 
property. Our website contains 
useful information as well as an 
easy-to-use searchable database 
of deposits we hold. 
To find out if we are holding money 
that belongs to  you, please go t o  
www. bcunclairnedproperty.bc.ca 
‘%e Day Spa thut is! - 
Give the gift of relaxqtion and pampering at Terrace’s newest , 
and largest Day Spa. We have a huge lineup of services to pamper, 
relax, and rejuvenate the deserving ones on your wish list! 
, 
Mon, Tues, Wed & Sat 9-6 Thurs & Fri 70-7 
105 - 4644 Lazelle-Avenue 
(Across from The Cookie jar) 
Phone 638-0250 te boak your uppintment! 
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expansion /I continues 
. 
CONSTRUCTION CON- 
TINUES on a $1.9-million 
project to move Mills Me- 
morial Hospital’s four-bed 
intensive care unit (ICU) 
down from the second floor 
to a new location right be- 
side the emergency room 
(EN. 
An early spring 2006 
completion date is sched- 
uled for the project, which 
includes a renovation of the 
ER, says Bruce Nicholls 
who is in charge of mainte- 
nance at Mills. 
“You’re going to see 
quite an improvement,” said 
Nicholls of the work. 
But it’s going to require a 
bit of juggling beforehand to 
not only continue the work 
but to continue the hospital’s 
normal services, he added. 
“When the new ICU is 
finished, the ER will move 
into there while the renova- 
tions to’the existing ER take 
place,” he said. “Then the 
ER will move back and the 
ICU move down.” 
Also scheduled for a 
move is the hospital’s che- BRIAN HAMILTON of Westcana Electric works on 
motherapy clinic. It’s now ’the complicated wiring that’s part of Mills Memorial 
located just behind the cur- Hospital’s intensive care unit and emergency room 
rent ER but will be moved construction and renovation project. The work is to be 
upstairs. completed by early next spring. 
“It’ll be a much quieter 
j 
off bf the hospital’s main 
waiting room, will also be 
moved upstairs. 
The project is 40 per cent 
c&t shared with the North 
West Regional Hospital Dis- 
trict. The work at Mills con- 
tinues a series of improve- 
merits in a relatively short 
of time. me psychi- 
atric unit has been renovated 
and a kidley dialysis clinic 
was constructed on fie main 
floor in what was Once the 
hospital’s administrative 
wing. Those offices have 
now been moved elsewhere 
on the main floor. 
AFTER MORE than 50 years of providing a medical service 
in the far northwestern B.C. community of Atlin, the Red 
Cross is turning over the job to another agency, 
As of Dec. 15, the two nurses working at what’s now 
called the Atlin Outpost Hospital and the facility itself come 
under the jurisdiction of the Northern Health Authority. 
“The Red Cross used to have about 40 such outposts 
across the country but they have gradually been phasing 
out of this service. The last six such outposts are in B.C.,” 
said David Plug of the Provincial Health Services Author- 
ity, which has been a temporary home for the outpost while 
regional authorities get ready to assume control. 
Plug said the Northern Health Authority will get the same 
amount of money as did the Red Cross to run the outpost. 
There are 550 people in Atlin and the Ked Cross has oper- 
ated a medical outpost there since 1954. 
The nearest hospital is in Whitehorse, Yukon and three 
doctors make visits from there to see patients in A h .  
~ 
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I AkCarthynaOnWs (  terrace)^ Ltd. 
I 
1998 Dodge 
314 Ton 
Auto, AIC, 4x4 
Was 
NOW $12,995 
2005 Suburban 4x4 
Leather, Loaded, 
Only 23,000 km 
NOW $41,995 
2002 Sunfire 
coupe 
SSpd., Low Km 
$10,995 
2004 Sunfire 
Auto, AIC, 
Only 2 5 1  74Km 
ONLY $1 3,995 
2000 Chev ?h Ton 
Auto, AC 
Was $24,995 
NOW $1 9,995 
Call Toll Free - 
1 -800-862-3926 
0 
5004 Hwy. 16 West, Terrace 635-4941 
www. maccarthygm. corn 
Crlmestoppers offan a cash reward of up to S2,OOb.W for information 
leading to the arrest and charges being lald against this or any other 
unsolved Crime. if you have any Information call CRIME STOPPERS at 635 
TIPS, that‘s 635-8477. Callers will not be required to reveal their ldentlty or 
testifv in court. Crimestoppers does not subscribe to call 1 display. 
GRAY~DON 
SECURITY SYSTEMS 
Commercial 8: Residential Security Data Cabling 
* Wireless Systems 
Access Control 
Surveillance Cameras 
e Fire Alarms 
Electronic Services 
24 Hour Monitoring 
Specializing In Digital And 
P.C. Based Camera Systems 
”24 Hour Promrhr Prokction” 
877-71 3-9588 
250-638-6076 
Fax: 250-638-6001 
4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
‘ 1  
Special Announcement to Monarch 
Cablesystems Customers... 
Welcome to CityWest! City Your Nohwesr Connection 
We are pleased to announce that CityWest Cable i s  now your new cable service provider. As a valued customer, 
we‘re very excited about this opportunity to provide you with our entertainment and communication products and 
our customer-first service. 
It‘s business as usual. 
As we transition from Monarch to CityWest, you will continue to receive quality programming and services. 
Meeting your entertainment, communication and customer service needs is  our number one priority. 
In the short term, you will continue to receive your regular Monarch hill. Please continue to make 
payable to Monarch Cablesystems until such time as you are notified otherwise. Your first ”City’ est“ bill will 
contain information on how to 
through telephone banking). 
should continue to call 
Part of Your Community 
CityWest Cable is part of the CityWest Grou of companies and is  wholly owned and operated in Northern BC. 
Internet, and Mobility services in Northern British Columbia. As we have served customers in the Prince Rupert 
area since 191 0 we have been proud members of the community. We look forward to building relationships that 
go beyond business. We look forward to becoming a part of communities across Northern B.C. as we become 
your cable provider, and continue to expand our services in the future. 
We’ll keeo YOU Dosted as  to our progress with the transition and beyond. 
XI””‘ cheques 
this invoice (irrcluding instructions for those customers who pay bills online or 
have any questions about your cable service or cable internet service you 
The parent company, CityWest Cable and Te P ephone i s  becoming the premiere provider of Television, Telephone, 
4 
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Forest company 
heads endorse 
safety qualification 
, By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
A LOCAL FALLER is applauding a move by 
rhc heads of B.C.’s top 10 forest companies 
lo require that contractors they hire must 
become qitalilicd under a program soon to 
be rolled out through the B.C.‘ Forest Safety 
Council. 
I The ‘Qualified Companies’ program re- 
;litires ii third party audit of the health and 
safety programs of companies in addition to 
providing rebates on WorkSafe BC (former- 
ly the WCB) rates., 
1 The decision to endorse the program was 
made Dec. 2 during what has been called an 
unprecedented meeting of the CEQs of the 
province’s largest forestry companies. The 
move is expected to weed out companies 
Terrace-based faller and president of the 
\Vestern Fallers Association Mike McKib- 
bin calls “bad actors”. 
: He says it’s those companies, ones that 
arc alleged to routinely ignore safety regula- 
tions in the bush, that the new program will 
large t . 
; “These guys - they’re out there working 
y i t h  no programs. no health and safety pro- 
gram in place, they just don’t give a damn,” 
he says. 
: “These guys will no longer be working in 
British Columbia - that’s great.” 
‘ 
While the program itself has been un- 
aer development for some time by the B.C. 
Forest Safety Council and isn’t expected to 
be rolled out until January with companies 
coming on board by the fall, says Tanner 
glton, president of the B.C. Forest Safety , 
Foucil. 
Having the major forestry companies in 
B.C. endorse it is critical. 
“Let’s face it. this ‘Qualified Companies’ 
is the umbrella over everything this council 
is doing,” McKibbin says. “It’s the only way 
it’s going to work.” 
Both Canfor and lnterfor, which employ 
companies in Terrace, were among the com- 
panies to endorse the program. 
“If they were to go in and take tpis in to 
somebody like Ian Munson (Bear Creek Con- 
tracting) ... he would just breeze right through 
this, he would get his qualifications,” posits 
McKibbin. 
Bear Creek Contracting already has an 
extensive safety program in place. 
“There are some people up in Terrace 
who are operating who won’t get it, they 
won’t have a chance,” McKibbin says. 
Paying to develop the safety programs 
the qualified companies program will re- 
quire will likely fall on the shoulders of the 
individual companies, but the audits will be 
tailored to suit both large and small compa- 
nies. 
The program is based on a successful one 
implemented in the Alberta oil patch after 
that industry suffered high fatality rates. The 
move by the CEOs is a reponse to high fatal- 
So far this year 42 people have died inthe 
forest industry. From Oct. 7 to Dec. 8, eight 
workers have been killed in less than nine 
weeks. 
The most recent fatality occurred near 
Houston, B.C. when a logging truck driver 
died in an accident. 
ity rate in the province. / /  
0 
Spade parade 
QUINTON FREEMAN of Uplands Nursery shows 
off the company’s new hydrolic spade. The ma- 
chine effortlessly removes trees from the ground 
to be transplanted elsewhere. It uprooted this tall 
tree in less than two minutes - saving hours of 
manpower. 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
\Nominations sought for tech awards 
THE DEADLINE for nominations for the fifth 
pnnital Northern B.C. Technology and Industry 
Awards is i n  just two days. 
So far, two companies from Terrace, Tower 
nated and so has EnTel Comniunications of New 
$iyansIi. 
{ People have until Dec. 16 to nominate an in- 
$ividiial. company or organization that has made 
5 difference through technology. The nominees 
hus t  have lived in northern B.C. for a minimum 
@&@laXi,$.co:Te~h. Sy_st~!l!::.lLa~ _be_en-nomi- 
of one year and should be. role models for other 
entrepreneurs, businesses and organizations and 
have demonstrated leadership in their field. 
Winners will be recognized at a banquet Janu- 
ary 12,2006 at the Prince George Civic Centre. 
T h i  categorics are: 
0 Northern B.C. Prospector or Developer 
e Collaborative research award - a UNBC in- 
Forest Innovator award 
0 Aboriginal Business award 
0 Environment friendly technology award 
e Mentor award 
Manufacturing innovation award 
0 Technology implementer of the year 
Technology provider of the year 
0 E-business award 
0 Technology and industry newsmaker of the 
For Details call Betty Barton at 635-6244. 
. ..I . ,;i- . .l 
award r C. Technology startup of the year 
-dustry collaboration year award 
Mr. Mike’s Gift Cards is the gift that gbes back. ~ u s t  CII it up with 
any dollar amount, gwe it to someone. One dollar’ from every ten spent goes 
via West Coast Kids to Big Brothers & Sisters here in Terrace to help local 
families in need. Purchase up to $50 worth of gift cards and receive a $5 bonus 
card yourself. And that means everyone can feel good inside. 
Available now in ston?. 
4736 Lakelse Ave. Terrace 
Tel: 250-635-3077 
’ mnw.mrmikes.ca , * Between November 28105 hJaW MS 
635-5225 ’ Lazelle Mini Mall 
Best deal on the 
market today! 
635-2404 
~llll l l l l l l lt l l l l l l l l l l  Royal LePage Terrace ROYAL L~PAGE 
#I 02-41344 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. l ~ ~ i t ~ i i ~ i t t i i t t ~ i i i t i t i ~  
I 
N O R T H E R N  
S A  V I N G S  
C R E D I T  U N I O N  - 
Season Hours of Operation: 
Dec. 24 Closed 
Dec. 25 Closed 
Dec. 26 Closed 
Dec. 27 Closed 
3 Telephone 638-7822 
Dec. 28 Reg. Business Hours 
Dec. 31 Closed 
Closed Jan. 1’ 
Jan. 2 Closed 
Jan. 3 Reg. Business Hours 
We look forward to serving 
you in the New Year 
4702 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
I 
. 
! First Nation’s Store 
Gemma’s Christmas Store 
CHRISTMAS HOURS 
Dec. 1 8 - 11 am-5pm Dec. 19-22 - 9:30am-9pm 
t 
I ” 
b 
b 
c 
Enter To Win ”Make A Wish Draw“ 
. 
). . 
t 
, 
I 
s , 
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It’svalue season at Accent Inns - the perfect time to escape to 
ur favourite BC des$nation. Enjoy the best of the season: 
he sights, the sports, the shopping - or just kick back 
and relax. At the end of your perfect day, your 
spotlessly clean room, comG bed and our friendly 
taffwill be waiting for you. See you soon! 
I 1. . The perfect little getaway starts at just $69; 
wwwhmn- 
accentinns.com 
1-800-663-0298 
Canadian owned and opnntd. 
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Kamloops, BC V2C 329 
Tel: (250) 372-3386 
Fax: (250) 372-8740 
e-mail: lampliphte~l~holmall .com 
I E Kitselas celebration I 
nKITSEIAS CHIEF Councillor Glenn Bennett holds one of the many commemo- 
rative placemats designed by Heber Reece that were, presented to guests at- 
tending a Dec. 8 banquet to note the passage of the First Nation’s land code. 
Kitselas is the 16th First Nation in Canada to be granted comprehensive land 
planning ,and use powers’ on reserve territories. A large number of Kitselas 
residents and visiting First Nations leaders wereoon hand for the evening. 
MARGARET SPElRS PHOTO 
I I 
-Retirees ready court case- 
against provincial gov’t 
RETIRED’ PROVINCIAL 
, civil servants now have a bit 
’ I more leverage in pressing 
I the government to restore 
benefits that were reduced 
in 2002. 
A B.C. Supreme Court 
justice has ruled their case 
can be heard as a class ac- 
tion lawsuit with as many as 
27,000 retired civil servants 
involved. 
The action was started by 
the B.C. Government Re- 
tired Employees’ Associa- 
tion which says each retiree 
is paying between $750 and 
$1,500 in additional benefits 
costs each year since the 
changes were made. 
Retirees now pay the 
difference between old and 
new MSP premium rates, 
have to spend $250 instead 
of $25 before their prescrip- 
tion drug plan kicks in and 
when it does, coverage is at 
70 per cent instead of 75 per 
cent. Dental coverage was 
eliminated altogether. 
Norma King, who is the 
chair of the northwest branch 
of the retirees association, 
said the changes go against 
what was presented when 
they left the public service. 
“There were expecta- 
tions. A lot of people took 
less money in favour of hav- 
ing more benefits and then 
they were changed,” she 
said. 
She now hopes the class 
action lawsuit certification, 
gives the provincial govern- 
ment the incentive to negoti- 
ate a setttlement. 
“Obviously we hope 
they’ll want to talk. We don’t 
want to go the court route 
unless we have to. It’s very 
expensive,” King added. 
“If it goes to court, the 
provincial government can 
drag it out. But we don’t feel 
Public Notice 
Proposed Change of Road Name 
The Minster of Transportation gives notice that 
pursuant to Section 2.2 of the Transportation Act, 
an application has been made to change the name 
of Stewart-Meziadin Lake Highway to Glacier 
Highway. Commencing at the British Columbia/ 
United States border within District Lot 4044, 
Cassiar District, thence travelling in a northerly then 
easterly direction, a distance oq65.2 km, more or 
less, to its end point within Unsurveyed Crown 
Land, Cassiar District, being the intersection with 
Cassiar Highway No. 37 at Meziadin Junction 
(District Lot 1 100, Cassiar District). 
Written objections based on the effect of the 
proposed name change should be directed no later 
than January 30,2005 to: ’ 
Ministry of Transportation, Bulkley Stikine District 
‘ Bag 5000 - 3793 Alfred Avenue 
Smithers, BC VOJ 2N0 
Attn: Sherrie Applegate 
File: 325-12553 Fax: 250-847-7219 
BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 
On Christmas morning, your wife cant believe it. She 
swears she‘ll wear it every day for the rest of her lie. 
And she does. You remember her eyes, and her tears. 
2039 
Your daughter tries it on for what must be the 
1,OOOth time. ‘But now it5 hers to’keep. She swears to 
wear it forever -- and does. “It was my best g&t ever: 
A o n i  always said as she began the story. 
205% 
Your granddaughter slides onto her fiiger that precious old 
ring her MomH worn forever. “This was a very special 
gift Grandma got from Grandpa: M o m  would say. And 
as she slips it on, she feels a history coming alive . . . . 
T h e  fmejwelry you give your wife t h i s  Christmas is 
only the beginning of its magid journey of touching 
women; lives. So give the best to your wife . . . and to 
those other special women in your life. 
what it did was right and we 
have to take a stand.” 
The retirees estimate 
they’ve paid an additional 
$90 million since their ben- 
efits were reduced as part of 
the provincial government’s 
cost-cutting effyrts. 
The provincial govern- 
ment has 30 days to appeal 
the certification decision. 
King said there &e about 
160 members of the retir- 
ees association living in the 
northwest. 
She noted that belonging 
to the association is volun- 
tary but that a settlement, if 
reached, would benefit all 
retirees regardless of wheth- 
er they are members or not. 
I’ 
FREE: one of the nicer 
f ou r- letter words . 
--. -- 
Motorola V262. Get a cool _ ~ _  
FREE’ $100 gift” 
1 w - 1  
Sign up on TALK TO ME 25 today: 
Get 100 anytime minutes, 100 long distance minutes in $25 /mOntht I Canada!’ up to 1000 nights & weekend minutes, & more. 
iwldl!6,geattuallmiapeclmuaDtoD8-~ 
entertainment1 ’ 
Authorized Dealer 
First, you get an incredible driving experience under any road or weather conditions. Second, you 
get to  customize your 2006 Forester with $1,000 worth of genuine Subaru accessories, which makes 
a vehicle already loaded with standard features even better. Experience how it feels to  embrace 
the road. Come in and put the 2006 Forester through its paces with a test  drive. Hurry, Subaru All Weather 
Days end soon. BC is Subaru country, for a dealer near you, visit www.subaru.ca or call 1-800-876-4AWD 
Thin 
SUBARU 
SYMMETRICAL ALL-WHEEL QRlVE HUGS THE ROAD. 
AND AFTER GETTING $1,000 IN FREE ACCESSORIES, 
YOU MIGHT HUG THE SALESPERSON. 
0 
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Around Town 
Christmas call out 
CRANK UP the Christmas carols, grab some 
eggnog and get your fingertips ready to type. 
The Terrace Standard is getting set to power up 
its on line Christmas Greetings section - a tradition 
our readers look forward to every year. 
It’s your chance to send holiday greetings to 
Terrace Standard readers near and far through our 
web site. 
We’ve already started posting them online at 
www.terracestandard.com 
If you’re a reader from afar, perhaps, an ex-Ter- 
race resident who has moved away or is travelling 
overseas, tell us where you are, what you:re doing 
and how you’ll be spending the holiday season. 
Feel free to include any special memories you have 
ofJTerrace and don’t forget to mention friends back 
in Terrace you’ll be thinking of this season. 
If you’re a Terrace reader, this is your chance to 
send out a Christmas greeting to friends who have 
moved away but follow the Terrace news on line. 
Don’t forget to include a fun digital photo of 
yourself or your family with your e-mail greeting. 
Send us your holiday greetings by e-mail to 
newsroom@ terracestandard.com - make sure to 
\put “Christmas Greetings” in the subject line. 
We’ll also publish as many of your Christmas 
greetings as we can in our Dec. 21 print edition. 
Candy cane‘checkstop 
TERRACE’S EMERGENCY responders extend 
their holiday greetings and announce the start of a 
new campaign that will feature checkpoints at busy 
roadways Dec. I9 from 4-7 p.m. 
These checkpoints will be manned by local 
firefighters, police and paramedics who’ll will be 
handing out candy canes to each occupant of the 
vehicle as well as safe messages reminding motor- 
ists to buckle up, use good winter tires and not to 
drink and drive this holiday season. “Let’s not meet 
by accident.” 
The Terrace Ambulance Paramedics Society is 
approaching local businesses and asking for dona- 
tions of candy canes to help the campaign. Any- 
thing local businesses can donate will be appreciat- 
ed, with any leftovers going to the local food bank. 
Contact the society as soon as possible and a“ 
thank-you in advance is extended for the commu- 
nity’s help. 
Call Cheryl at 638-8898. 
Wrapping for a cause 
PEOPLE IN Afganistan and India will be the 
beneficiaries this weekend at the Skeena Mall when 
local home-schoolers and others wrap Christmas 
presents. 
The Afghanistan project is being organized by 
Terrace resident Heather Bellamy and is to con- 
struct a park in an area being repopulated by refu- 
gees. 
The park will contain quiet places but will also 
have a green house and large garden to generate in- 
come for workers who will mainly be orphans and 
women. 
Bamiyan Park is to be five acres in size and con- 
tinues Bellamy’s work in Afghanistan with orphans 
and women. 
The project in India is called the Dalit Freedom 
Network and Dalit is the name of the lowest of the 
caste groups in that country. The project provides 
financial and other assistance to the Dalit caste 
members. 
Formed in 2002, the network‘s assistance in- 
cludes education, medical care, economic develop- 
ment and human rights support. 
The gift wrapping at the Skeena Mall takes place 
Dec. 16-18 for 12 hours each day by members of 
the local Aglow International Terrace Lighthouse, 
home-school students from the Traditional Learn- 
ing Academy and Waaps Nagwaadm. 
Students will also be selling bookmarks they 
have produced and Christmas carols will be sung. 
Hamper deadline 
DECEMBER 14 - anyone who’s missed out on 
registering for a Salvation Army food hamper has 
another chance today from 3 p.m. to 4 3 0  p.m. at the 
soup kitchen. I.D. and proof of address is required. 
I 
Tie one on 
TRlSH Connaughton (third from left) is 
joined by community stakeholders as 
she ties a red ribbon on a car antenna 
to promote Mothers Against Drunk Driv- 
ing’s Project Red Ribbon campaign on 
now Until Jan. 2. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Youth turn fortunes around 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
AS THE Christmas shopping 
season hits full stride, the 
Skeena Mall’s manager 
is finding out just how 
indispensable a few helping 
hands can be. 
, You may have seen the 
young helpers, dressed in the, 
blue or white T-shirts of the 
Skeena Mall Ambassadors. 
Judi Hannon, the mall’s 
manager. says the youth are 
part of a program that started 
in September that is admin- 
istered by Interconnect.. 
“We wanted to help the 
youth improve their image at 
the mall,” said Hannon, who 
gave the program a space in 
the mall for free. 
Targeting 15- to 30-year- 
old clients who have little 
or no ‘work experience, em- 
ployment counsellor Dana 
Schwenning has set up shop 
in the mall. 
There, she helps walk- 
in clients and those who 
phone in with a variety of 
services, like improving 
sumes, professionalism i 
interview skills, aimed 
re- 
and 
at 
increasing their chances of 
landing work. 
Schwenning also con- 
ducts workshops with a goal 
to translate volunteer work 
to market skills to profes- 
sionals. 
And that’s what the mall 
ambassadors are all about. 
Young people interested 
in the program sit down with 
Schwenning for an “intake 
chat” to identify what their 
needs are and how to reach 
them. 
Then Hannon interviews 
them, Eind if she feels the fit 
is right, she goes on to give 
the new ambassadors an ori- 
entation and objectives. 
GOOD AMBASSADOR: Barbra McLean, a Skeena Mall Ambassador, stops shoppers Maryanne and Murphy 
Stanley for a chat in the mall during its busy December season. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Hannon says she hasn’t 
turned down a willing par- 
ticipant yet. 
So far, there have been 10 
different young people vol- 
unteering for the program 
and there’s no shortage of 
things to keep them busy 
in their four to 12 hours of 
weekly work. 
For customers, they help 
them with their bags, offcr 
directions, hand out cou- 
pons, check coats and wrap 
gifts. For mall businesses, 
the ambassadors do any- 
thing from helping with dis- 
plays, window washing and 
stocking to any menial tasks 
called for. resume and interview skills 
Hannon says the volun- and eventually did a job 
teers are identified by their shadow in one of the mall’s 
T-shirts and are quickly be- stores. 
coming a hot conimodity. “It was a big boost for 
Not only have they taken my self-esteem- and confi- 
pride in  the mall and their dence,” McLean said of the 
positions within it, but cus- tasks, such as customer ser- 
tomers and business own- vice, cashier and stocking, 
ers are realizing it’s a good she was entrusted to do. 
thing. Lynette Woods, 23, came 
“It’s getting to the point to get help with her resume 
where stores are fighting in October and found out 
over them,” Hannon said. through Schwenning about 
Barbra McLean, a bubbly the ambassadors job. 
24-year old, first discovered The shy Woods also says 
the help Schwenning has to she has gained confidence 
offer in August. and last week she started a 
She got help with her job shadow at Penningtons. 
. .  
Not only does the mall 
ambassador ,.program boost 
confidence, it gets those 
people willing to work some’ 
So far, three of the 10 
young people have already 
gone on to find paid employ- 
ment with area businesses. 
“When they come back 
and say, ‘Hey, my first pay- 
check!’ it allows us to cel- 
ebrate too,” added Hannon. 
It’s safe to say the pro- 
gram, funded through Ser- 
vice Canada, has accom- 
plished its target for both the 
clients and the mall. 
Bus shelter a collaborative effort 
THE KITSELAS First Nation’s quests at the top of his projects list, 
Gitaus subdivision just off of Hwy16 with the group providing the mate- 
east of Terrace has a new bus shelter rial. 
thanks to a program managed by Other projects included smaller 
Northwest Community College. garden sheds ranging in size from 
The timber frame shelter was 10x12 to 12x16 where those who 
first put together inside the college’s wanted them also provided the ma- 
carpentry workshop, taken apart terial. I 
and then trucked to the subdivision Aside from college students, 
where it was placed on a concrete Coxford also accepts Grade 11 and 
pad. 12 students who can take the 16- 
Money for the project came from week course as part of their high 
school completion Dogwood certifi- a joint venture between the Kitse- 
cate requirements. las and the college in which people 
from Kitselas received timber frame “This way they can get a jump 
start on a trades program,” Coxford ‘ and instruction in basic carpentry 
explains. construction. 
The project was managed by “Carpentry is the only program 
trades instructor Dick Coxford and we offer here that fits in with the 
high school schedule.” the shelter was one of several major 
efforts undertaken this year. So far, he’s expecting four high 
Other projects included the con- school students - two from Smithers 
struction of a wood frame 24x20 ad- and two from Terrace - for the next 
dition to the Scouts’ building and the carpentry program which begins in 
construction of a smaller shelter for from the elements. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO February. 
smokers at the Kermode Friendship Other high school students from 
Centre. Terrace also take carpentry instruc- 
“I usually have half a dozen proj- tion at the college on Friday, the day 
ects per class,” explains Coxford of Caledonia is closed due to he four- 
the activity in the 16-week program ects provide practical experience. He places non-profit group re- day week. 0 
. .  
COLLEGE carpentry students proudly show their finished work that 
will provide shelter for Gitaus subdivision residents seeking a cover 
“What we do is a mock up at the 
college, tear it down and re-assem- 
ble it on site,” says Coxford. 
offered by the college. 
Students received academic in- 
struction and the construction proj- 
I 
Band worklfar from the pits 
SUBMITTED By 
ANNIE GREENWOOD 
EVEN THOUGH I went to 
the Caledonia Secondary 
production of Guys and 
Dolls all three nights, I 
barely saw a thing. 
1 You might think that I 
had the misfortune to be 
seated behind someone who 
was extremely tall, or that 
people were wewing giant 
hats in the theatre, but that 
wasn’t the case. 
I was providing musical 
accompaniment from the 
pit. 
Terrace has the extreme 
fortune of being home to 
so many artistically gifted 
individuals. Everyone’s 
heard that statement a mil- 
lion times, but it couldn’t be 
more true. 
Caledonia Senior Second- 
ary is able to put on a com- 
plete husical. It is complete 
in the sense that not only 
are there people on stage 
and in the pit, but there are 
great sets, the stage-makeup 
for the actors, extraordinary 
costumes, and all the little 
things. 
The people who teach 
us are indescribable. Who 
else would take on such a 
huge and possibly disas- 
trous task? Mr. Geoff Parr 
and Mrs. Robin MacLeod 
,attempt the impossible and 
’ succeed, year after year. 
I’ve been on stage. Being 
in band and music programs 
allows me to perform on 
stage, both in a group and as 
a soloist. 
I’ve also played in a pit 
band before, for both of the 
Terrace Little Theatre’s pan- 
tomimes. I found the main 
difference between being in 
the pit and on stage is that 
people cm see you onstage. 
The invisibility the pit 
provides can be fun during 
rehearsals. We get to talk 
or do homework any time 
we’re not playing. Unlike 
the people on stage, we don’t 
have to wear costumes. 
Sure, at the show we 
dress in all black, but it can 
be comfortable and warm in 
black clothing. We have less 
to learn and worry about. 
None of our music has to be 
memorized. so we learn the 
actors’ lines. This year we 
went high-tech with a com- 
puter network and wireless 
high-speed internet. 
Like everything, there are 
hazards to being a pit band. 
For one thing, we have io 
step into the pit. I‘d say it’s 
about a five out of 10 on the 
highly scientific difficulty 
scale I’ve developed. 
Stepping into the pit while 
wearing three-inch heels? 
Definitely a seven out cf 10. 
Getting in to the pit is an ac- 
robatic art that shouldn’t be 
attempted while holding an 
expensive instrument. 
An unexpected problem 
presented itself when the 
seat of a chair broke in half 
at one of the shows after we 
had all stepped on it in or- 
der to get in. Not only did 
someone have to sit in it un- 
til intermission, but we had 
to find a chair during inter- 
mission while we were sup- 
Everyone in the musi- 
cal spends the two weeks 
prior to opening night in a 
haze. Rehearsals go from 
3:45 p.m. until 9:30 p.m., or 
whenever we finish. 
posed to be backstage. Annie Greenwood 
someone’s involvement, and 
the student works around the 
musical to finish homework, 
eat and sleep. 
Families work around Continued Page 183 
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CITY SCENE 
J , 
with the beauty of a warm Pacific summer’s 
night. The stage pulses with harmony in their 
amazing original songs, and in the fresh-found 
delight of traditional Celtic songs rediscovered. 
Joining The Eccelstons is Ivonne Hernandez, one 
of Canada’s hottest young performers. Friday, 
Jan. 13 at 8 p.m. at the REM Lee Theatre. Part of 
the Terrace Qoncert Society’s 2005-06 season. 
,Clubs! & pubs~~~ 
ARTFUL CUP: Open mic night Saturdays. 
GEORGE’S PUB: Sugarfoot Dec. 16-17; Semi 
Chronic Dec. 30-31 (tickets now on sale for New 
Year’s Eve); Canucks pay-per-view Dec. 31, Jan. 
4, 10, 14,2006. 
HANKY’S: Tues. karaoke, free foosbalVWed. 
karaoke, free pooVThurs. college games night/ 
FA-Sat. dance music & door prizes/Sunday 8 
p.m. to midnight music jams. A great opportunity 
to network with fellow’ musicians in a €riendly 
atmosphere. All you need is your instrument 1 
because there’s sound equipment, lighting, a drum 
kit and all the amps you’ll need. 
THORNHILLPUB: Karaoke Sunday nights 
THE TERRACE LEGION: Saturdays meat 
draw 4-6 p.m. 
- 
Theatre ’ 
W Terrace Little Theatre’s youth troupe 
presents Santa’s Magical Workshop/ Saturday, 
Dec. 17 from noon to 5 p.m. at McColl 
Playhouse. Donations to the f@$d Or toy drive. 
Come see how hard Santa and his helpers are 
3, 
LISA Ray stars in Deepa Mehta’s critically 
acclaimed Water, which plays tonight at the 
Tillicum Twin Theatres. 
b working! 
W Live Shane Phillipe, music didgeridoo and accoustic guitar ’ Etc. Heritage Park M~~~~~ hosts a Chirstmas Cinema 
’ Wuter, Canadih filmmaker Deepa Mehta’s Playing entertainer, brings his to celebration on Thursday, Dec. 15 between 6:30 
p.m. and 8:30 p.m. There will be music in the 
dance hall, hot chocolate, lots of Christmas lights 
and good spirit, and of course, Santa!bhe jolly 
old fellow will be arriving at 6:30. Don’t m i s s  out 
this ho!iday season, come and enjoy an evening 
of cheer. Admission is $2 for adults, children 
free. Please call the museum at 635-4546 for 
information. 
find installment in a trilogy about women3in India. 
Preceded by the acclaimed Fire and E a d i  and 
set amidst the social turbulence of 1930s India, 
Water deals with the plight of a group of widows 
in the ancient Hindu holy city of Varanasi. In 
Hindi with English subtitles. Part of the Terrace 
Not Paris Film Series. Wednesday, Dec. 14 at 7 
p.m. Admission is $8. 
the Kiva cafe Friday, Dee. 16 from 9 3 0  P-m. to 
1 a.m. Tickets $10 adults/$8 students seniors. 
Bring Your dancing shoes! 
H The Eccelstons, formed by brother and 
sister, Kelt and Colleen Eccelston, and their 
“adopted” brother Greg Madill, blends the 
spirit of an Atlantic Canadian kitchen party 
I I 
I January 27,28, February 3,4,  - IO, I I, 14, 17& 18, 2006 I 
“ Seasons Packages 
still available a t  Uniglobe. 
Flexible, affordable entertainmenat value 
You can tailor to your gift giving needs 
Full Season Fare for $66 
Dinner Theatre Select for $84 
Standard Wn#E. 
Courtesy Travel 
4718A Lazelle Ave I- R A D I -  
COMMUNITY EVENTS 
The Terrace Art Gallery will be open daily each P afternoon form Dec. 12 to 24 for your Christmas 
shopping. Check out the work of local artisans or 
pick up unique cards for that special person on 
your list. 
Kitimat Centennial Museum presents an 
exhibition of memorabilia, including photographs, 
scrapbooks, tickets, progfa-mmes and posters, 
celebrating the 50th anniversary of the Kitimat 
Concert Association. Through Jan. 14, 2006. 
THURSDAY, DEC. 15 
Heritage Park Museum hosts a Chirstmas 
celebration on Thursday, Dec. 15 between 6:30 
p.m. and 8:30 p.m. There will be music in the 
dance hall, hot chocolate, lots of Christmas lights 
and good spirit, and of course, Santa! The jolly 
old fellow will be arriving at 6:30. Don’t miss out 
this holiday season, come and enjoy an evening of 
cheer. Admission is by donation. Please call the 
museum at 635-4546 for information. 
DEC. 12-24 
DEC-JAN 2006 
. 
interested in helping raise funds for the hospital 
and Terraceview Lodge. 
Support After Suicide support group meets every 
fourth Tuesday of the month to tell each other’s 
stories and begin healing. Support is provided by 
people who have walked the same path. Stepping 
Stone Clubhouse #102, 4450 Greig Ave. 7 p.m.- 
8:30 p.m. Call Joset at 638-1347 for details. 
Alanon meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. at the 
Womens’ Centre. 
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings every night of 
the week. Call 635-6533. N/A meetings 7:30 p.m. 
Saturdays at the education room at the hospital. 
Call Tony at 798-2598. 
Girl Guides of Canada in Terrace is looking for 
volunteers! If you would like to be a Girl Guide 
leader or on District Council call Lia at 635-3868. 
_ _  .-.. . .., 
Detember 17,2005 11 - 
FOOD OR TOY DRIVE YOU’RE ALREADY STARTING 
TO UNDERSTAND CROHN’S DISEASE. 
Help us understand how to Send your tax deductible 
cure it. All of your donation gift to: 8 C. CHILD Founda- 
goes to med ica l  t ion,  Suite 1150- 
research. For more ttl 1188 West Georgia 
information, call St., Vancouver 
(604) 7364645. A IUUMI)AIIUN w n c n i i u ~ w  wcrn B.C.VGE 4A2. 
INIISTINAL ~ t t ’ i i  uiwnuma. 
Royal Canadian Legion is appealing to members 
and their spouses for auxiliary volunteers to help 
prepare vegetables and pie crusts once a month 
for steak night and to help with dishes. If interested 
please phone 635-4862. 
Skeena Square Dancers welcome all ages from 
16-90 on Monday nights at the Carpenter’s Hall to 
Apr. 31, 2006. Beginner dancer session from 7-8 
DEC. 16-18 
The Skeena Mall Project is a three-day 
fundraiser for Heather Bellamy’s project in 
Afghanistan and the Dalit Freedom Network in 
India. The mall’s community room is the venue 
p.m. and 7:30-9:30 p.m. for mainstream dancers. 
Beginners dance for a toonie, mainstream dancers 
for $5/night. Call Ron 638-831 6 or Diana 638-1 626 
for information. 
GillSedn al$o bd dasi~nated Ihfoqgh United Way Regislered!..arily: BN 89897 1951 RROOOl Dec. 16-18 from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. for Christmas 
gift wrapping, carol singing and selling of 
homemade bookmarks. Call 635-1 935. 635- 
Sweet Adeline’s Pacific Mist Chorus holds choir 
practice at Cassie Hall School’s music room on 
Thursdays from 6:30 to 9 p.m. For info, call Vic 
635-6905 or Trudi 635-0056. 
Terrace Emergency Shelter accepts donations 
of used clothing -coats, gloves, socks, sweaters, 
hats - anything to help keep those less fortunate 
warm and dry. Donations can be dropped off at 
Ksan House Society office at 4724 Lazelle Ave. or 
at the shelter at 281 2 Hall St. anytime. 
The Kitsumkalum Prenatal Program is dedicated 
to offering support and enhancing positive 
lifestyle and nutrition choices before, during and 
after pregnancy. Donations of baby or maternity 
clothes for clients always accepted. Please call 
Catherine at 615-8132 for info or pick-up. 
Terrace Big Brothers and Big Sisters are people 
who have found a rewarding and meaningful 
relationship with’a child. They spend a couple 
of hours a week opening up a new world of 
experiences for a child. It’s easier than you might 
think to get involved. For more information call 
Skeena Family Resources present rree programs 635-4232. 
for parents and children under 6 at Kitselas on 
Queensway, Skeena Kalum Housing and at Does your loved on0 have a brain disorder such 
Kitsumkalum. Parent connection, information as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, depresslon, 
workshops for parents and fun activities for kids. panidanxiety disorder, personality disorder or 
Tuesdays to Thursdays from noon to 2 p.m. OCD? For free information and /or support call 
Transaortation is available. Evervone welcome. Northwest B.C. Schizophrenia coordinator in 
Terrace at 635-8206 or toll free: 1-866-7877. 
(FAM-SUPP). Or attend the Terrace Support 
Group on the third Tuesday of the month (except 
July, August and December) at 7:30 p.m. at #102- 
4450 Greig Ave. 
Soup Kitchen, operating every Monday from 
12-1 :30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup and a 
bun! Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
1 
h TUESDAY, DEC. 27 
Support After Suicide, presents a ChriAmas 
recovew rnemorv collaae. A sDecial sumort 
TERRACE 1’ aa- 
Baby‘s Name: 
Taishan Ray Charles Robinson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 1, 2005 at 553  p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 4 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Rachel & Martin 
”Baby brother for Janelle, 
hlarfy Jr. & Pearly” 
Baby‘s Name: 
Hayden Edward Samson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 16, 2005 at 2:43 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 15 02. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Gail & Gerald 
/‘Baby brother for 
Baby‘s Name: 
Alexander Justus Clarke 
Johnson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 19, 2005 at 1156 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 8 02. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: lori-ann & Glendon 
Baby’s Name: 
Ryan Harrison Zok 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 23, 2005 at 7:05 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 12 02. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Nancy 8, Clayton 
”6aby brother for Mike” 
0 
group f6r familiesgrieving the loss of a loved ‘one 
over the Christmas holidays. Creating a memory 
collage, giving comfort, sharing, remembering 
and understanding. Tuesday, Dec. 27 from 7 
to 8:30 p.m. at the Stepping Stones Clubhouse 
#102-4450 Greig Ave. Call Joset at 638-1347. 
PSAs 
The Good Food Box distribution day is Thursday, 
Dec. 15 at 6 p.m. Families who have signed up 
need to pick up their box at the location they 
signed up for. Locations are: Skeena Kalum info 8 terraceautomal1.com 
I Housing (461 1 Haugland), the Skeena Health Unit 
Auditorium (341 2 Kalum), the Walsh Apartments 
(#111-4931 Walsh) and Thornhill Primary School 
(3860 Paquette Ave.) For info call 638-1863. 
Baby‘s Name: 
Haven lasaint Koye Dennis 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 24, 2005 at 514 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 10 02. 
sex: ~~~~l~ 
Parents: Barbara & Shane 
“Baby sister for Savior 
& AngelusN 
Brennan & Jerrifynn“ 
Baby‘s Name: 
Emma Brynn Wilkinson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 17,2005 at 1 1 :07 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 7 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: “’6aby 5iskr Angela for & B r e t  Paul 
J o e l  & Sage“ 
‘ The Artful Cup hosts Stitch ‘n Bitch, co-ed kniting 
The Terrace Sta nda rdpreseii ts nnotherAll Candidates ~ $ ‘ ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~  ::’ ~ ~ o ~ \ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p ~  i:, yz  
teach. For more info call Renee at 615-9383. 
January 11,2006 
Meeting. Come and bring jlotcr questiotts. 7:0Op.?n. 
January 13,2006 
The Ecclestons with Ivonne Hamandez. Blend the 
spirit of an Atlantic Canadian kitchen party witht he 
beauty of a warm Pacijc .wiinier night. “sparkling, 
itifectioiis entertainment.” 8:OO p,tn. Terrace 
Coiicert Society. Tickets available online at: wwiu. 
terraceconcertsociety. 0% or call: (250) 635-5603 
~ January 21,2006 
I Technician’s Coiirse. For those interested in 
volunteering at the REI11 Lee Theatre, this coiirse 
will give you a basic understanding of soiriid and 
I lighting corisoles, hunging lights and setting up 
microphones. 1:00 - 4:OOp.m. l3e course is free but 
seats are liniited. Please call 635-21 01 to register. 
The Pacific Northwesf Music Festival’s 2006 
syllabus is now available at Sight and Sound. 
Event registration deadline is Jan. 15, 2006. 
The Healing Touch Association of Terrace 
offers free treatments to the public at the Knox 
United Church from 7-9 p.m. on the first and third 
Mondays of each month starting Oct. 17 (except 
stat holidays). Sessions are by donation. To book 
your appointment or for info, call 635-8892. 
Terrace Toastmasters is now meeting on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of each month 
at the firehall conference room. Next meetings 
scheduled for Dec. 14, Jan. 11 and 25, 2006. 
Always open to new members. Call Bob 638-0923 
or Rolf 635-691 1 for info. 
Terrace Emergency Shelter and Hostel is 
promoting a Root Cellar Project, looking for any 
amount of root vegetables for donation. Drop-offs 
came be made anytime at 2812 Hall St. Phone 
Blaine at 635-5890 for information. 
A Men’s Healing Circle meets Wednesdays from 
6 to 8 p.m. at ‘Ksan House Society, at 4724 Lazelle 
Ave. For more information, please call 635-2373. 
The Terrace Amnesty International Action Circle 
meets on the last Wednesday’of every month at 
the Kiva Cafe at 5:30 p.m. Anyone welcome. 
The Terrace Writers Guild meets the last 
Tuesday of every month at Cafenara. Come 
network with other writers, share goals, markets 
and tips. Newcomers are welcome. Call Sarah at 
638-8899 for details. 
Terrace Concert Society Tickets Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets Atwilable o n h e  lit: Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift Shop has Christmas merchandise, decorations and 
lights in stock. Located at 4544 Lazelle Ave.. 
open 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Tuesday - Saturday. The 
Auxiliary is always looking for new members 
I 
V 
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City k 
loses 
artist, 
friend 
My friend 
Casei Braam 
I AM very sad, as I have lost 
a very dear and wonderful 
friend, Casey Braam. 
1 had known Casey for some 
time’ now and he became 
very special to me. Almost 
everyone in Terrace knows 
Cornelius “Casey” Braam 
- we will miss him dearly. 
From front 
Showtime 
brought 
out best 
From what I heard, it was 
completely worth it. 
1 didn’t have a lot of 
emotional attachment to 
the show at the beginning, 
but after investing about 50 
hours preparing for it, and 
watching how hard every- 
one had worked, 
I knew that we deserved 
to succeed, and that we 
would. 
When we finally had the 
audience in the seats on the 
Thursday opening night, thc 
show went bettcr than it ever 
had before. CASEY Braam, cirica April 2004, visits Red Raven where he was a member and 
Cornelius Casey.Braam, frequent visitor. Many of the late prolific artist’s work have been displayed at the 
passed away suddenly Sun- 
day, Nov. 27,2005. ‘ guage to learn, a new church ) and he said both he and his not only for his art work but 
Over the last few months, to worship in, new customs wife Pinie were very proud for his knowledge of the lo- 
we as friends had seen and a new job for Casey in to have become Canadian cal history. For those who 
Casey’s health failing and a strawberry farm that also citizens. have visited the Terrace 
had worried about him, Heritage Park Museum. vou 
(well known local artist) store in the Skeena Mall. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
had a small sawmill there. The house was not full 
On Friday, Nov. 25, 
Casey phoned me after he 
had been up town at Red Ra- 
ven)forohis usual visit. And 
while there, he became ill 
and went home. 
Later that evening, he was 
taken by ambulance to Mills 
Memorial Hospital. After a 
lot of tests taken all day Sat- 
urday, Casey was flown by 
medivac to Vancouver but 
YVONNE MOEN 
did not pull through emer- 
gency surgery. 
Casey died early Sunday 
morning Nov. 27 in Vancou- 
ver General Hospital. 
, Cornelius ’Casey” Braam 
was born Oct. 7, 1924 in 
Sassenhein, Holland. As 
a young fellow of 15, he 
worked in the bulb fields in 
the summer. Winter work 
was mostly in bulb houses to 
clean everything for the next 
season. 
In 1939, these bulb hous- 
es were taken over, by the 
Dutch Army to mobilize; 
the one Casey worked in had 
over 300 soldiers. 
The Germans came 
across the Dutch border by 
many means of transporta- 
tion - the most dangerous by 
aircraft. Once, while Casey 
was on his way to work on 
his bicycle, he was shot at 
from a low-flying plane. 
Casey often told about 
how the Dutch people died 
At this time, as with most enough, though! Phyllis, a 
immigrants, the names baby girl with beautiful eyes 
changed as well to Casey and a Canadian version of 
and Pinie. Philipina, was born in 1962. 
In May 1953, their first Casey and Pinie had another 
Canadian’child, Janette, was child, son Gordon, born in 
born. 1967. 
Everyone soon learned As precious as their chil- 
the English language and dren were, they were not 
began to adjust to their new enough to fill the five acres 
life in Canada. at 4518 North Sparks; over 
But they were longing to the years, dogs, cats, chick- 
be near family, and having ens, pigs, ducks, doves and 
relatives living in Terrace, even guinea pigs made their 
they packed up the old Hud- home there. A squirrel even 
son and moved here in the lived in the attic one winter. 
spring of 1954. After Casey retired from 
Casey found work at Er- Skeena Cellulose in 1987, 
nie Sande’s mill and rented a he spent many hours in his 
house on Agar Avenue. First art studio drawing; as told by 
born in Terrace, cute little the family, he, has produced 
Yvonne born 1955, son John in excess of 1000 pieces of 
1956. art work. 
With more children, a In Terrace, Casey was 
larger place was found at very involved in the com- 
4518 Sparks. They pur- munity. 
chased five acres of land A longtime member of the 
at the end of north Sparks ChristianReformedChurch, 
for $100. It was nothing he was active in the build- 
but bush, with many, many 
hours of work, lots of cheap 
or free lumber from Sande’s 
Mill and help from family 
and church friends they built 
their home, which Casey 
lived in until his death. ,~ 
They had a wood stove 
and a water pump in the 
creek and an old wringer 
washer with a clothesline 
and an outhouse out back. 
It took courage and a lot 
of hard work to raise a fam- 
ily of eight children but the 
family had many good times, 
with a lot of fond memories. 
Son Harold was born 
1958; he helped fill the 
house. The family was kept 
busy with cleaning, garden- 
ing and raising a few ani- 
mals. 
The children loved their 
new home and could be 
found a few miles from the 
house playing in the woods. 
Life in Terrace was a. 
happy time for the Braam 
family. Casey often spoke 
ing, not only the church, but 
also the Centennial Chris- 
tian School and the beautiful 
little Usk Chapel. 
Casey was also a very ac- 
tive member of Red Raven 
- an original member from 
the very beginning. Almost 
. every day, :yobarcould find 
Casey there having coffee 
and telling his stories; he 
‘1 was very loved by everyone 
there. 
Casey was a very valu- 
able member of the Terrace 
Regional Historical Society 
- he will be greatly missed 
family - what an honor. 
Predeceased by his lov- 
ing wife Philippina June 28, 
2002, Casey leaves his eight 
children: Marianne, Ralph, 
Janette, Yvonne, John, Har- 
old, Phillis and Gordon; 14 
grandchildren, five great- 
grandchildren and many, 
,m&y friends. 
A funeral service was 
held at Terrace Christian 
Reformed Church Dec. 2, 
2005. Casey was interned at 
the Terrace Municipal Cem- 
etery next to his dear wife 
Philippina. 
must Lave seen the beak-  
ful riverboat drawings by 
Casey. 
Since the time Casey 
and his wife Pinie came to 
Terrace in 1954, they both 
worked together in the com- 
munity that they loved so 
dearly. 
Many times they told of 
the love they had for Cana- 
da. What wonderful Cana- 
dian citizens they became. 
And for Terrace, the com- 
munity has lost a great artist 
and a wonderful and honest 
citizen. What a loss. 
As a friend, like mahy 
others, we will miss him and 
say thank you to his family 
for sharing their beautiful 
father and grandfather with 
everyone. 
What a legacy Casey hiis==- 
left behind. 
On Casey’s 80th birth-, 
day, I ,shared a helicopter 
ride, overlooking the beauti- 
ful valley - a gift from the 
_IL 
Community Services Society 
Wishes to recognize and extend thanks to P Terrace Totem Ford 
courtesy van to safely transport employees 
recent Employee Recognition evening. 
IS GREATLY 
APPRECIATED. 
because of hunner-and his of how they loved Canada, 
own family lived on tulip 
bulbs - the only thing left to 
eat. 
Yes, life growing up in 
Holland was very rough, but 
Casey still had many fond 
memories and stories to 
tell. Casey was introduced 
to drawing when he was a 
youngster in Sassenhein. 
After supper, night after 
night, his father drew and 
Casey and his brother and 
six sisters all drew the same 
thing on a small blackboard. 
All the children became ar- 
tistic in one way or another. 
Casey is well known for his 
pen and ink heritage draw- 
ings. 
On Sept. 7, 1948, Casey 
married his wife Philippina 
(Pinie); they were thrilled 
when their first child Mari- 
anne was born August 1949 
and Ralph in 1951. 
They began to think about 
immigrating to Canada. In 
1952, Casey, Pinie and the 
two children left Holland 
and made the move of their 
life. 
Interestingly, a story told 
by Casey is of his wife’s 
wedding dress; it was made 
of parachute cloth, a para- 
chute they bought, finest silk 
cloth available after the war. 
It took 13 days by ship 
. (named Zuiderkruis), deal- 
ing with high seas, storms 
t and a lot of seasickness. Fol- 
lowed by nearly a week on 
a train, they arrived in Cres- 
ton, B.C. 
There was a new lan- 
l 
Etimat  Concert Association In partnership with 2omk 
www.kitirnatconcerts.com NOWAA 
LEGACIES 
\ 
Mount Elizabeth Theatre 1491 Kingfisher Ave Kitimat 
Jim Byrnes 
Acoustic Band 
Friday April7 
St. Louis born, CDN 
Blues icon Jim Bymes 
smoky vocals & guitar 
front a killer 5 piece 
acoustic band with 
Steve Dawson - guitar 
and Jesse Zubot - fiddle. 
Exclusive northwest BC 
8 p.m. 
Charlie A’Court 
Saturday April 8 
2 p.m. 
2003 East Coast 
Music ‘Awards - Best 
Blues Artist. Sizzling 
solo electric guitar with a 
voice at times smooth and 
sexy, others gritty and 
rocking the house down 
shades of Jonny Lang. 
Exclusive 
Guy Davis 
Saturday April 8 
New York bluesman 
Guy Davis speaks to 
the roots of the blues. 
His original songs hark 
back to sounds deeply 
drenched in lost black 
traditions, good time 
music based in sorrow. 
8 p.m. 
Sponrorcd by: District of Kitimat 
Kitirnat Blues Blast 1 Festival Seating 
Pass for all 3 shows now on sale 
Kitimat @ Book Masters /Toys 4 U /The Source Toll free 1- 877- 632-7323 
Terrace @ The Yellow House Tel: 638 -1808 
Adult $50. 65 + Senior $45. Student to Gr. 12 $35. 
TICKET INFO contact: 
Heather Lundstrom 632-4542 hlundstrom@telus.net 
or Michael & Hazel Jeffery 632-4008 mhjeffery@telus.net 
BHrl’lSH COLUMBIA 
ARTS COUSCII. B 9 Heritage canadien A u.-1..”..,1 Canadian Patrirnoine Guy Davis sponsored by 
_..
Than! you Terrace, 
for supporting this‘, year’s 
Caledonia production. 
Annie Greenwood is 
CI Grade I 1  stitderit ut 
Culedoriici. She p l i y  the 
French horn. 
(Christ Lutheran Church) 
I 3229 %arks St.. Terrace. B.C. 635-5520 I 
Pastor: MARGARET POWELL 
Under Bylaw No. 13 13-1 993, and amendments thereto, 
every municipal street and road is designated as a snow 
removal route, and arking on them is prohibited during 
Any vehicle that impedes snow removal 
and/or road maintenance work on any snow 
removal route can be towed. 
AISO, it is an offence to place snow from aky 
private property onto the road Ri ht-of-Way; 
hydrants, and interferes with routine snow plowing 
and/or road maintenance. , 
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated 
the winter months, P rorn November 15th to April 1 st. 
i t  creates drainage blockages, buries an 1 plugs up fire 
We invite You & Your family to a 7 -V‘’ 
Complimentary Christmas Turkey D i , k  
at  Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
(3511 €by Street) 
on Saturday, December 17th 
c at 6 p.m. 
Come enjoy dramas, singing and children’s,activities 
For mom information, please call 635.2434 
Sponsored by 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly and Waaps N b a a d m  ’ 
Caring Christian Communities 0 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly Waaps Nagwaadm 
3511 4643 Walsh Street Eby Street 
Sund*SGilcer at 1030 am. & 630 p.m. Sunday Services at 1l:W a.m. & 7 p.m. 
Sunday School at 9:30 a.m. Sunday School at l:W p.m. 
0 
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Of fish, flesh and fry 
ith the publication of Cannibal Trout, 
Tying & Fishing Flesh Fry and Egg 
Flies ( F r a e  Amato Books), Andrew vv Williams has done west coast trout 
fishermen a real service by providing us with a con- 
cise, clelarly written handbook on the how, where 
and why of appealing to the pisciverous, inclina- 
tions of trout. 
As any competent river angler knows, matching 
the hatch on the streams that drain coastal rainfor- 
ests requires a numberlof fake fry flies. In Cannibal 
Trout, Williams has assembled a most impressive 
and the most comprehensive array of salmon fry 
imitations. 
After describing the emergence of alevins and 
some of the rigours they must endure, Williams 
gives the recipe for Tommy Brayshaw’s famous 
Egg’N’1,dter some 70 years still a most effective 
alevin imitation. 
.Spare and simple to build, the Egg’N’I is, to my 
mind, one of the most elegant BC patterns. Wil- 
liams, who is an excellent fly dresser, provides a 
“clear picture of Brayshaw’s patent, as he does with 
all the patterns in the book, so that the reader has a 
template when dressing his own example. 
Though it wasn’t intended as such, Williams 
suggests that Tom Murray’s Rolled Muddler makes 
a fine alevin imitation. 
He’s right, but the two examples of the Rolled 
Muddler pictured have much too large a head spun 
‘from deer hair in the accepted mdnner for such 
‘dressings. Murray liked his fly tied very sparsely 
with a very small head tied in such a way that the 
red tying thread showed underneath it, which, he 
insisted, greatly contributed to the fly’s efficacy. 
Williams gives a trio of extremely complex and 
difficult modem alevin patterns that employ mod- 
ern synthetic materials, which I suspect may be, or 
might become, haqd to find. 
It was a good idea to inciude Hugh Storey’s Al- 
bino Alevin here. Hughey is a very good fisherman 
and innovative fly tier. I carry a number of his pat- 
terns in my wallet, including his alevin, and they 
are superb flies that underwent lengthy field tests 
before Hugh passed them on to me. 
Each of the sections covering Pink, Chum, 
Sockeye, Coho and Chinook fry is headed by a fine 
coloured illustration of the little fish under discus- 
sion. These excellent drawings and the accompany- 
ing pictures will not only enable an angler to iden- 
tify juvenile salmon in the streams he or she fishes, 
but will facilitate the construction of his or her own 
fraudulent fry. 
Williams makes another nod toward tradition 
with the inclusion of Roderick Haig-Brown’s fry 
patterns. Informed by the Atlantic Salmon Fly 
dressings of Britain, the Silver Brown, Silver Lady, 
Humpback Fry and General Fry are among the 
most beautiful of Canadian flies, as is amply shown 
in the fine dressings of them pictured in Cannibal 
Trout. 
The product of much contemplation and experi- 
mentation on VanIsle streams, Haig-Brown’s pat- 
terns are as good as they look. I still prefer them 
over more modem, ultra realistic patterns. 
Haig-Brown was an impressionist when it came 
to fly design, believing that undulant materials and 
the suggestion of movement through the refraction 
of light was the key ingredient in provoking preda- 
tory instincts of trout. He persuaded me in Fisher- 
man’s Spring, and every season his patterns still 
bring me a satisfying number of trout and steelhead 
besides. 
Haig-Brown recognized that the most meticu- 
lously manufactured copy of a bug or minnow was 
still a cartoonish character of the real item. This, 
and the stiffness of such counterfeits, he argued, 
made them poor fish attractors. 
It’s unlikely that the Chickabou flibs shown 
here, fashioned of epoxy resin and bearing an un- 
canny resemblance to the real deals, would have 
met Haig-Brown’s approval. But, Williams ties 
them well (in a well ventilated room, I hope) and 
catches fish with them. 
Cannibal Trout is a garish title, inconsistent with 
the tone of the book. The title was the publisher’s 
idea, motivated by the Wal-Mart mentality so prev- 
alent in the States, where everything, it seems is 
discount driven and shaped by marketing. 
Williams’ book should have had a hard cover 
because among other things, it’s a field guide, and 
should have been printed in pocket book format, 
like Art Flick’s Streamside Guide. which in many 
ways it resembles. 
The font chosen for the chapter headings is tacky 
and detracts from Willianis’ own illustrations. The 
cover photo of a grizzly ripping apart a salmon is 
superb, but out of place. And, where’s the index? 
This is a handbook, a text. Texts need indices. 
Fortunately, you can’t tell a book by its cover. 
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RlCHlE ROGERS assisted on the third of the River Kings’ six goals against Steelhead netminder Chris Anderson Dec. 4 at the Terrace Arena, 
Unfortunately Smithers kept up with the scoring and the game ended in a six-all tie. RIVER KINGS WEBSITE PHOTO 
Kings reel in-= Steelheads 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
THE RIVER KINGS chowed 
down on Steelheads but had trouble 
catching them a second time. 
Terrace fileted Smithers 6-3 and 
then settled for a 6-6 tie. 
7 The River Kings topped the shots 
.on goal stats, slapping in 45 to the 
Steelheads’ 32 during their winning 
game but only managed 3 1 attempts 
to Smithers’ 37 in their second 
meeting. 
Mario Desjardins netted four, 
Terry Zaporzan scored three goals 
and Troy Farkvam scored two over 
the weekend. 
Rich Clair, Troy Kaye and Scott 
Mulder netted one each. 
Despite the wind and rain, about 
1501oyal fans took to the stands Sun- 
, day to cheer on the River Kings. 
Smithers came out of the dress- 
ing room ready to fight in the third 
period. 
, They banged the puck around 
Craig Walsh but failed to score. 
Smithers’ l i  Smith sped around 
the Kings’ net and landed a nice shot 
past Walsh, who stretched in vain to 
stop it. 
That tied the game 5-5 with 16: 15 
left. 
Scott Mulder returned the puck 
back down the ice to score within 
two minutes to give the River Kings 
the go-ahead goal. 
Players took turns trying to pass 
the puck, only to have it land on an 
opponent’s stick. 
When the puck finally slid in be- 
hind the net, several guys fought it 
out with Howie O’Brien clearing it 
out down the ice. 
The Steelheads circled like sharks 
but with little luck. 
A Steelhead slapshot missed the 
goal and another attempt from the 
point flew wide past Walsh. 
A River Kings’ pass landed on 
a Steelhead’s stick, was slapped 
toward the net and flew neatly into- 
Walsh’s glove. 
On another shot, Walsh came out 
of the net to cover up as both for- 
wards headed toward him. 
Finally the Steelheads’ persis- 
A weak shot sailed past Walsh to 
” tence paid off. 
--_- -  
be picked up by Toby Mitchell, who He said Terry Zaporzan’s line, 
cleared it out around the corners ’ which includes Darcy Allison 
near Steelhead Jerry Watson emerg- and Mario Desjardins, had a great 
ing from the bench onto the ice as game. 
the lines changed. The team breaks until they at- 
He smacked a shot over Walsh’s tempt a second historic win against 
left shoulder into the back of the net the Ice Demons here to end the 
to tie it up at six with just over five month. 
minutes remaining. “Oh yeah. We’re really looking 
After, Walsh acknowledged this forward to that,” he said. 
as his last game for the season. ,He expects to have a full roster 
The young Hawkair airplane for that game. 
mechanic will travel to Manitoba Corey Paulson will return along 
to finish his apprenticeship for two with Ivan Laschenko and Davey 
months next year and return in b,@ngs up.the pos: 
March.. fourth line, includ- 
He hopes to return to the team ing Nathan Mcnamara and Andy 
next season. Mcleary, won’t get to play as much. 
“Obviously we’ll miss Craig. “Nate and Andy have been play- 
He’s been fairly solid all year,” ing so well,” Hendry said. 
coach Trevor Hendry said. The River Kings take a break un- 
He said the squad played a “little til they welcome back the Kitirnat 
soft” in this game. Ice Demons Dec. 2g9 which is also 
“Three out of four points is good fan appreciation night. 
but I kind of expect more from the A meet-and-greet session follows 
guys now,” he said. the game with an autograph session, 
“If you don’t play with intensity, beer garden and the chance to have 
you’re going get walked on,” he your photo taken with your favou- 
said. rite player. 
 
Bantams tackle 
northern teams 
Larger players and major injuries 
challenge our squad in two tourneys 
THE BANTAM REPSo took their a AAA team, 6-3. 
game to frozen Fort St. John for the “We came out and played really 
opportunity to play against new teams well in that game,” Amos says. 
to start the month. Simpson, Cormano, Leblond, Will 
Coach John Amos says the ice was Fisher, Ceasar Kenyon and Lee Muir 
fast thanks to -25 C outside and the shared the goal scoring. 
steel arena that lacked insulation. Terrace made it to the game to de- 
The bantams received a 8-0 shel- cide third and fourth place, and lost to 
lacking from the “big Alberta farm Peace River 5-4 in overtime. 
boys” of Peace River, at least one of Cormano scored twice, Leblond 
whom was 6’4” tall and 250 pounds. once with two assists and Reid Turner 
“I asked the coach ‘what are you scored one and assisted on one. 
feeding him’ and he said ‘pretty much Amos says the squad missed the 
what he wants,”’ says Amos. who chance to play Whitehorse, who re- 
asked to see the playeds identification ceived a bye to the provincials; but 
as proof of his age. may see them in Kitimat in January. 
The bantams failed to capitalize on The bantams finished in fourth 
their scoring chances and the northern place, pleasing the coaching staff but 
Alberta team was ready to play. disappointing themselves. 
EWR They followed up with a 7-6 loss to 
Quesnel, after almost tying the game 
with any one of several empty net shots 
that bounced off the posts instead. 
Reid Turner scored three and as- 
sisted on two. Scott Simpson scored 
two and had one assist. Joey Corma- 
no scored once and Chapen Leblond 
made three assists. 
Injuries nearly sidelined both Ter- 
race goalies. 
Garrett Muir was hurt against Ques- 
ne1 after he made a save and someone 
drove a stick into his knee.He may be 
out for the rest of the season. 
Devyn Ames had shoulder trouble. 
“He toughed it out for two games 
so that was good. I told him he’d have 
to tough it out or else I’d put Alexa 
[Grant] in net,” Amos says, adding 
Grant wasn’t keen on the idea, prefer- 
ring to stay on defence. 
Terrace whipped host Fort St. John. 
In the previous weekend of play in 
Bums Lake, the bantams won two. 
The team lost to their hosts 5-3, 
murdered Fort St. James 20-2 an’d 
skated past Smithers 4-3. 
They lost a spot in the finals to 
Smithers on goals for and against. 
Over the weekend, Joey Cormano 
put away seven, Lee Muir netted four, 
Reid Turner and Colton Dunsmore 
notched three apiece, Ben Reinbolt, 
Scott Simpson, Ceasar Kenyon and 
Kyle Holtom scored two each and one 
goal each came from Will Fisher and 
Kevin Haworth. 
Lee Muir racked up a total of nine 
points and Joey Cormano had eight. 
The players were disappointed to 
miss the final, he says. 
The bantams play in Smithers this 
weekend before breaking for the holi- 
d a w  
I Puck handler I 
AMBER FAGAN prepares to “shoot for loot” in the second 
intermission at the River Kings game in the arena Dec. 4. 
MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
Leading the pack 
AS OF Dec. 6, the River Kinis stood alone in firsLplace in the CML 
standings with 22 points, ahead of Houston in second with 16 points, 
Smithers in third with 15 arid fourth place Kitimat with 13. 
With Houston due to play four games during the River Kings’ break, 
the Luckies could move within two points of Terrace if victorious. 
Smithers and Kitimat each have two games in hand. Wins for the 
Steelheads could place them within three points of Terrace. 
River Kings held the top three scoring spots: Darcy Allison lcd the 
league with eight goals and 21 assists for 29 points, Mario Desjardins 
followed with 15 goals, 11 assists and 26 points and Terry Zaporzan 
nailed down third spot with 1 1 goals, 12 assists and 23 points. 
Burny Carlsen’s 2.75 goals against average, .889 save percentage 
and 5-1-2 record closely trailed Houston goalie Don Kenzle’s 2.71 goals 
against average, .883 save percentage and 4-1-2 record. 
Craig Walsh exited the team with 3.5 wins in seven games, a 4.57 
goals against average. 32 goals against and 4 ~enaltv minutes. 
. -.- 
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ACTION> - AD RITES 
638-7283 
Classifications! TheTerrace Standard reserves the right to classiry ads under appropriate headings and to set rates herefore and to determine page location. ThETerrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discnminate on the basis of children, marital SMUS and 
employment when placing 'For Rent."ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
TheTerrace Standard reserves the right to revtse,"edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News BOX Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on 'HOW instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry ot an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting spate that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name A d d r e s s  
Phone- Start Date # of Insertions T e r r a c e  Standard #-Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIFICATION. Cfedit Card No. Expiry Date- 
c1 VISA CI MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY PRINTYOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
I 1 i 4 5 E c 
6 7 8 9 10 
11 12 13 14 15 
ANNOUNDEMENTS 0-49 304 Appliolxsr 
3 Annoulxansnh 
6 Annivswries 308 Building Ssrvica 
9 Births 3 IO Catering 
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1 E Coming Erah 316Cboning 
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30 In MaMriam 
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60 Hmlth/Lm 
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306Aulomoliua , 
E2iEZe 
3 1 E Construction 
3x1 22 OrPll Edwolion/Tuloring 
324 E k t r i c  
328 Finnnca/Mailgago 
332 Home lmprorsmenl 
334 Horns Support 
336 Hwra Sining 
340 Joniloriol 
346 Miu. Sarricss 
348 Music Lasuxrr 
350 Pointing 
352 Poring 
354 Photqrnphy 
356 Plumbing 
360 Rmfi 
362 S m " B , i n g  
364 Tmmf 
366 Trwking 
368 Yard 8 Gardon 
358 PoolS/Spo¶ 
REAL ESlAii  500.599 
506 Acreogm/Lot. 
5 I 2  Cobins/Cotmgos 
518 Camerciol Busmsrros 
524 Cmmarciol Proparty 
530 Condor 
536 DupldFwrplo.. 
542 Forms/Ronchsr 
548 For %la or Rml 
554 Houroi 
560 LoLerhoro 
566 M o b h  
572 Modular Homos 
578 opm Hours 
584 out 01 Town 
5 W  RV s i b s  
596 Towhouras 
F W S / F m  600499 
606 Doordlng ?om immt 
624 truil/Produce/Mmi 
630 6 H o ~ s  bmrmk 
642 Pals 
648 Tmtlsrr ~ 
660 Equipmoot 
690 Mining 
705 Aircrnh 
710ATVs 
715 Bwts/Manno 
720 Houwboah 
725 Molorcyclsi 
730 RV's 
735 Runtolr 
740 Snownobtloi 
745 Trnde/Swop 
rNDusmr ,450499 
670 8 Mac bTvfimbor maty 
REcuunorui 700.749 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Clclrsfflod clnd ClclssHlod Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monddy, the deadline is 
Thursdav at 4 p.m. for all displav and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPCyg by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number readv. 
WANTED 100.149 
125 W n n d  
MERCHANDISE IS0249 
160 Applioncoi 
165 Arts L Crofb 
155 Anliquor 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Adverllser 
1 W& (Slandard & Advereser) ~15.00%ns 85 GST) 
3 weeks (Slandard 8 Advertiser) 527.82*(mc 1.82 GST) 
'Additional words @ver 201 256 PER WORD PLUS GS T 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
,I 90 Firaahs 
195 Firavoad 
200 Frw Giva Away 
205 Furnifuro 
215 Cardon Equipment 
220 Mixalloneour 
225 Music 
230 Sporting Coodr 
235 Tools 
240 Tmda Or Swap 
210 Gamga Sales 
R E M U  4Do-499 
404 Aprrhenl, 
408 Bochslor Suile 
41 2 Bavnncnl Suite 
416 Cobins/CotkJgss 
420 Commercial 
424 Condos 
428 DuplDlJFou lax 
432 For Rsnl 
436 Holls/Ad~loriumr 
440 Hwrss 
444 Mivallonwus 
448 Mobils H a s r  
452 Modular Hornsr 
4% Rooms 
460 Room a Board 
464 SMliors/Ratiramsnt 
Accommodotionr 
468 Shored Accommodations 
472 Storage 
476 Suites 
480 Twriil Acmmmodotions 
484 Tamhouses 
488 Wonted To Rani 
514.58 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excludlng obitunrise ................. 59.24 col.in 
OBITUARIES, INTERNET POSTING (sio.oo)+ ................................... 59.24 col.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ Sl6.3a per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$4.86 per issue, plus G I T  ($10.40 per week). 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
15.27 15.54 15.80 16.07 17.61 
27.02 27.29 27.55 27.82 28.09 
16.87 17.14 17.41 17.68 17.94 
28.36 28.62 28.89 29.16 29.43 
For longer od. please use a aeparale shoe1 
r 
Clip & Mail This Form To: Phone Fax 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Torrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 s TATARD 638-7283 638-8432 
AUTOMOnYE 756 Conopisr 7 5 0 7 W  
762 Cor, 
768 Cbssics 
774 Porlr 
786 92 Vans/Buror Trucks 
780 sun a ~ ~ 4 ~ s  
wxorMEivrzscww, 
254 Business Opparfuniiios 
258 Co-n 
262 D a p r a  
266 Education 
270 Hal Wonted 
274 Prnksrional 
27A Skilled Trndai J 
282 Tutoring 
286 Volunteers 
2 W  Work Wonted 
SERMCES 300.399 
NOTICES/TENDERS 800.B49 
830 Tenders 
e15 leg01 Nolicas 
302 Accounling 492 Worohwws 
Want to  reach nearly half a mil- 
lion outdoor enthusiasts! Ad- 
,lawest outdoor Dublication, The 
vertise your business in BC's Mol)orcvcle' Shop for Sale hea Motres Yoma Centre1 - 
New set starting Dw. 19th Relax, Energize, Relieve Tension4 Stress II , J OPEN HOUSE Sun. Jan 8th 4-7 p.m. 0 
CLIFF McCHESNEY 
Daniel Richard 
In M e m o r y  of 
our Dan, 
who passed away 
December 14, 1997. 
Formerly known as 
Kermodei Custom Cycle in Terrace, B.C. 
Prefer to sell intact. 
Tools, diagnostic equipment & shop supplies. 
Inventory/Parts List available. 
Premises lease available. 
Call Larry at 250-635-5449 
Accepting written offers until January 4. 
I BC Freshwater' Fishing Regu- lations Synopsis 2006 Edition..' 
Call Annemarie at 1-800-661 - 
6335, ext 3244. 
RETIREMENT SALE starting 
Dec. 12 from 12 P.m. - 4 p.m. 
Monday - Friday at #10 - 4036 
Substation Rd (across from log 
house on Highway 37 at 4 way) 
Contents are to sell my huge se- 
lection of collectibles including 
most of my dolls and toys. Col- 
lectible prices will apply but are 
reasonable. Too many items to 
list. (49~3) 
MCLARY SUPERSIZE washer VANCOUVER TICKET 
I LOST 20 inches of body fat and drver. white, $200. 250- SERVICE 
Phone: (250) 635-3336 
#21,4506 Lakelre Ave., 2nd Floor, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 P4 
Two years hove tome and gone, 
How fast a lifetime goes, 
Your subtle ways of helping, 
Are with the ones you know! 
Your heart one of a kind, 
Yourpemory sharp as a tack, 
That dreaded A.L.S. 
Has robbed us all of that! 
Forever loved and remembered, 
Your Fumir'y 
,As time unfolds another year, 
We will walk with you 
in our h e a d  forever. 
Mom and Dad, Tony, 
Deb and Glenda 
always miss, but 
f 
and 6 pounds in four weeks. 
Aski me how. Cindy Toll-free 1- 
635-40i8(50pl) . 
888-923-9993 (4903) ' ' 
Located in the Hampton Inn 
Hotel. Concerts and Sports. 
Seahawks, Kanye,- Canucks, ' 
Bryan Adams, 50 Cent, BNL, 
Hilary Duff, Brad Paisley, Cold- 
play, Great Big Seal. Hotel ac- 
corn avail. 1-800-920-0887. . 
6' CHRISTMAS tree with stand 
in very good condition. $50 
060; 1 set (15 candles) German 
Christmas lights, never used. 
$50 060; -1 set of the same, 
used once $35 OB0 250-635- 
2522 (48~3) 
CHRISTMAS GIFTS. Black 
bear rug, full head mount $750; 
Octagonal fold down poker ta- 
ble, excellent condition. Phone 
CORNER ENTERTAINMENT 
centre $300; new futon $300; 
Lazy Boy rockerlrecliner $200; 
stereo $150; Star Choice sat- 
ellite dish & receiver, dual L&B 
TA 77,000 BTU NWProp. Inter- 
thern furnace. GRC $630 OB0 
Electric fireplace with mantel. 
Excellent condition. $300.00 
i 250-635-5638. Leave message. 
o 
250-635-7068 (50~3) 
$60.250-632-2766 (50~3) 
AUCTION 
SATURDAY, DEC. l 7 T H  @ 10 AM 
PREVIEW: DEC. 16TH - 1-7PM 
3031 KOFOED,TERRACE, B.C. 
CHRISTMAS §PECIAL §ALE! 
Limited Edition Prints, 
Oil Paintings, Figurines, 
Swords, Leather Bound 
Mirrors, Treasure Boxes, 
Candelabrums, Candles, 
Chins, Dish,Sets, Chinese 
ilases, Foosball Games, Model 
Ships & Cars, Collectable 
Dolls, Toys, Books, Pool Table, 
Snow Blower, Lawnmower, 
Furniture, Children's T-shirts, 
Christmas Decorations, Coins, 
Collectables, 
PLUS MUCH, MUCH MORE ... 
Subject to additions and deletions) 
.......................... 
LOST SUNDAY, by Lakelse 
Lake along Kitimat highway, alu- 
minum snowmobile deck. 250- 
796-2002 (4903) 
LOST: ROYAL Blue Motorolla 
cell phone. Lost since Saturday 
night Nov. 2612005. If found 
Dlease call 250-635-6854. rcdcc 
2UU4. Slic will bc louiiigly rciwui- 
bcrrd by licr so11 Aiidrc (Mm-titia), 
gmiidnicglitws Atiitylin niid Victorin, 
grcnt gmiidsoii Tybn; niid otkcr 
rclntiucs mid frciids both iii Cairndfi 
% mid Airstrin. !$ 
FEMALE OVER 401 Interest- 
ed in rural living? Well travelled 
man mid-50's (in years only) 
interested in meeting petite un- 
encumbered woman. Send post- 
card: Site 39, Comp 27, RR#2, 
Terrace, V8G 329 (49~3) 
MATURE, CHEERFUL, slim, 
SWF, enjoys outdoors, fishing, 
camping, boating,lookingforsifi- 
gle gentleman 60+ with similar 
interest for companion. Please 
reply to Box 229, c/o Terrace 
Standarrd, 3210 Clinton St., Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 5R2 (49~3) 
Ph. 6359452 Fax 635-4000 
www.marionauctions.com 'HAPPY 25th ANNIVERSARf Your kindness and YAMAHA CLAVINOVA Piano. Like new condition, weighted keys, two pedals, bench, met- 
ronome. Asking $1,200. Phone 
250-635-2813 148~3) 
THE aEsr RACE IN TOWN TO SHOP IS Ar THE 
AUCTION BECAUSE YOl l  SET THE PRICES' VISIT WWW.GETAWAYBC. 
COM for your next adventure. 
www. bcandalbertabedand- 
breakfast.com has over 500 
B&B's online! Call Robyn at 1- 
800-661 -6335 for your free glos- 
sy magazine. 
SUN PEAKS RESORT, B.C. 
A three mountain, one village 
ski resort. Stay with us and 
pay no GST. Over 60 units to 
choose from. Top of the Moun- 
tain Accommodations. 
www.topofthemountain.ca 
e-mail: sunpeaks@direct.ca 
Introducing Fabulous New 
View Rooms. 3 nights for $189 
per couple! Romantics, Pets, 
Welcome. Holidays: 
Dec 20lJan5. from 36239. 
GIFT CERTIFICATES 
AVAILABLE! 
www.C-orca.com 
1-800-585-8834 
TOFINO - RETREAT 
RECHARGE - RENEW. 
1-888-61 1-1 988. 
Betty Demmitt 
Flooring Wholesaler Needs 
Cash Flow - Buy direct 
Laminate ....... $.49 sqlft, 12 ml 
laminate ...... $1.99 sqlft, Lami- 
nate tile (from) ...... $.99 sqlft, 1x6 
knotty fir or pine ...... $1.75 sqlft, 
3 114" oak, maple, bamboo 
pre fin ...... $3.99 sqlft, 3 114" ja- 
panese cherry pre fin ...... $4.75 
sqlft, Oak, maple, ash engi- 
neered ...... $2.99 sq.ft. 
TONS MORE! 
1-800-631 -3342 
BURTON SNOWBOARD. Like 
new. size 9 boot. New $1,300, 
asking $700 OB0 250-615- 
5568 (48~3) 
MILLER DIALARC 250 ACIDC, 
220 volt $1,200; Miller spoolmat- 
ic 2 wish millermatic WC-3 weld 
control for aluminum $1,200; 2 
stage lngersoll Rand air com- 
pressor 175 PSI, 26CFM, 101 
HP Kolher gas or 5 HP electric 
$1,800; Miller big 40 - 300 amps, 
4 cylinder gas engine, continen- 
tal clw cable 100' VGC $2,100, 
250-635-5559 (49~30 
In Lovin M e m o r y  of 
born October 7, 1924 in 
Sassenheim, Holland, passed 
away November 27, 2005 in 
Terrace, B.C. 
The family of Cornelius and 
Philippina Braam: 
Corne B ius Braam, jooking good for being Grand L aren tsl 
COMPUTERS AND computer 
parts bought, sold, recycled. 60 
dav warrantv. 250-61 5-0414 
7 PIECE dining table $250; chi- 
na cabinet $275 250-635-6596 ay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
g Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
CASH BUYER OF INVENTORY. 
We purchase salvage, surplus, 
end of line and total estates. 
Immediate cash available - we 
make quick decisions. No deal 
too big! Dave 1-778-549-61 20. 
FREEZER BURNT meat, fish, 
and bones for sleddogs. Will 
pick up. Please call 250-635- 
3772 (37~6) 
WANT TO Buy antiques. Phone 
1-250-862-0638 148031 
Market your business to near- 
ly half a million outdooi enthu- 
siasts! Advertise your business 
in BC's largest outdoor publica- 
tion, The BC Freshwater Fishing 
Regulations Synopsis 2006 Edi- 
tion. Call Annemarie at 1-800- 
Long-established Port Hardy 
Business. Camera sales, pho- 
tography, photo-finishing,artgal- 
lery, custom framing and unique 
giftware. Excellent opportunity 
to expand. Call 250-949-7313 
or email: nicamera@telus.net. 
661 -6335 Ext. 3244 
HOT TUB (Spa) covers. Best 
Price, Best Quality. Ali shapes 
and colours available. Call 1- 
866-585-0056. www.thecover 
guy.ca 
Flooring Wholesaler Needs 
Cash Flow - Buy Direct 
Laminate ..... $.49 sqlft, 12 ml 
laminate ..... $1.99 sqlft, Lam- 
inate tile (from) ..... $.99 sqlft, 
1 x 6  knotty fir or pine ..... $1.75 
japanese cherry pre fin ..... $4.75 
sqlft, 3 114" oak, maple, bam- 
boo pre fin ..... $3.99 sqlft, 3 114" 
sqlft, Oak Maple and ash engi- 
neered ,,,,,, $2.99 sqlft. 
"EARLY CHRISTMAS BUY" 
New slate pool tables $2,195 
(retail $7,195). Delivery and 
Installations Included. 1-604- 
TONS MORE! 1-800-631 -3342. 
522-2025. 
r 
Check out our olte or call 638-7283 for edvertislng Information 
FOR SALE 2003 Frigidaire elec- 
tric range. Ceramic cook top - 
4 burners, plus bridge surface 
and warming element. Oven 
- regular and convection bake. 
Self clean, vvarmer drawer. Like 
new, asking $800 Phone 250- 
638-8252 ( 5 0 ~ 3 )  
TEST DRIVE 
Uni ue Opportunity lo own and operate a 
2001 Pele with zero down. You must have 
a minimum ONE YEAR flal,de& highway 
ex erience able and willing io  run 
CINADA I USA and possess good 
Steve or Andre (800)663-0099 
i 
I 
i 
1 
I 
- , -  ~ . . - - - - -  . -  I 
// 
86 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 14,2005 
OWNER I OPERATORS 
own trailer, or 73%, avg. $1.67/ 
mi. without, Class-1 longhaul 
flatdeck USA/CAN from BC or 
> paid 80%, avg. $1.83/mi. with 
are dedicated to high standards of cust 
ceptionally motivated and resultsdriven . . . 
\\ 
Woodlands Accountants 
2 positions. Vavenby, BC & 
Grande Prairie, Alberta 
Innovative leadership and a 
commitment to the highest stan- 
dardsofenvironmental andoper- 
ational excellence have secured 
Canfor its place as a national 
and global leader in the forest 
products industry. 
Your major focus will be on pro- 
viding the woods and operation- 
al analysis and information, as 
well as assisting the Controller 
throughthegenerationof month- 
ly financial statements. 
An important member of our 
team, you will take part in the an- 
nual business plan process, ass- 
ist department heads and super- 
visors in departmental budget 
control and cosvbenefit analy- 
sisand provide financial informa- 
tion and recommendations. 
While a recognized accounting 
designation is preferred, senior 
level CMA or CGA students, 
' ideally with 1 years' related 
experience are welcome to ap- , 
ply. Conversance with GAAP 8 
' and proficiency with MS Excel, ' 
Word, Access and Powerpoint 
are expected, as are excellent 
interpersonal and writtenherbal 
communication skills and the . 
ability to work effectively in a 
team environment. 
Competitive salaries, compre- 
hensive benefits packages and 
performance-based prospects 2 
for career advancement are of- L 
fered. ' 
For information on living in the 
close knit community of Clear- . 
water (located near Vavenby and 
75 Minutes north of Kamloops), - 
where many Canfor Vavenby : 
employees reside, please visit *: 
www.ntvallev.com/clearwater/in- < 
dex.htm. For infomation on the II '. 
vibrant community of Grande " 
Prairie, with a population of over 
44,000, please visit http://www. f 
citycfgp.com. 
We thank all applicants for their i 
interest in Canfor: however, only ' 
those shortlisted will be contact- 4 1  
ed. Please forward your resume : 
indicating location preference, J 
by December 19,2005 to: Cana- ; 
dian Forest Products Ltd. Vaven- . 
by, BC, Cherie Hanvold Division ' 
. 
Log Truck Drivers, Log Truck 
(Short-Long logs) Owner Op- 
erators, Processor Operators. 
References and Driving Record 
are required with your applica- 
tion. Winter 05/06. Jared Gul- 
branson, Gulbranson Logging 
Ltd., 1475 Hwy 16 East, PO Box 
665. Vanderhoof, BC VOJ 3A0. 
Voice 250-567-4505 or 250- 
E-mail: gulbrans@telus.net 
PART TIME housekeepers re- 
quired. Bring resumes to 4828 
tiwy 16 W.,Terracace,B.C. No 
faxes. For more info call 250- 
567-5446, Fax: 250-567-9232, 
635-91 51 (48C2) 
SEAMSTRESS AND/OR war- 
drobe assistant. Custom Por- 
traits in Skeena Mall are looking 
for Christmas help. Phone 250- 
639-51 96 or drop in. (49~3) 
NOW TAKING applications for 
"Resident Building Managers". 
Duties to include regular build- 
ing and outdoor maintenance 
for a 95 apartment complex, 
enforcing by-laws, collecting 
strata fees and laundry income, 
submitting bills to accountant. 
Please mail resume to Summit 
Square Apts., #1108-2607 Pear 
' St.,Terrace,B.C. V8G 4V5. Cut 
off date for applications will be 
Jan 1,2006. Interviews will be 
held on Jan. 27,2006 for accept- 
ed applicants. (47~5) 
WE ARE Looking for a FIT wai- 
tress. Please send your resume 
to Shan Yan Restaurant at 4606 
Greig Ave., Terrace. No phone 
calls please. (49~3) 
~ 
COOK/HOUSEKEEPER/HOSTESS 
Kasiks Wilderness Resort is currently accepting 
applications for a cook and housekeeper, hostess 
based at the resort, Highway 16 West, 'Terrace, 
B.C. Shift work  involved. 
Qualifications: 
Minimum 3 years experience as a cook 
Must have level 1 first aid 
Food Safe - Level I and II 
Class 5 drivers license with reliable transportation 
AB $3000 Hiring Bonus. Tom 1- 
Installation Crew 
Eagle Homes, B.C.'s largest 
Moduline modular dealer is look- 
ing for installation personnel for 
our Salmon Arm, Cranbrook and 
Kamloops dealerships. , Must 
have basic carpentry skills, be 
willing to travel, drywall experi- 
ence preferable. This is an op- 
portunity for the right person to 
gain long term employment with 
a successful company in a fast 
growing industry. Remunera- 
tion based on experience. Send 
resume by fax to 250-833-4758 
or by e-mail to: 
800-663-0099. 
Sore Manager 
A career-minded self-starter with a passion tor retail and a ' 
focus on friendly service, you are a motivated and results 
driven leader with a strong sense of responsibility and prior 
We offer competitive wages, benefits, merchandise 
discounts, a bonus plan, opportunities for growth, and a fun 
Tho Bargalnl Shop 3848 Sandra Road, N=ndmo, BC 
VST 4ES ~ a l k  rbrlnk@thob.rgaInrhop.com 
i 
i 
I retail management experience. 
I ' work environment. Please apply to: 
I 
If you are interested, please provide a resume 
with references a n d  salary expectations to: 
Send resume to: Debbie Russell, 
or call Peter Lansdowne at 1250) 638-1 881 ext. 228 
drussell8nechakcmorthcoast.com 
info @ e a a lehomes.ca 
The Kingfisher Oceanside 
Resort and Spa is looking for 
a General Manager to start in 
January 2006. The successful 
candidate will be a hands-on 
manager, a leader, a good staff 
coach, be profit oriented,-versa- 
tile and creative. And that's not 
all. ..we need someone who has 
knowledge of fine dining, hotel 
and spa operations. The individ- 
ual will be able to handle chal- 
lenges, find solutions and stay 
positive throughout. The em- 
ployment package will include , 
benefits and possible living 
accommodations in a 3 bdrm 
ocean view suite. If you are 
this person please email your re- 
sume to: bdevcorp@shaw.ca 
Northern Vancouver Island 
GM Dealership is seeking a Sec- 
retary Treasurer/Accountant. 
Experience preferred, computer 
literate with Quorum Systems 
an asset. WagedSalary are ne- 
gotiable DOE. An excellent op- 
portunity for career orientated 
individuals on a great team! Fax 
resumes attention Cory Klassen 
to /2501949-7440. 
I (' THE quality BARGA/U!SHOP@~ produ?. lowest prices. guaranteed. Local firm requi rk  a part-time Accounting Clerk. The successful candidate will have experience in 
accounts receivable, accounts payable and payroll. 
'1 Experience with Microsoft Word, Excel and Simply 
Accounting would be an asset. 
This position offers a flexible schedule and wages 
based on experience and qualifications. This position 
could develop into full-time. 
Please forward applications (including references) 
by December 15, 2005 to: 
c/o Terrace Standard 
File# 230 
32 10 Clinton Street, 
Terrace B.C. 
V8G 5R2 
KITCHEN CABINET Academy 
Certificate Program. Intensive 
training program for Kitchen 
Cabinet installation, assembly, 
I design & sales. Classes limited 
to 8 students. Employers wait- 
ing for graduates. Phone 250- 
758-5077 WWW. 
kitchencabinetacademy.com 
Excavator  operator Training 
Programs.' 4,5, and 6 week Pro- 
grams. Advanced Class One 
Driver Training. Jobs Waiting 
Now. Taylor Pro Training Ltd. 
250-860-7624. Toll free 1-877- 
860-7627. 
HEAVY DUTY truck parts coun- 
ter person required for Victoria, 
B.C. truck dealership. Must 
have experience and knowl- 
edge in all areas of truck and 
trailer components. Western 
Star, Sterling arid Ford experi- 
ence an asset. Full-time posi- 
tion with good wage and benefit 
package to qualified applicant. 
Fax resume to: 250-652-9130 
or email to: 
lelliott@~rwesternstar.com 
OPERATOR TRAINING Exca- 
vator, Grader, Dozer, Full-size 
Equipment. Continuous intake. 
www.iheschool.com Kelowna. 
Phone: 250-21 5-6009. 
Internal/External 
uctor in the Career 
ntment will run from 
e in 
Outreach Resource Educator 
reqilired by Bulkley Valley Child 
Development Centre in Smith- 
ers. Full details can be viewed 
at y w w  .interior-news.com un- 
der job opportunities in Bulkley 
Valley. 
REQUIRE CLASS 1 Driver for 
Super Train Flat Deck work, I, 
paid extra for tarping, benefit 
pkg., bonus program, revenue 
pay averages in excess of .49/ 
mile - empties included. Paid 
2X per month - direct deposits 
are available. Call 1-800-760- 
1420 / 7am-5pm. After hours 
call (250)314-9512 leave mes- 
sage. 
TECH WANTED. Busy shop in 
Merritt looking for 3rd year or Li- 
censed Technician. Must have 
good computerized diagnostic 
skills. Fax resume to: 250-378- 
2376 or ca!l250-378-2346. Ask 
fop Mark. 
Occupational Therapist re- 
quired by Bulkley Valley Child 
Development Centre. Tempo- 
rant nosition .Ian 6- Auo.RIIO6 
Class 1 Driver Required: 
$500.00 sign on bonus. Must 
have Super Train or Tridem 
flat deck experience. Service 
throughout BCand Alberta. Ben- 
COACHED 10 WEALTH efit package. ,Home weekends. 
FOR FREE1 Paid mileage plus extras. Fax 
Serious entrepreneurs wanted. Abstract and Resume to (250) 
No scam 250-951 -2523. 
Do you want to make a 
change in 20061 Kelowna awaits ...... Wanted: Ex- 
1 Disributorships Available. Join perienced roofers. Must have: 
one of Canada's largest mobile own vehicle, tools and safety 
tool companies offering Sales equipment. phone 1,-888-255- 
and service of the highest qual- 5444. 
ity tools & equipment for all as- 
pects of the automotive indus- Journeyman Plumber required 
1 try. Non Franchise, No Fees f0rB.C. InteriorMechanicaVElec- 
Financing available OAC. Your trical Company. Construction & 
investment includes Service experience preferred. - an inventory package, Competitive wages & benefits. - a commercial display van Fax: 250-398-9099, Email: tnh- - initial training vac@midbc.com 
- ongoing support WANTED Dangle head pro- 
WWW.MACTOOLS.COM. If cessor for pine harvesting in 
vour own business Call Keith imatelv 18-20 thousand meters. 
I 
you are interested in owning the Williams Lake area, approx- , . - . .-=-- '. 
Ell details at 
FULL=TlME MILLWRIGHT 
Small company in Houston is seeking a 
full-time millwright. Successful applicant will 
be responsible for the maintenance and up- 
keep of the equipment in a Trim Block Plant. 
Knowledge of Trim Saws, Edgers, 
Conveyers a must. 
Please fax resumes to: (250) 845-3351. 
. e  
374-1677. 
HOVEY ROOFING AND SIDING 
The students are all partici ants in the DAWN program 
run by Northwest Training. yhe DAWN program rovides 
academic and life skills education to women WRO have 
working with at-risk women and will also have a broad 
range of content knowledge with con 
experience in instructing math, English, 
studies. Other requirementsable to teach 
iearnercentred;committed to student success; understand 
with DAWN program requirements only 
ts will be considered. 
FAX: 250.638.5475, Email: soates@nwcc.bc.ca 
We thank all amlicants for their interest; 
BO~OS (604) 855-2159. Contact Barrie Brown 250-392- wwwhterior -news.com under 
NEW FRANCHISE Opportuni- 71 15 or Rob Weetman 250-392- Job Opportunities. 
ty. Imagine Laserworks opening 71%. 
across BC. world's number 1 REQUIRED: Owner Operator 
system for smoking cessation Logging Trucks and Class One 
& weight loss. Low investment Drivers to haul logs in Hinton, Al- 
- High returns. Imaginelaser- berta. Call (780) 865-5774. There are options available and relief is only a call away! 
PROF 
WELDING 
7851 -1 10 Street - Grande Prairie, AB 
Is Currently Hiring: 
-Journeyman Welders with Fabrication Experience 
- B-Pressure Welders 
- 2nd or 3rd Year Apprentice Welders 
-Welders Helpers 
- General laborers 
-Journeyman Steel Fabricators CS 
Full-Time, Ywr Round Employment, To Start Immediateh 
Top Wages Paid, For portable and shop work. 
fax Resume to I7801 882-2206 - A h :  Kim (OHice Manager] 
- No Phone Calls Please 
I 3 Call 1-800-665-5595 to set up your FREE CONSULTATION. KPMI: Inr Tnlrtm in Ranknintru Works.com 1-866-538-21 06 ON-SITE PROPERTY Home Workers Needed!!! MANAr@3,E,SI,CfiFZTAKER *--^a" .... .---ill. .-.a ~ - _. - __  - ~ aiauuiwn AaaemuLiwi pro- apartment b u l l d l n m  
ducts stuffing envelopes* No 8500.00 base salary plus 
Incentives. plus 81 2-815.00/h 
plus FREE rent, FREE hydro, 
FREE cell & ComDUter. experience needed. Free infor- 
mation: www.CanadianJob- 
Source.com Ref #7-702 or Call 
REQUIRED BUSINESS partner 
for antique storee. Must have 
$25,000 investment for one half 
interest. e-mail Spiritbr@telus. 
nei or File # 228 Terrace Stan- 
dard, 3210 Clinton St. Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 5R2 (48~3) 
1-705-726-9070. 
, 1,- ... " "*.",. , 
Groat potentlal t o i  extra 
earnlngs to a pro-actlve. 
experlenced. couple. 
Emall Resume wlth references to: I frank~Dhomebuylnmcentsr.cs 
however, only those selected for 
an interview will be contacted. 1 
Closing Date: December 19,2005 Take a closer lookv 
required immediately 
by Ford dealerslrip 
Ford experience preferred, 
Send resume: 
Attn: Jim 
Box 1510 
100 Mile House, BC VOK 2E0 
Of  
sunrisefordsales@telus.net 
SUPERINTENDENTS 
& 
FOREMAN 
required for local, 
I Coastal and Northern 
Commercial/lnstitutionc 
projects 
Fax resume 
604-943-09 1 2 
No phone Cirlls please 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Director of Administration and Finance 
The Skeena Native Development Society in close 
partnership with a local villa e government partner 
is now taking applications rom experienced and 
qualified individuals to fill the position of Director 
of Administration and Finance. 
The osition will provide executive management 
and inance functions and will assist the village gov- 
ernment in implementing policy and legislation. 
The position is  responsible for the following: 
3 
P 
- Developing, recommending, and implementing 
financial and 
administrative policy 
- Management ofLfinance, Human Resources, 
and programs 
- Fostering and maintaining intergovernment re- 
lationships with the three levels of governments 
- Management of the organizations' Collective 
Agreement 
The following qualifications are essential for this 
position: 
- Post Secondary education in Business Adminis- 
tration or Commerce or the equivalent in past 
job experience 
- Knowledge and experience in working with 
federal and provincial programs 
- Knowledge and experience with technolo y 
- Proven manag ement and supervisory ski1 s 
- Working knowledge of financial accounting 
principles 
- Good knowledge of the socioeconomic condi- 
tions of the region 
- Must be bondable 
iJ 
This position is the senior mana ement position in 
the organization and does not all under a collec- 
tive agreement. Salary is commensurate with ex- 
perience and qualifications. Only individuals who 
qualify will be contacted for a n  interview, 
Applicants may  call the following for more informa- 
tion, a n d  are requested to submit a resume along 
with two letters of reference by the closing date of 
December 16, 2005 to: 
B. Haldane, Sr. Executive Assistant 
Skeena Nat ive Development Society 
Telephone 250-635-1 500 
P.O. Box 41 8 Terrace, B.C. V8G 481 
P 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
General Manager 
The Skeena Nat ive Development Society in 
close partnership with a local partner is seeking 
ap lications from motivated a n d  qualified 
in cp ividuals to fill the full-time permanent position of 
General Manager. 
The successful candidate for this senior management 
position will be a unique individual who is a 
self starter that can work within general policy 
framework. He/She will be responsible for 
developing partnerships and will work to achieve 
economic independence by fostering and providing 
opportunities for entrepreneurial development. 
The General Manager is responsible for the 
following: 
- Identify and develop business opportunities, 
- promote economic development and 
- increase business ownership, 
- create employment and training opportunities, 
- maximize successful iob creation, 
- invest profits for further economic growth and 
diversib, 
- marketin & venture start up, 
- management & Corporate negotiations, 
- management of human and financial resources 
- is responsible and accountable for the creation 
diversification, 
- product 1 evelopment, 
related to community economic development; a n d  
of a mission statement and guiding principles and 
procedures. 
Experience/Training 
- 5+ years exp. marketing and sales 
- 3+ years management experience 
- 2+ years business development experience 
- Related industry experience 
- Strong written and verbal skills 
- Post Secondary Education or equivalent appl ied 
Applicants may call the following for more 
information, and are requested to submit a resume 
along wi th  two letters of reference by the closing 
date of December 16, 2005 to: 
Barb Haldane, Executive Assistant 
Skeena Native Development Society 
Telephone: (250) 635-1 500 
P.O. Box 41 8, Terrace, B.C. V8G 481 
experience 
PRINCIPLE TRUCKING LTD. 
Do you like to drive, do you have 
your class one driver's license 
and are looking for more mon-. 
ey? Then come and join our 
team at Principle Trucking Ltd, 
we, have a job with your name 
on it. We will offer you competi- 
tive wages as well as benefits 
and lots of hours to keep you 
busy. Experience will be an as- 
set. Positions available are 
Winch Tractor Operator, Bed 
TCvck Operator, Picker Opera- 
tor. Please fax your resumes 
with driver's abstract to 250- 
785-9438 or come in and see 
us, we are South on 100th St., 
Fort St. John. Our phone num- 
ber is 250-785-9434. We look 
Looking for an exciting career1 
@MERIDIAN nwuu SERVICES NORTH Lm 
required immediately. 
Experience and 
ability to interpret 
blueprints necessary. 
Union shop, excellenl 
wages & benefits. 
Fax resume to 
1-250-546-9076 
is hiring Mortgage Brokers in 
Smithers,Terrace and Prince 
Rupert to serve Ncrthwest BC. 
For details call Mark at 
Meridian Financial Services 
North in Smithers. forward to meeting you. 
IMPROVE YOUR LIFE STYLE. 
Sales Representative Vancouver 
Island RV dealership wants your 
communication skills and desire 
to succeed he!ping RV'ers. Fax 
resume: (250)468-1599 Email: 
polnick@telus.net 
Adding experienced Class 1 
Drivers & Owner op's in South- 
ern B.C. Home everyday, 
access to world-class recrea- 
tion, education, and affordable 
housing. Steady work, indus- 
try leading compensation pkg., 
fuel protection reflecting actual 
costs. -m.dctcham bers. 
corn for more info. Call 250- 
549-21 57 or 1-800-473-21 61 
local 221. 
NEED A CHANGE? Service 
Manager Vancouver Island RV 
dealership wants your technical 
knowledge, organizational and 
communication skills. Please 
fax resume to: (250)468-1599 
or email: polnick@telus.net 
EVALUATORS1 A Profession- 
al mystery shopping compnay 
requires shoppers throughout 
BC to do shops. Apply online 
at www.secretshopnet.com 
(47~30 
MECHANICS REQUIRED for 
busy Spring Brake & Steering 
Shop located in Fort St. John, 
6.C. Top wages and Benefits., 
Fax resume to 250-787-9127 
or E-Mail to nsparts@telus.net 
WP3) 
1 SHOPSUPERVISOR 
IN TERRACE 
Must have exceptional customer relationship 
and communication skills. Computer experience ' would be an asset. Competitive salary and 
benefit package available to the successful 
applicant. Drop off or mail resume to: 
Attention: Service Manager 
Box #231 
c/o Terrace Standard 
321 0 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
Crosing date: December 29,Z@E. 
CARETAKERS 
Kasiks Wilderness Resort is  currently accepting 
applications for a couple to be caretakers based at the 
resort, Highway 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
The couple must be willing to live at the resort. This 
osition is responsible for general maintenance of the 
kcil i iy includin minor maintenance of the generators. 
Preference will e given to those that have an air brake 
ticket and have the abiliiy to drive a plow truck. 
If you are interested, please provide a resume with 
references and salary expectations to: 
Send resume to: Debbie Russell 
drusselI@nechako-northcoast.com 
or call Peter Lansdowne at (250) 638-1 881 ext. 228 
- - ..--- - ~ . .  . . . .  . . I  . 1 . . . . . .- . I , _ _ . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
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ONE 8 two bedroom in rural 
location. 5 minutes drive from 
downtown. Pets welcome. $275 
& $375.250-615-7385 (50~3) 
>GERMAN SHEPHERD Pup- 
pies for sale. 6 wks. old on Dec. 
15/05. Serious enquiries only. 
250-842-0424 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Clean, quiet, new paint, lami- 
nate floors, laundry facilities, 
on site management. No pets 
Dlease. Available immediatelv. 
Y 
Arclnfo Geographical 
Information Systems 
(GIS) Certificate 250-61 5-0280 (4Octfn) 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 1992 CIRCLE J 2 horse trailer. 
Walk in tack room. Excellent 
condition. $6,500 firm. 250-635- 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, ref- 
erences required. 3360 + $1 80, 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065 146P61 
2,654 sq. ft. RetailNVarehouse 481 8 Hwy. 16 West 
998 sq. ft. Office/Sales 5008 Pohle Ave 
1,735 sq. ft. SalesNVarehouse 2905 Kenney Street 
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse 4820 Hwy 16 West 
5,000 sq. ft. Retail Space 4818 Hwy. 16 West 
951 sq. ft. Warehouse 5002 Pohle Ave 
900 sq. ft. Off ice Sales 
(Great Visibility) /I 
< 
4624A Greia Ave 
' 
This intensive, 20-week certificate program in 
Arclnfo GIS is designed to take people without 
previous GIS knowledge to an advanced level 
of competence using the  industry standard 
ESRI Arclnfo software suite. The program 
consists of 500 hours of lab instruction 
supplemented b y  supervised projects. 
Having the  skills and knowledge to use GIS 
is rapidly becoming a requirement in today's 
job market. 
HRDC forecasts increased need 
for GIS Professionals 
Train for employment in Industry, 
Government and  First Nations 
Student loan a n d  E.I. eligible 
Free hot woler/recreotion 
Close to schools and Walmnri 
Security entronte No pets 3331 (50~3) -' 
OLDER TENT trailer, needs re- 
pairs to roof and canvas. Could 
be converted to a utility trailer. 
Asking $250. 250-638-8605 
(48031 , 
ONE. TWO and three bedroom 
apartmentsfor rent. $350, $450, 
$550 Heat and hot water includ- 
ed. Newly renovated. Security 
on premises. Please call 250- 
61 5-0345 or 250-635-6428 
132C.TFN) 
2 Bedroom Apartments 
Clean And Quiet 
Loundry Focility 
Close To Swimming Pool 8 Town 
References Required. 
Avoiloble Immediately 
9mall Pets Welcome 
1 BEDROOM basement su,ite 
with F/S, W/D. All utilities in- 
cluded. Must be quiet, no smok- 
inglpets. Located in Horseshoe. 
Available Dec. 1st $500/month 
2 BEDROOM available imme- 
daitely. Couple preferred. Close 
to downtown, big back "yard, 
separate'entranco, no pets, no 
smoking, ref. req'd. $390 + se- 
curity deposit. 250-635-6824 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
and on Jan. 1st - 2 bedroom 
suites. Both are clean, quiet, 
close to downtown. Laundry 
facilities and storage also includ- 
ed. $425/month+250-615-9772 
250-635-9484 (48~3) 
147p3) 
$7,375 plus texts 
January 23 - J u n e  9, 2006 
For more  information: 
Salmon Arm Campus 
toll free 1-866-352-0103 
dkolysher@okanagan.bc.ca 
, -
PARK & CLINTON 
MANOR APTS. 
Unfurnished and partially furnished 
apts. Bachelor units, one bedroom 
and two bedroom. Beside ' 
swimming pool. One of the best 
maintained aptsin town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
6157543 or 6353475 -
www.gis.okanagan.bc.ca WHAT5 NEXT IS WHAT% HERE. 
1 ,  
SHUSWAP REVELSTOKE NORTH OKANAGAN 
CENTRAL OKANAGAN SOUTH OKANAGAN3SIMILKAMEEN , 
Ticketed Automotive Refinish- 
er required for permanent full- 
time position in Collision Repair 
Centre in Penticton. Reply to 
HUNTNGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for 1 & 2 
' Bedroom suites 
Clean, quiet renovated suites 
Ample parking 
Laundry facilities 
* Close to schools & downtown 
* On bus route 
On site management 
* No pets 
References required 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Call: 635-4478 
I 
..--... 
duplex in town. Two fireplaces, ROOM FOR rent. Fullyfurnished 
2 1/2 baths, window cover- downtown. Share with two other ._ _. - -  - - -
ings, five appliances, covered 
carport. Available immediately. diately. No parties. Phone 250- I 
250-638-1 885 for appointment 
I 2001 polaris I men. Cable, T.V. Availablejmme- 
635-3500 (49133) 
Box #246, 2250 Camrose-St., 
Penticton, BC V2A 8R1 
CARPENTER WANTED for 
(50~3) 
BACHELOR SUITE. Close to 
schools and town. $450. Utili- 
ties included. No smoking, no 
pets. 250-635-5893 (48~3) 
FURNISHED TWO bedroom 
basement suite. cable, all util- 
ities, A car a must. Five min- 
utes to town, Hwy 16 W. $5501 
mo References, damage depos- 
it. Available i,mmediately. Call 
TWO BEDROOM basement 
and three bedroom upper suite 
in Thornhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. $350.00 per month 
and $500.00 per month. Phone 
Brent 250-631 -9593 148ctfn1 
250-635-3772 (42P3) 
I 700 RMK 151" Track I to view. (47ctfn) - LARGE 3 bedroom dllnl- forming, framing, concrete lay- ing, masonry, finishing and cab- 
inetry installation. $25 hr. 
Fax resume 964-'1896. 
Electrician: A fast paced lum- 
ber remanufacturing plant in 
the Southern Okanagan has an 
immediate full time opening for 
afully qualified Industrial Electri- 
cian. Minimum 5 years experi- 
ence. F/T from $24.42, bene- 
fits, Must be proficient in PLC's 
(Siemans, Bradley), and able to 
work unsupervised. FSR cert., 
would be an advantage. Apply 
by email: gfpQgfp.bc.ca, or by 
fax to 250-493-81 30. 
'pv'"'. 
in Thornheights, huge deck, '2 BEDROOM Suite. Available 
hardwood floors, fenced yard, immediately, F/S, W/D, dish- 1 $4,500,00 "1 
carport, F/S, W/D. $675 + utili- washer. N/G firedace. deck 
overlooking Skeena ' River, 
fenced yard. $550/month 250- 
by side duplex. 2 blocks i o m  63818093 (48P3) 
downtown and schools. new ONE BEDROOM above ground 
carpets, new paint, hardwood suite, F/S, laundry facilities, 
flooring in main living area. includes heat, 3 blocks from 
Large private back yard. Nice- Lakelse lake on highway side. 
ly kept inside and out, ideal for Parklike setting. $400/mo 250- 
working couple. No smoking, no 795-22133 (48~3) 
pets. $700 per month 250-635- 
3466 150011 
RECEIVE REFUND IN CASH on 
half of your first two months rent 
at Terrace Manor Apartments, 3 
bedroom townhouses,close to 
downtown and schools,f/s,w/d, 
or wfd hookups and free cable 
t.v. Rent from $495 per month. 
4514 Scott Ave., Terrace 250- 
635-4980 (50~3) 
ties.250-635-9157 (48~3) , 
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath side 
To view call 
638- 1748 ALL THE NEWEST 0 I SNOWMOBILE DVD'S IN STOCK NOW! 2000 SQ.FI: OFFICE space. 4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-71 71 
BOOKKEEPING !SERVICES 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
(CTFN) 
TERRACE SUNFLOWER Child- 
care Centre starting preschool 
program. Space is limited. Call 
the centre for more information. 
250-635-1 51 2 (49P3) 
DON'T HAVE time to get your 
home looking it's best for the 
Cleaning. 260- 635-4661 (47~3) 
I Holiaay Season? Call Cathy's 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitch- 
4644 Lazelle Avenue 
en and bar. Ideal for weddings, 
anniversaries, reunions. Day 
and evening rates. 250-635- 
7777 email kinsmenQosg.net. 
Bartending Services available. 
(CTFN) 
MAIN FLOOR 
524 h2. reception & 3 offices 
600 ft2- receplion & 2 offices &staff room I 1000 h2 - will devide space to suit WHITESAIL TOWNHOMES 
From ' 9 9 / m  (non-renovated) 
All units are 3 levels w/bsmt. 
hsu i te  laundry available, small pet ok. 
I SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. I I I 256 (52EfzyE FLoQR 956 h2- one bicl office & 3 offices 2 BEDROOM house for rent near college. No pets. Call 250- 
635-7602 for appointment to 
view. (45~3) 
2 BEDROOM house. Southside. 
No pets, references required, 
W/D, no smoking, no parties. 
$550/mo 250-635-7427. Avai- 
lable Jan. 1/06 (50~3) 
3 BEDROOM house close to 
I I 
I Vertkal Escape 1 
I 2 bedrOOm/3 bedroom w/2 bath from $425/m (discounts available) a Call Larry 63 250 632-441 1 I 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
3 BDRM Condo, 1 1f2 bath. F1 
S, WfD, newly renovated close 
to downtown. #13-4714 Davis. 
Available immediately. utilities 
not included (250)635-3908. 
147P31 P.O. Box 21 7, Stewart, B.C. 
Terrace Depot 635-7676 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
4,500 SQ. Ft. warehouse for 
rent. Reasonable rent. Phone 
250-635-7602 145CTFN1 
town and schools, unfinished 
basement, 5 appliances, car- 
port, $650/month. 250-638- --- 
6931 (48ctfn) 
3 BEDROOM house in ' t h e  
,Environmental & 
Occupational Health 
Phone (250) 721-8558 
www.~ntinuingstudies.uvic.ca/eoh/ 
Public Relations 
Phonr (250) 721-6129 
wwncontinuingstudies.uvic.co/pd 
I 2003 Yamaha I 
Grizzly 660 4x4 
WHISPER RIDGE 
PHASE I I  NOW SELLING 
FINAL PHASE 
AVAILABLE 
13 Okanagan-Thompson 
CHBA Gold & Silver Awards 
for this project. Beautfully 
treed and valley views, 1-3 
acre homesites. All services un- 
derground. Paved roads. 160 
acre private park. (The 
Ranchlands) 8 miles to 
Vernon and 40 minutes to 
Homesites from 
'$1 26,500-$160,400. 1986 HONDA Civic 1500s 
wwhv.whisperridge*com hatchback, new clutch & paint. 
1 Silver Star Mountain. 
52 MPG $2.200 OB0 250-615- 250L545-5472, 1-800-493-6133. 
Horseshoe. FfS, WfD, DNV, un: 
finished basement, fenced yard, 
carport. Available Nov. 21 $750/ 
month references reauired. 'm- 
IKe qu&y shows in every move we make! I 2 BEDROOM Duplex, clean quiet. F/D, W/D, References re- 
quired. No pets. Fenced yard. 
Phone 250-635-3796 (48~3) 
3 BEDROOM duplex, 2 bath- 
rooms, F/S, close to town and 
school, available immediately, available immediately, no smok- 
no pets. 250-635-3284 (49~3) ing, no pets. $l,OOO/month. 
3 BEDROOM housetop duplex, Newer house. 250-61 5-6835 
$500.00, Southern expossure, f/ 149P3) 
s. laundrv room. NIP. N/S. Refer- 4 BEDROOM Upper on South- 
side, F/S, W/D hookups, large 
yard, deck, storage space. No 
smoking, no parties, pets negoti- 
able. References and deposit re- 
quired. $750-$800/month. 2710 
Sparks Street. 250-635-5904 
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom com- 
pletely renovated, ceramic tile, 
laminate, 4 appliances. 4706 
Goulet. $700 250-638-8639 
GREAT FAMILY home on the 
Bench. Vaulted ceiling, hard- 
wood floor, five appliances. 
Three bedrooms, office, 2 112 
baths. $850/mo Call 250-638- 
8639 (47P3) 
HALF ACRE with 4 bedroom 
house inThornhill. Immediate oc- 
cupancy, $600/month. FfS, WID 
hookups, N/G heat. Near golf 
course. 250-635-2159 (49~3) 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent in 
a 5 bedroom house. Share rest 
of home. On bus route. $270 per 
month includes utilities. Phone 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apt. $360/month; Two bedroom 
house $500/month. Available 
Dec. 1st Thornhill. 250-635- 
7623(48~3) 
(49p3) 
j49p3) 
250-635-31 26 (48~3) 
I $7,499.00 I LYY - 638-1 067 (46~3) 
3 BEDROOM House, F/S, W/D. 
of Victoria 
ences. 250-635-5061 (46~3) 
BEDROOM duplex, in a 
Container or van service! Thornhill. F/s included. N/p. $375 For 1-2 persons only. Se- 
' AUTO LOAN TODAY 
www.creditrebuilders.net 
I Bad credit, slow credit, ' bankrupt, first time buyer, 
;-888-270-7199 Get both the 
vehicles & credit you deserve. 
Selling to First Nations since 
1985. Professional Auto 
Credit Rebuilders. 
GET BACK ON TRACK! Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Money? We Lend!! If you 
www.pioneerwest.com Member 
of the Better Business Bureau. 
, own your own home-you quali- 
ty. 1-877-987-1 420. 
S 
4 
1 
WHY ARE you doing the flu this 
year? We're not! Check us out 
at www2rhealth.biz. your im- 
mune support specialists. 
1 
d 
.1 
J 
i 
curity deposit required. Call 
250-635-41 39 (48~3) 5446 (50~1) '1 
1999 OLDSMOBILE Alero GLS. 
4 dr., automatic, 'loaded, CDI 
stereo, white, alarm, 17" tires 
& rims, EC, must sell. $10,500 
OB0 Consider trades. (48~3) 
FOR SALE Three bedroom 
rancher, completely renovated. 
Ceramic tile, laminate, new roof 
& windows. $102,000 250-638- 
8639 (49~3) 
REDUCED TO Sell. 1978 14' 
x 70' 3 bedroom mobile home 
on large lot in quiet park. 15' x 
24' addition, 5 appliances, NfG 
heat, VfG condition. Moving, 
must sell (Good starter home) 
$20,000 060. For appointment 
149D31 Financing 
to view, call 250-635-9609,, Dreamgatgher 
* Bank Refused? * Poor Credit? 
+ Nn C,r~dit3 
Reasonable Rates 
1-866-61 5-0002 
b 
_ -  . .- -.--,.. * Bankruptcy? * Divorced? 
No Problem! 
You Work, You Drive! 
''0" Down 0.a.c 
1A*O.cE]  
www.drearncatcher-loans.com 
1 -8OO-fX8-84l8 
FARM RAISED elk meat $2.10/ 
Ib or $2.50 cut, wrapped. Whole 
or half. 250-635-7156 (49~3) 
BULLS FOR sale. 50 quality 
yearling bulls. Hereford Red & 
Black Angus, Gelliviehs, Char- 
ois, Limousine and Simmental 
on test at Lazy B Ranch. Please 
call Charlie at 250-690-7226 
Fort Fraser. (47~3) 
I MOVING? Long hauls or short 
destinations. Household furni- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. Ictfn) 
.I 
J 
2 BEDROOM clean and quiet. 
4820 Lazelle, f/s, dw, w/d, . No ~ 
smoking/pets 250-635-4852 or 
638-0046 evenings (50P3) 
2 BEDROOM Unit in Thornhill. 
Rent $325 per month. Utilities 
extra. Phone 250-635-7025 
(50~3) 
AVAILABLE NOW. Like new, 
bright, spacious 2 bedroom 
apartment. Three appliances 
with storage room, blinds and 
beautiful oak cabinets. 24-hour 
video security. Non-smoking. 
$550 per month. Call 250-635- 
631 6 (49~3) 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 6 p led 
apartments available. Spacious, 
clean and bright with secured 
entrance, paved parking, F/S. 
W/D and blinds. One bedroom, 
$475/mo. Two bedrooms $5751 
mo (with gas fireplace) N/p, n/s 
250-635-1 622 or 250-635-2250 
to view. References a must 
(49CTFN) 
DOUBLE WIDE trailer on pri- 
vate lot, 3769 Muller, availabld 
December lst, ffs, w/d, no 
smoking. $600.00 250-638- 
0161 (48~3) 
FOR RENT'. 94 M H 70x14 on 
10 acres in Jackpine. 504 Wil- 
liams Creek Just like new, 2 bed- 
rooms, hardwood floors $600 a 
month. Outdoor pets allowed, 
non smoking. Available Jan 
1/06. Call AI 250-638-0052 
MODERN CLEAN, newly reno- 
vated two and three bedroom 
mobile homes. Will furnish if 
needed. Close to schools and 
bus routes. Includes fridge, 
stove, blinds and storage shed. 
Available irnmediately.To view 
phone 250-638-1 885 (24tfn) 
TWO BEDROOM trailer 12x68 
in Sunnyhill court. Washerfdryer, 
fridgehtove. Rent $575 includes 
heat and hydro. 250-635- 7025 
(48P3) 
FURNACES AIR DUCTS CHIMNEYS 
SEPTIC5 SEWER BACKUPS ELEC. EEL. 
AND M U C H  MORE... 
Phone: 63 SI 'U 'II 32 
4 unit Townhouse 10-1 6 Little Wedeene $79,800 
4 unit Townhouse 40-46 Little Wedeene $57,100 
4 unit Townhouse 10-1 6 Wedeene St. $76,100 
$67,000 4 unit Townhouse 
4 unit Townhouse 51-57 Wedeene St. $56,800 
4 unit Townhouse 60-66 Wedeene St. $56,900 
30 Suite ~ Q I W E B B l M H W . P T ~ O , O O O  
Contact - lrvin Leroux - Manager (250) 279-0444 
"All Sales Subject To Court Approval" 
30-36 Wedeene St. 
i 
i 
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FORESTER XS 
AWD 9 Climate Control Heated Seats 9 6 Stacker CD 
Victor Cavolheiro Eddie Vante 
Al healthy 
a healthy diet 
For more 
information, visit 
www .healthcheck.org 
or call the Heart and 
Stroke Foundation at 
HURT 
AND STROKE 
FOUNDATION 1 FONDATION 1 
-7 
Health CheckM. 
blls you it's a healthy choice 
Wnh a &ling new front end design and class-leading fue/efficiency,the B p a a e n g e r 4 W  Pilot 
makes a powerful impression on any road. Features include: 3.5L 244hp S A P  SOHC 24-Valve 
VTEC=Engine * V l M 4 * 4 W D  System b Vehicle StabiIiiAssist"(VSA*) b Side Cuftain Airbags 
(SRSI in AllThree Rows r Projector Headlights b Roof Side Rails r Power Windows, Door Locks 
5 Heated Folding Door Mirrors ... and more. 
/ I  
NELEMUMCY ANOTHE EWIRONMENl Plnthaslhe benluel eficientynlary8 passenger SWnnlhe roadin Canada' 
I4 tUlWkmDty.97UtW kmMghway 
BRmSW COLUMBIA 
%- 
/ 1-800-665-1 990 DL# 9662 w w w . b t h a n d ~ . t O m  
4534 Keith Ave. 7 .  (250)638-8171 
I 
Lease and finance Onen are from Honda Canada Finance Inc. on approved CrediL'2.9% purchase liilancing is available on 2006 CR-Vs, Pilols and seleclZOO6Accords 101 up to 36 months. Finance example: $20,000.00 a1 2.9% Per annum eqUa15 S580.74 
per month based on a 36-mOnlh term. C.O.E. is 5 9 6  &I tor A total 01 520.g06.65. Dealer may sell tor less. tAvailable on in&& zoo6~ccord. CR.Vand Pilot models. G I ~  certificates must be used at time 01 purchase and will be deducted from the aner 
tax price. GST induded. 'ItOtfen valid through January 3rd. 2006 at panicipating dealen only. noes not include Accord Hybrid. See parlicipatlng dealer lor full details. OHen subject to change by manufaclufer at any time., May not be ymbined with any 
other pmmobon. EAS repoiled by DesRmien Autornorw Consultzr's. Jan. 2005. AHorsepower and torque calculations reflect nRy s.& JI 349 pmCedureS revised August 2004. m g u r s  estlmated. See Dealer for 2006 Eneffiuide or visit vehdes.gc.ca. r\ris!t 
safemr.gcv lor details. 
FAMILY PLAN PRICE 
~32.995 
04 Ford F350 4x4 Diesel $43,495 
Lariat wlMoonroof, Crew Cab, 45k 4 
20 k, LS Edition -33,995 
XLT Rim Long BOS, Crew Cab, 55 km e 
03 Ford F150 "SUPER CREW" $29,995 
LARIAT; ULTIMATE LOAD, 43 k 
94 GMC 2500 Ext. Cab 
Turbo Diesel. 4x4 
$1 1,995 
Subaru WRX "STI" $35,995 
25k, 300Hp Turbo 
TOO of the line 
6Q Mazda RX-8 GT e $33,995 
OkVolvo S60, $26,995 
e29 Mazda Protege "5" $1 6,495 
Auto, Leather. Beautiful Car. Only 25k 
Auto, Leather. Moonrc%of 
09 Mazda Protege "5" ' $1 5,995 - 
Auto 
99 Chev Cavalier 2DR Coupe $7,495 
5 Spd, AC, CD 
9s Subaru Legacy $8,495 
AC, Cruise, CD. Auto 
03 Subaru Outback -22,495 - 
5 Spd, Ful\y Loaded 
0s Subaru Forester A w e  $19,995 
AC, Auto, P/V//L, 66k 
0s Mazda MPV DX -1 6,395 .-- 
7 Pass., 6 Cyl.. AIC. Cruise. 75k- 
V6, AC, CD, Cruise 
Auto. AC 
7 Passanger 
01 Mazda Tribute LX AWD $1 8,995 
97 GMC Safari $6,995 
9g Jeep Cherokee Sport $9,995 
Brent DeJong Mark DeJong Matt Clarabut 
www.thornhillmotors.com 
ThornWii MiOtors 
Hiahwav 16E. Terrace DL#7041 
1 
2002 HONDA Civic U. Excel4 
lent condition, 2 door, asking! 
(49P3) 
You're Approved! Do Not lei 
previous Bad Credit stop you 
www.youcangetacar.net ..I 
'91 BLACK Plymouth Laser R q  
Turbo. Standard, 5spd, all powm 
options, sunroof, exc. condition 
well maintained, new shock 
alternator, valve cover gaske 
and other work, maintained J 
mechanic checked, lady drive 
good tires, nice rims, VER Y 
quick. Extra clean interior, no 
rust. Mitsubishi engiine runs per-) 
OB0 250-638-1696 Read abou 
Plymouth Lasers at: h t tp : / /w.  
carsurvev.orq/review-17377 4 fect, great gas mileage. $4,00 
$14,000 OB0 250-632-2534 a
from owing a vehicle toda q 
1-888-849-971 8. * ' t  
4 
1985 4x4 Ford Ranger $1,OOq 
" 060; 1985 Astrovan $504 
OBO; 1984 Merc Topaz $50@ 
OBO. View at 3820 
250-635-1 105 or 250-61 7-854 
1991 Si0 Blazer 4x4, 
running condition, 12,000 kms! 
on new engine, many neiiv parts; 
1995 FORD F150 4x4 truck wit$ 
canopy, 5 sp/5L, 150,000 k 4  
2004 GRAND Cherokee. Full ' 
loaded. 14,000 kms, transfer- 
Commandstart. Asking $32,0 
AUCTION WORLD: Save Big 
On Trucks, Cars, SUV's, Vans1 
many unreserved! Auctions i 
Kelowna every Saturday 1 l : O I  
am viewing Tues-Sat 9am J 
' (48~3) 
$3,800.250-638-8919 (50~1) . a  
250-638-8393 (50~1) I 
able 5 year extended warran 3 
OB0 250-61 5-6948 (49p33) 
5pm. Call 765-5282. 4 
1987 PLYMOUTH Voyager, i' 
seater, runs well.t NO rust, re i  
pair history available. Asking 
$1 500.00. Phone 270-638-860q 
1996 FORD Windstar, power( 
lockslwindows, air, tilt, cruise! 
$$5,500 060; 1992 .Saturn' 
Coupe, dower lockslsindows; 
635-71 cruise control 56 (49~3) $3,200 OB0 250- 
1997 FORO Windstar, seatd 
7 with 2 built in childseats, ful- 
ly loaded, excellent condition. 
(48~3) i 
I 
$6,500.250-635-9383 (49~3) 
, .  
Please have your dog 
leashed or fenced-in 
away from your 
mail boxes on 
Wednesdays and 
Saturdays so your 
newspaper carrier 
can deliver yok 
pa per* 
Place your classlfled ad In 
C€ SMNDAR For more information, please contact: 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 14,2005 - 69 
1 
2 YEAR WARRANTY 
To sea a littlnp of our Canadlan Mllltrry 
HsrHape docurnenbrier, virR our Web SHe al 
I NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS AND 
,, OTHERS 
-/fOm+OF 
Re: The estote of 
DAVD CLIFFORD HORSEY, 
k m o ,  Bricirh Columbia 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of DAVID 
CLIFFORD HORSLEY are hereby 
notified that' particulars of their 
claims should be sent to the under. 
signed Executor at 12006630 La. 
d e  Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 
156, on or before JANUARY 3 1, 
2006, after which date the Execu. 
tor will distribute the estate among 
.the parties entitled to it, having r e  
gord only to the claims that have 
then been received.- 
DEBRA LYNN SIEMENS, Eucutor. 
wanm Bands- Brom, Sdiiibfs 
Heritage 
NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION ACT 
R.S.C. 1985, CHAPTER N-22 
Fortune Minerals Limited hereby gives notice that an ap lication 
gable Waters Protection Act for approval ofthe work described 
herein and its site and plans. 
Pursuant to section 9 of the said Act, Fortune Minerals Limited has 
deposited with the Minister of Transport, and in the office of the 
Government Agent Prince George, British Columbia, under deposit 
number 1000076. A description of the followin work, its site and 
plans of the bridge over Klappan River, locate! at approximately 
8 1.2 km along the proposed Mt. Klappan Road. 
Comments regarding the effect of this work on marine navigation 
may be directed to: The Superintendent, Navigable Waters Protec- 
tion Program, Transport Canada, 820 - 800 Burrard Street, Van- 
couver, BC V6Z 218. However, comments will be considered only if 
they are in writing and are received not later than 30 days after the 
date of this notice. Althou h all comments conforming to the above 
will be considered, no indlividual response will be sent. 
Signed in Smithers this the 7th day of December, 2005. 
has been made to the Minister of Transport ursuant to t E e Navi- 
ALLNORTH CONSULTANTS LIMITED 
CARL HOVEY 
NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECT~O~J ACT 
R.S.C. 1985, CHAPTER N-22 
Fortune Minerals Limited hereby gives notice that an ap lication 
herein and its site and plans. 
Pursuant to section 9 of the said Act, Fortune Minerals Limited has 
deposited with the Minister of Transport, and in the office of the 
Government Agent Prince George, British Columbia, under deposit 
number 1000073. A descri tion of the following work, its site and 
18.5 km'along tie proposed Mt. Klappan Road. 
Comments regarding the effect of this work on marine navigation 
may be directed to: The Superintendent, Navigable Waters Protec- 
tion Program, Transport Canada, 820 - 800 Burrard Street, Van- 
couver, BC V6Z 218. However, comments will be considered only if, 
they are in writing and are received not later than 30 days after the 
date of this notice. Althou h all comments conforming to the above 
will be considered, no indlividual response will be sent. 
Signed in Smithers this the 7th day of December, 2005. 
has been made to the Minister of Transport ursuant to t R e Navi- 
gable Waters Protection Act for approval o P the work described 
plans of the brid e over Roc f: ester Creek, located at approximately 
ALLNORTH CONSULTANTS LIMITED 
CARL HOVEY 
NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION ACT 
R.S.C. 1985, CHAPTER N-22 
Fortune Minerals Limited hereby gives notice that an ap lication 
has been made to the Minister of Transport ursuant to tre Navi- 
gable Waters Protection Act for approvol of the work described 
herein and its site and plans. 
Pursuant to section 9 of the said Act, Fortune Minerals Limited has 
deposited with the Minister of Transport, and in the office'of the 
Government Agent Prince George, British Columbia, under deposit 
number 1000077. A description of the followin work, its site and 
plans of the bridge over Klappan River, locate1 at approximately 
8 1.2 km along the proposed Mt. Klappan Road. 
Comments regarding the effect of this work on marine navigation 
may be directed to: The Superintendent, Navigable Waters Protec- 
tion Program, Transport Canada,, 820 - 800 Burrard Street, Von- 
couver, BC V6Z 218. However, comments will be considered only if 
they are in writing and are received not later lhan 30 days after the 
date of this notice, Althou h all comments conforming to the above 
will be considered, no injvidual response will be sent. 
Signed in Smithers this the 7th day of December, 2005. 
ALLNORTH CONSULTANTS LIMITED 
NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION ACT 
R.S.C. 1985, CHAPTER N-22 
Fortune Minerals Limited hereby gives notice that an ap lication 
gable Waters Protection Act for approval o f  the work described 
herein and its site and plans. , 
Pursuant to section 9 of the said Act, Fortune Minerals Limited has 
deposited with the Minister of Transport, and in the office of the 
Government Agent Prince George, British Columbia, under deposit 
number 1000075. A description of the followin work, its site and 
53.5 km along the proposed Mt. Klappan Road. 
Comments regarding the effect of this work on marine navigation 
may be directed to: The Superintendent, Navigable Waters Protec- 
tion Program, Transport Canada, 820 - &OO Burrard Street, Van- 
couver, BC V6Z 218. However, comments will be considered only if 
they are in writing and are received not later than 30 days after the 
date of this notice. Althou h all comments conforming to the above 
will be considered, no indlividual response will be sent. 
Signed in Smithers this the 7th day of December, 2005. 
has been made to the Minister of Transport ursuant to t R e Navi- 
plans of the bridge over Konigus River, locate d at approximately 
ALLNORTH CONSULTANTS LIMITED 
3 x 
7 
0 
x 
To place your - 5
Community Classified 
call this newspaper or 
toll free 1-866-669-9222 
classif iedsQbccommunitynews.com 
www.communityc1assifieds.ca 
I 
3 
3 m 
REACH 2.5 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $360 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,572 
AUTOMOTIVE __ 
G u A RANPEED CREDIT 
"approvals - trucks, crew cabs, 
chassis,, cubes, diesels, 
4 ~ 4 %  SUVs, sports/imports, 
trades. Save thousands, 
delivery anywhere in BC, 
www.carbuy.ca. Toll-free 
1-871-855-9499; 604-897-7197. 
AUTO FINANCING 
BAD CREDIT? NO CREDIT? 
Bankruptcy? No problem. You 
. work - you drive. Apply online 
, www.dreamcatcher-1oans.com 
* or call toll-free 1-800-646-8418. 
1 SECOND CHANCE FINANCE. 
: We say yes to poor credit and 
+ bankrupts. Select from over 
1 450 cars, trucks, 4x4~4, vans. 
, Call Marty 604-552-4554: 
. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
OWN YOUR OWN STORE - 
Country Depot, Truevalue 
Hardware, V&S department 
stores - new & existing 
locations. No franchise fee - 
earn dividends. Call TruServ 
Canada today - 1-800-665- 
5085 www.truserv.ca. 
N E E D - A - P H O N E  I n c .  
$ 1  9 . 9 5 / f  i r s  t m o n t h .  
Reconnection with no credit 
check, no one refused. Toll- 
free at 1-866-444-381 5. Email: 
need-a-phone Q telus.net. 
Web visit Need-A-Phone.com. 
WORK AT HOME ONLINE. 36 
people needed Immediately. 
Earn a part- or full-time income. 
Apply free online and get 
started! http://www.wfhbc.com. 
WELCOME TO O 'B IES,  
in Lundbreck, Alberta. Gas 
bar, convenience store, post 
' office. Near tho Crowsnest 
' Pass. $548,000. MLS Peter 
Ma lo f f ,  Broker .  Re/Max 
$ Southwestern 403-627-8200; 
6 .  www.crowsnestpassrea1 
:* est at e. co m . 
?.", 
, FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY - 
Liberty Tax Service seeking 
entrepreneurs to be part of the 
fastest growing international 
tax service ever1 Call toll-free 
www.libertytaxcanada.com. 
Fax 1 - 8 6 6 - 4 4 4 s 5 4 .  
1 - 8 7 7 - 9 0 2 - 7 0 8 9 ,  
NEW CONCEPT LAUNCH! 
24/7 Automated DVD movie 8 
video games rentaVsales. 75 
existing locations. Need 
investors for prime locations. 
Contact toll-free 1-866-477- 
8046 or visit www.videoself.ca. 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
WORK FROM HOME on your 
computer. Full or part time. No 
experience required. Start 
today. Visit our website now. 
www.MyHomePCJob.com. . Code: Al. 
CAREER TRAINING - 
YOUR LIFE STARTS HERE1 
Jump start your career with 
CDI College & graduate in 
months - not years1 Business, 
Technology, Health Care & 
much more. We have locations 
throughout Canada & classes 
are starting all the time! Call 
today toll-free 1-800-561-1317 
NEED A CAR or truck? Good 
credit, bad credit. Want a Visa? 
#1 success rate. Delivery inL 
BC. www.drivehornenow.com 
o r  888-501 -1 148. 
CREDIT COUNSELLORS 
DEBT CONSOLIDATION 
PROGRAM. Canada Credit 
Services helps Canadians 
repay debts; reduce or 
eliminate interest rates, 
regardless of your credit 
situation! Call 604-734-81 58 
o r  1 - 8 6 6 - 6 6 3 - 7 9 6 8  f o r  
con f iden t ia l ,  no -cha rge  
consultation. For online 
a p p l i c a t i o n :  
www.canadadebt.ca. Bonded 
and licenced by the provincial 
government. 
EDUCATION 
A NEW CAREER? Train to be 
an Apartment/Condominium 
Manager. Many jobs1 Job 
placement assistance. All 
areas. Government registered 
program. Informationbrochure: 
8339. www.RMTl.ca. 
MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTIONISTS 
are in demand. Start your 
online career training today! 
A t - h o m e  a n d  o n - s i t e  
job placement assistance 
f o r  a l l  g r a d u a t e s .  C a l l  
now! 1-800-466-1 535 or  
www.canscribe.com. 
' EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
BUSY G.M. dealership requires 
Shop Foreman/Mechanic. If 
you strive for excellent 
customer satisfaction working 
as part of a team, and enjoy 
small town living. Close to the 
mountains but only an hour 
away from the mountains. We 
would like to hear from you. We 
also offer a great work 
environment with an excellent 
pay plan and bonus structure. 
Fax resume: Attention: Ron 
Evans, 403-638-2810. Phone 
EXPERIENCED GLASS 
WORKER wanted for well 
established, growing glass 
desired. Aulomotive experience 
preferred. Carpentry/(anovation 
experience an asset. Wages 
based upon experience. Fax 
resume 780-723-5663. Email: 
midwestd Q telusplanet.net. 
CARS _I 
604-681-5456 I 1-800-665- 
403-638-3502. 
company. J o u m e ~ a p p m ~  
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
PHONE DISCONNECTED? 
Lowest hook-up from $22.36. 
Fantastic monthly rates. 
Get reconnected with Easy 
Reconnect. We've been saving 
customers money for years. 
Ca l l  1-877-446-5877.  
H INTON CHRYSLER i n  
Hinton, Alberta is now 
accepting applications for 
a Service Manager. We 
are looking for a motivated, 
organized, self-motivated 
person with experience in the 
automotive service field. The 
position is permanent full-time 
with benefits, wage will depend 
on experience. To apply 
you can fax a resume to 
780-865-7374 or apply in 
person to Jeff Prior. 
Telephone Reconnect1 First 
month of phone service only 
$24.95 + connection feel 
Everyone approved1 Phone 
Factory Reconnect - Where 
talk is cheap. 1-877-336-2274; 
www.phonefactory.ca.  
B E C O M E  A M Y S T E R Y  
SHOPPER1 Gapbuster is 
currently recruiting mystery 
shoppers. Get paid to shop 
a n d  i m p r o v e  c u s t o m s r  
se rv i ce .  App ly  now at: 
FINANCIAL _- -- SERVICES-. . 
DEBT STRESS? Consolidate 
& lower payments by 30-40%. 
End those phone calls & 
the worry. Avoid bankruptcy. 
C o n t a c t  u s  f o r  a 
No-Cost Consultation. Online: 
www.mydebtsolution.com or 
Toll-Free 1-877-556-3500 
(Pacific). 
PAY $0 TAX IN 2005. Get it all 
back. www.unusedrrsploans.ca. 
1-800-480-0012. RRSP loans 
at 4.75% - 8% loan interest, 
from 1-10 years and deferral 3 
FOR SALE MISC. 
you're reading them now! 
Place a 25-word classified in 
105 BC & Yukon newspapers 
for only $360. Call this 
newspaper for details, or phone 
www.communityclassifieds.ca - 
BRAND NEW PC! Everyone's 
approved!* Get a fully loaded 
MDG computer with an Intel P4 
3Ghz from 99 cents/day. 
Includes everything you need: 
512MB RAM, 17" LCD flat 
panel, Windows XP. Plus free 
3.1 MP digital camera and free' 
printer/scanner/copier for first 
500 callers ('call for conditions) 
CHEAPER THAN SCROOGE - 
www..ga P.!?u3&.smLxec :_ 
or 6 months. - 
CLASSIFIED ADS WORK - 
1 - 8 6 6 - 6 6 9 - 9 2 2 2 .  
1-800-236-2504. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILLS from only $3,495.00 - 
Convert your logs to valuable 
lumber with your own Norwood 
portable band sawmill. Log 
skidders also available. 
www.norwoodindustries.com - 
free information: 1-800-566- 
6899 ext:4000T. 
TECUMSEH GAS powered 
bicycle motor. Beat the high 
price of gas. Get your bike 
ready for Spring now, before 
the rush. 250-212-5141, 
jim @craft-master.ca. $579.00. 
AT LAST1 An iron filter 
that works. IronEaterl Fully 
patented Canada/U.S.A. 
Removes iron, hardness, 
sulfur, smell, manganese 
from well water. Since 1957. 
Phone 1-800-BIG IRON; 
www.bigirondrilling.com. 
PHONE DISCONNECTED? 
Connect for just $59.95 and 
your first 30 days are free. 
Transfer from your current 
reseller for free! Call Tele- 
Reconnect 1 -866-392-5066 
ww w . t e I e re c o n n e c t . c o m ._ 
NEED A COMPUTER? Don't 
have cash? 100% financedl 
Poor credit accepted! Fast 
d e l i v e r y 1  M o n e y  b a c k  
guarantee! Free digital 
Camcorder! (100 available). 
C a l l  n o w  t o l l - f r e e  
www.canadiancomputer  
_. HELP -- WANTEI)- -- _- - .  
OLYMEL, Red Deer, Alberta's 
largest employer is now hiring 
food processing workers. 
Starting salary $1 0.55/hr plus 
premiums and earn as much as 
$17.85/hr; extended health & 
dental after 3 months; free bus 
service within the city; no 
experience required. Please 
send your resume to: OLYMEL 
Human Resources 7550 - 40th 
Avenue, Red Deer, Alberta 
T4N 6R7. Fax: (403) 309-7547, 
a p p l y @ o l y m e l . c o m ,  
ww w . o I y m e I. co m . __ 
DOG LOVERS1 Enjoy a healthy 
& profitable career as a 
professional dog trainer. 
Governmen t  acc red i ted  
program - student loans 
and grants. Ben Kersen & The 
W o n d e r d o g s .  
www.wonderdogs.bc.ca. 
EXPERIENCED BAKER 
R E Q U I R ED immediately. 
Excellent pay, benefit package 
and opportunities across 
Alberta. Fax resume to 
(780) 624-1349 or email 
I b r e  c h t @ f r e s o n . corn; 
PRODUCE CLERKS REQUIRED 
immectately. $lmr, comprehensive 
b e n e f i t  p a c k a g e  a n d  
opportunities across Alberta. 
Fax resume to (780) 624-1349 
or email IbrechtQfreson.com. 
- 
1 - 8 6 6 - 6 4 1 - 7 6 6 9 .  
fu.E!ELE 9 * corn_ :------- ._
1-800-961 -661 6. 
PERSONALS- . 
LIFEMATES the relationship 
people. Single? M'eet your 
mate, guaranteedl Call 
Canada's largsst and leading 
r e l a t i o n s h i p  c o m p a n y  
today at: 1 -888-54MATES 
( 6 2 8 3 7 )  or  v i s i t  u s  at  
wq?Iw.lifematescanada.com. 
CANADA'S TOP PSYCHICS 
... Are you ready to believe in 
psychics again? Call now, 
you won't be disappointed! 
1-900-451 -7070. $2.95/min. 
REAL ESTATE 
DRYWOOD VALLEY land 
option 5 parcels left1 Land 
parcels to choose from; 634, 
158, 160, 113, and 154 acres. 
Near Waterton, Alberta. MLS 
Peter Maloff, Broker, Re/Max 
Southwestern 403-627-8200; 
www.crowsnestpassrea1 
e s t a t e . c o m .  
I_____-- RECREATIONAL VEHICLES 
OVER 200 NEW & used 
motorhomes, diesel pushers, 
5th wheels, trailers, vans, 
campers. Total RV Centre. 
Special RV financing. Since 
1984. Voyager RV - Hwy 97, 
Winfield, BC. 1-800-668-1447. 
SPORTING GOODS 
GREAT HUNTER'S Christmas 
gift1 Subscribe to Big Game 
Adventures magazine: 40 
stories, 288 pages. Elk, 
sheep, deer, moose. Riflehow. 
Newsstand or subscribe 
www.BGAMAG.com. Free 
hunting video(s) with order! 
Visa/M C accepted . 
STEEL BUILDINGS - 
BUILDING SALE1 "Extended 1 
weekl" 20x26 Now $3600. 
25x30 $4900. 30x40 $7900. 
40x60 $12,990. Factory direct, 
25 years. Many others. 
Ends/accessories optional. 
Pioneer 1-800-668-5422. 
STEEL BUILDINGS: Factory 
direct - blowout sale! While 
supplies last. 20x24, $3,264; 
30x30, $4,546; 40x60, $8,046; 
50x1 20, $1 8,016. Call now! 
Toll-free 1(877)728-4807. 
TRAVEL 
ALL INCLUSIVE HOLIDAYS 
... Cheapest airfares and 
package prices in Canada. 
Discounted cruises, hotels, 
cars. Book online now and 
save. www.canadatravels.com 
or call toll-free 1-800-563-5722. 
TIMESHARE RESALES - Sell- 
buy-rent-exchange. World's 
largest timeshare resale 
broker. Stroman Realty - since 
1979. Worldwide selection of 
resort properties. Call today 
toll-free 1-800-201-0864. 
__ 
1_8t.-- 
-__I____ 
Y~~KL~oY~~!?m!!:sA __I 
-__ _- ______._.-I ___ 
1 - 8 8 6 - 7 3 4 - 6 0 6 0 .  
-- __.--- 
CALEDONIA BAILIFF SERVICES 
INVENTORY SALE 
R3-4554 Larelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Assets of the Northwest Weekly (Terrace A c e )  Newspaper 
Business, computers, office equipment, office furniture, fridge, 
digital camera and many misc., items. Items may be viewed and 
bids will be received until 
December 20.2005 at 400 o m  
Contact our office at 635-7649 for appointment to view. 
NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION ACT 
R.S.C. 1985, CHAPTER N-22 
Fortune Minerals Limited hereby gives notice that an ap lication 
has been made to the Minister of Transport ursuant to I R e Navi- 
gable Waters Protection Act for approval ofthe work doscribed 
herein and its site and plans. 
Pursuant to section 9 of the soid Act, Fortune Minerals Limited has 
deposited with the Minister of Transport, and in the3ffice of the 
Government Agent Prince George, British Columbia, under deposit 
number 1000074. A description of the followin work, its site and 
plans of the bridge over Craven Creek, IocateJ at approximately 
36.1 km along the proposed Mt. Klappan Road. 
Comments regarding the effect of this work on marine navigation 
may be directed to: The Superintendent, Navigable Waters Protec- 
tion Ptogram, Transport Canada, 820 - 800 Burrard Street, Van- 
couver, BC V6Z ?J8. However, comments will be considered only if 
they are in writing and are received not later than 30 days after the 
date of this notice. Althou h all comments conforming to the above 
will be considered, no indlividual response will be sent. 
Signed in Smithers this the 7th day of December, 2005. - 
ALLNORTH CONSULTANTS LIMITED 
CARL HOVEY 
CITY OF TERRACE 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
TERRACE ARENA ADDITION 
INVITATION 
The City of Terrace invites, tenders from qualified general 
contractors for the construction of a new ice arena adjacent to 
the existing Terrace Arena. - 
DESCRIPTION: 
The 2900m2 building will comprise a pre-engineered steel frame 
housing an NHL size rink slab, masonry dressing rooms and 
mechanical rooms. A geothermal heat pump /heat recovery 
HVAC and refrigeration system will serve the new addition and 
will be retrofitted into the existing arena and aquatic centre 
buildings. 
CLOSING / TENDER OPENING 
300 pm, Thursday, February 9 ,2006  
City of Terrace Public Works Department 
5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace BC V8G 183 
MANDATORY PRE-TENDER SITE MEETING 
200 pm, Thursday, January 26,2006 ' 
Project Site, Terrace Arena 3320 Kalum Street, Terrace' BC V8G 183 
SECURITY: 10% Bid Bond. ' 
BONDING 
Performance Bond and Labour and Material Payment Bond, 
each in the amount of 50% of the Contract Price. 
FORM OF CONTRACT 
Canadian Standard Form of Stipulated Price Contract, CCDC-2, 
1994 (R 1999) 
Tender Documents will be available for viewing on or after 
Wednesday, 4 January, 2006 in the BC Construction Association 
Plan Rooms at Vancouver, Prince George and Kamloops; and at 
the ClTl electronic plan room. Documents will also be available 
for viewing at the Terrace Public Works Department. 
Tender documents may be obtained at the office of the Consultant, 
or at the Terrace Public Works Department, upon receipt of a 
refundable deposit in the form of a cheque in the amount of 
$200 per set, made payable to PBK Architects Inc. 
The BCCA Bid Depository System shall be used for the receipt of 
selected subtrade tenders as listed in the Instructions to Bidders. 
All tender inquiries should be directod to Allen Jury, PBK 
Architects Inc, #200 - 1770 West F Avenue, Vancouver BC, 
V6J 4Y6, Telephone 604-736-5329. The lowest or any part of 
any tender may not necessarily be accepted. 
7 MOE - NAIKOON PARK 
CONTRACT CSKEN-86 
CONSTRUCTION 
OF A WATER TREATMENT PIANT 
CALL FOR TENDERS 
Sealed Tenders clearly marked 'Contract CSKEN06086 - 
Construction of a Water Treatment Plant" will be received at the 
offices of the of the Corporation's Technical Advisors in North 
Vancouver, Dayton & Knight Ltd., up to 
av, Januarv 6. 2006 and will + op*public at th: 
The Contractor will modify the existing well casing, replace 
the well pump and pipin , install fencing and apply for a well 
identification plate, instal and new 32 rnm water suppl line, 
locate and replace existing distribution system valve goxes, 
remove existing water taps and water softener, flush existing hot 
water tanks, install a backflow prevention device and construct 
a water treatment room within an existing building complete 
with hot water system, emer ency shower and pressure tanks. 
carriefout by others. 
The deign, fabrication, supply, delivery and installation shall be 
substantially completed by February 17. 2006 . The Contractor 
shall have a representative on site to assist the water treatment 
plant supplier with any mechanical, electrical or civil issues that 
may arise during commissioning and start-up of the water plant, 
which will be completed by March 3, 2006. 
* oca1 tim 
The su ply and installation o 9 the water treatment system will be 
Tender forms, plans and specifications may be obtained from 
the Dayton & Knight Ltd. office in North Vancouver, B.C., for 
the non-refundable purchase price of $50.00 after 2:OO p.m., 
Monday, December 6. 2005. Cheques shall be made payable 
to Dayton & Knight Ltd. 
Tenders will be opened in public immediately after the closin 
time. The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be acceptef 
Each Tender must be accompanied by a bid bond or certified 
cheque. The award of this contract is subject to ap roval by 
the Ministry of Environment (MOE) and to the avaikbility of 
sufficient funds to complete the project. 
Enquiries should be directed primarily to Mr. Gerson Neiva, 
P.Eng., Dayton & Knight Ltd., telephone (604) 990-4800, or;if 
necessary, to Mr. Dan Bate, MOE, telephone (250) 557-4390. 
SUBMIT TENDERS TO: CORPORATION 
Dayton & Knight Ltd. 
Attn.: John Howard Attn.: Gerson Neiva, P.Eng. 
3726 Alfred Avenue #2 10 - 889 Harbourside Drive 
Bag 5000 North Vancouver, B.C., V 7 P  3S1 
Tel.: (604) 990-4800 Smithers, B.C., VOJ 
2N0 Fax: (604) 990-4801 
Tel.: (250) 847-7323 
Fax: 12501 847-777A 
i MWLAP 
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3-D archers 
shoot up 
the stables 
TWENTY-EIGHT archers flung arrows at targets during the 
Whiskey-jack Archers’ 3-D shoot at Copperside Stables, the 
club’s first shoot of the season, last month. 
Max Ursic of Smithers won the men’s unlimited, fol- 
lowed by Wayne Webber of Terrace. 
Club president Jaco Fourie shot his way to first place in 
bowhunter sighted and Ludwig deJager scored second. 
Brian Nordstrom of Terrace won the men’s recurve. Al- 
Ian Correia of New Aiyansh took second and Ed Mckenzie 
took third. 
In men’s longbow, first place went to Ricardo Correia of 
Terrace, followed by John Sandhals and Prince Rupert’s Co- 
lin Bennett. 
Kenneth Monture snared the cubs win just ahead of Ste- 
ven McColl. 
Megan McAlpine won the longbow female. Cynthia 
Ridler snapped up second and Tiffany Hutchins of Prince 
Rupert took’third. 
Erin Sandhals was the top recurve female and Gayle 
Holtom took second. 
Lorna Sandhals said the group had a great time. For the 
first time, the clubhad enough targets of its own and didn’t 
have to borrow any, and as a result, is looking forward to its 
spring 3-D shoot in May. 
Sports Scope 
Shames to open soon? 
LOCAL SKI and snowboard enthusiasts are asked to call the 
Shames Mountain snow phone to learn if their favourite ski 
runs will be open today, Dec. 14. 
As of Dec. 8, snow was falling on the upper mountain 
while snow mixed with rain landed on the lower slopes. 
Thirty centimetres covered the bottom of the hill with an- 
other 50 cm needed before the runs are opened, say Shames’ 
employees. 
The mountain’s usual opening date is Dec. 20. 
For more information, call the snow phone at 638-8754 
or toll-free at 1-877-898-4754 or check the Shames Moun- 
tain website at www.shamesmountain.com. 
Murray scores 
down south 
FORMER TERFWCE minor 
hockey star Josh Murray 
scored his first goals in the 
NCAA recently. 
The Nov. 19 game saw 
the University of Alabama- 
Huntsville Chargers drop 
the Robert Moms Colonials 
6-5,. with Murray assisting 
on the thaigers’ first goal 
and netting the team’s sec- 
ond on a breakaway,-beating 
the Colonials’ goalie on his 
stick side within the first five 
minutes of the first period. 
Murray’s second goal 
came in the Chargers’ 4-3 
victory over the Ohio State 
Buckeyes Dec. 2. 
After Murray’s line 
worked the puck free in neu- 
tral temtory, Murray took it 
across the blue line and fired 
a low-angle shot to open the 
scoring for the Chargers half- 
way through the first period. 
j Johri Amos, who coached 
Murray as a bantam rep here, 
said freshmen don’t play 
‘’ 
erence but said Murray told 
him he was getting more ice 
time when he scored his first 
goal. 
Once the team had a 
comfortable lead, the first 
and second lines returned 
to the ice, limiting Murray’s 
ice time once again. 
The Chargers are tied for 
third in the CHA conference. 
They break for the holidays 
, 2005 
.Floating 
finesse 
JULIANNE LENUIK 
skates during the in- 
termission of the Riv- 
er Kings game at the 
Terrace Arena Dec. 4. 
On the left, during her 
warmup, Lenuik per- 
forms an Ina Bauer, 
a graceful field move 
that shows off her 
flexibility. 
On the right, the 
young talent finishes 
her routine by holding 
this pose for a couple 
of m in u tes. 
Len u i k’s teammates 
from the Terrace 
Skating Club shouted 
and cheered for her 
throughout her time 
on the ice in front of 
the small, but!) appre- 
ciative crowd. 
MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
l j  
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4 December 14 
Shames Mountain’s 
tentative opening day. For 
info, call the snow phone 
at 638-8754 or toll-free at 
1-877-898-4754 or check 
the website at wwwshames- 
mountain.com. 
4 December 28 and 29 
Young curlers throw their 
rocks in the Junior Bonspiel 
at the curling club. 
December 29 
The River Kings skate 
against the Kitimat Ice De- 
mons at 8 p m .  at the Terrace 
much as the seniors get pref- andieturn to the ice Jan. 6 Arena. 
FOR DISPLAY, CLASS DISPLAY 
AND WORD CLASSIFIEDS 
OFFICE CLOSED 
- Terrace Standard .-Dec. 26 & 27 & Ian 2 
3218 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C. VSC 582 
For More Info phone 638-7283 A 
Place your classified ad in 
For more information, 
please contact: 
1 i 
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0 North Island Gazette Esquimalt News e North Shore Outlook 0 Bowen Island Terrace Standard Salmon Arm Observer 
0 Parksville Qualicum News Oak Bay News 0 Westender Undercurrent Kitimat Northern Sentinel Shuswap Market News 
Cowichan News Leader 0 Saanich News BurnabylNew West 0 Hope Standard 
Duncan Pictoral 9 Goldstream News Leader 0 Agassiz Observer 
Lake Cowichan Gazette News Gazzette Richmond Review Chilliwack Progress Ft. St. James Courier Golden Star 
0 Sooke News Mirror 
0 Campbell River Mirror 
0 Comox Valley Record Leader Langley Times 
Nanaimo News Bulletin ‘%I includes publication in 0 Tri-City News Aldergrove Star Williams Lake Tribune Kelowna Capital News 
0 Ladysmith-Chemainus OUT 6 dai/)’papefS With an 0 Peace Arch News 0 100 Mile Free Press Princeton Sirnilkameen 
Victoria Citywide in our largest markets. ” Meadows News 
Vernon Morning Star 
0 Arrow Lakes News 
Smithers Interior News 
Houston Today 
Burns Lake District News Cranbrook Kootenay Advertiser 
* Vanderhoof Express 
Mission City Record Nechako Advertiser . Penticton Western News 
Prince George Free Press 
lnvermere Valley Echo 
Revelstoke Times Review 
Peninsula News Review 
Monday Magazine 
South Delta Leader 
e Surrey North Delta 
Abbotsford News & 
Quesnel Observer Summerland Review 
Chronicle additional 34,000 CifCUlafiOfl Maple Ridge  pi^ Ashcroft Journal Spotlight 
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* Castlegar News 
*Also includes publication in our 
Merritt Herald 
Kamloops This Week 
Barriere Star Journal 
Clearwater Times 3 daily papers. 
Sicamous Eagle Valley News 
I 
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